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The subbarrier reflection of ultracold neutrons~UCNs! from stainless
steel~an alloy of iron, nickel, chromium, and titanium! is investigated
by means of neutron-radiation analysis. It is found that the increase in
the probability of capture of UCNs by nuclei is large compared to the
standard theory. The effect is selective, the enhancement factor varying
From 3 for iron to 90 for titanium. ©1997 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~97!00101-1#

PACS numbers: 78.70.Nx, 28.20.2v

We have investigated the capture of ultracold neutrons~UCNs! during their subbar-
rier reflection from the surface of a multicomponent medium. The measurements
made by the method of neutron-radiation analysis with the use of UCNs.1 This method
makes it possible to determine both the partial capture probabilities for different n
and the inelastic scattering probability.

For media containing several elementsj uniformly distributed over the volume with
a relative nuclear concentrationci , the total interaction probability of UCNs with th
surface is the sum of the partial capture probabilitiesmc

I for a specific element of the
medium and the inelastic scattering probabilitym ie :

m5m ie1(
i51

j

mc
i , ~1!

wherem ie5h ief (v) andmc
i 5hc

i f (v) are given by the relations

f ~v !52y22@sin21~y!2yA12y2#, h ie5ks ie/4pb̄, hc
i 5ks ici /4pb̄.

Herev is the neutron velocity,y5v/v lim , v lim5A2Elim /m is the limiting velocity in the
medium,m is the neutron mass,Elim52p\2Nb̄/m is the limiting energy in the medium
1 10021-3640/97/010001-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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N is the number of nuclei per unit volume,b̄5( i51
j cibi is the composition-average

coherent-scattering length,bi is the coherent scattering length for theith element, aver-
aged over the natural isotope abundances,k is the wave number,s ie is the inelastic
scattering cross section, andsc

i is the capture cross section for theith element, averaged
over the natural isotope abundances.

The sample, made of electropolished 1Kh18N9T stainless steel foil 200mm thick,
was in the form of a helix 10 cm wide, with an outer diameter of 8 cm. The total
S of the sample was equal 3120 cm2. A diagram of the apparatus is displayed in Fig.
The sample was irradiated with UCNs in a cylindrical stainless steel vessel 112 cm
and 8.8 cm in diameter. Neutrons from an UCN source entered the vessel along a v
neutron guide either through an entrance diaphragm with an opening with
S050.785 cm2 or, when the diaphragm was removed, through the entire cross secti
the vessel. The spectrum of the UCN flux in the vessel was concentrated in the
from 0 to 4.4 m/s, with an average velocity ofv̄53.8(2) m/s. The UCN flux density
inside and at the entrance of the vessel was measured with the aid of three s
proportional detectorsD1, D2, andD3, connected to the vessel via an opening with a
S050.785 cm2. Theg rays produced as a result of the capture of UCNs on the surfac
the sample were detected with a Ge~Hp! detector with a resolution of 2 keV for 1-MeV
g rays. The elastically scattered UCNs were detected with the aid of a 1-cm thick10

converter placed between the vessel and the entrance window of the detector.7

nucleus in the excited state is formed with probability 0.96 in the reac
n1B105a1Li7 and emits a 477-keVg-ray which is detected by the detector.

For measuring the background or degassing the sample, the sample was re
from the vessel and placed in a special chamber separated from the vessel by a v
slide valve. A vacuum of 2•1025–5•1026 torr was maintained in the vessel, and t
vacuum in the chamber was'1023 torr. For measurements of the total loss factor
UCNs entered the vessel through a diaphragm. The quantity

FIG. 1. Diagram of the apparatus:1— Al entrance foil,2— vertical neutron guide,3— rod, 4— entrance
chamber,5— movable entrance diaphragm,6— lead shield,7— B10 converter,8— casing with a heater and
heat screen,9— sample,10— UCN vessel,11— heater,12— annealing chamber,13— rod for moving the
sample,14— vacuum slide valve,15— Ge~Hp! detector,D1, D2, D3 — UCN detectors.
2 2JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Arzumanov et al.
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2~J122J22J3!

~J21J3!
, ~2!

was determined from the counting ratesJ1, J2 , and J3 of the detectorsD1, D2, and
D3.

Herem̄ andm̄ t are the total loss factors, averaged over the UCN flux, for the sur
of the sample and the vessel, respectively, andSt is the area of the vessel. The quant
m̄ tSt was determined with the sample removed from the vessel. The value ofm̄ for the
sample was calculated by the difference method as the result of two measuremen

To measure the inelastic scattering probability and the partial capture coefficie
the UCNs the diaphragm was removed, permitting the UCNs to enter the vessel th
the entire cross section. The flux-averaged value of the inelastic scattering prob
was determined as

FIG. 2. Fragments of theg-ray spectrum produced during the irradiation of the sample with ultracold neutr
3 3JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Arzumanov et al.
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2JieS0e

~J21J3!Se ie
, ~3!

whereJie is the counting rate in the total absorption peak of the 477-keVg rays,e ie is the
detection efficiency for UCNs scattered inelastically by the sample surface and de
according to the counting rateJie , ande is the detection efficiency for UCNs which hav
passed through the entrance openings of the detectors. The ratioe ie /e was determined in
an additional measurement with a polyethylene reference sample.

The flux-averaged UCN capture probability for theith element was determined a

m̄c
i 5

2Ji~E!eS0
~J21J3!Seg~E!b i

, ~4!

whereJi(E) is the counting rate in the total-absorption peak ofg rays with energyE,
b i is the yield of photons with energyE per neutron capture event for the natural isoto
abundance of theith element, andeg(E) is the detection efficiency ofg rays with energy
E which are emitted from the surface of the sample. The energy dependence of th
eg(E)/e was determined in additional measurements performed with polyethylene,
nium, and aluminum reference samples.

For measurement of the inelastic scattering probability and the partial capture
ficients of the UCNs the diaphragm was removed, permitting the UCNs to enter thr
the entire cross section of the vessel.

The measurements were performed after the sample surface was chemically c
by acid etching in H3PO4 and vacuum annealing at 100 K for 2 h. Fragments of
g-ray spectra are displayed in Fig. 2. Total absorption peaks for 477-keV and 2.22
g rays, which are due to inelastic scattering and capture of UCNs on surface hydr
are seen in the spectrum. Peaks due to the capture of UCNs by nuclei of cons
elements of the stainless steel are also present in the spectrum. The spectra obtain
analyzed with allowance for the externalg-ray background and theg-ray background
due to the interaction of UCNs with the surface of the vessel.

The measurements yielded the following values:m̄56.44(57)•1024,
m̄51.57(26)•1024, and m̄c

H52.2(3.8)•1026. The total (m̄) and combined (m̄ ie1m̄c
H)

probabilities differ by the amount 4.85(62)•1024, which determines the combined UC
capture probability for elements other than hydrogen.

Direct measurements of the partial capture probabilities were performed acco
to the strongestg transitions accompanying the capture of UCNs by Fe, Ni, Cr, and
isotopes. To compare with the theory, the values of the parametershc

i 5m̄c
i / f (v) in the

approximationf (v)5 f ( v̄)50.96 were determined from the values obtained form̄c
i The

results are presented in Table I.

The observed enhancement could have been due to an admixture of neutron
v>v lim56 m/s in the UCN spectrum for stainless steel. These neutrons could
increased the partial capture probabilities as a result of above-boundary penetra
UCNs into the volume of the sample. Control measurements for a copper sample
v lim55.65 m/s showed that the experimental value ofmc

Cu is not more than 2–2.5 time
greater than the theoretical value. If this excess is due to neutron penetration in
4 4JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Arzumanov et al.
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copper sample, then for stainless steel this effect can explain in part the increase
capture by Fe, but it will have little effect on the observed enhancement for other
ments. One can see from Table I that( i51

4 m̄c
i 54.99(18)•1024, which agrees with inde-

pendent measurements ofm̄, m̄ ie , andm̄c
H A comparison of the experimental and the

retical values ofhc
i shows that the experimental capture probabilities are much hi

than the theoretical values. The enhancement effect is selective and is stronge
titanium.

The hypothesis that a titanium-enriched layer is present on the surface is like
not confirmed. Sinceb̄,0 for titanium, in such a model the potential at the surfa
consists of a potential well in front of a positive step of heightElim . In this case a
substantial enhancement of UCN capture by titanium nuclei could be possible. To
this possibility, an elementary analysis was performed of the volume of the sample~Table
II ! and the surface layer of the sample by the following methods: 1! volume neutron-
radiation analysis, 2! x-ray-fluorescence analysis to a depth of 50mm, 3! x-ray spectral
electron microprobe analysis to a depth of 1mm, and 4! x-ray photoelectron spectrometr
to depth<100 Å.

According to the data obtained by the first three methods, the content of the
elements corresponds to 1Kh18N9T steel, for which the values ofhc

i were calculated. No
tendency for the Ti content to increase with increasing depth of the analyzed lay
seen. Furthermore, when the depth of the layer is of the order of the wavelength
UCNs, the absolute content of Ti and the other constituent elements of the stainles
is less than the volume content on account of the presence of oxygen and carbon
~data of method 4! and also of hydrogen atoms, to which method 4 is insensitive.
ratio of the Ti, Fe, Ni, and Cr concentrations corresponds to the volume ratio.

The smallness of the average titanium concentration at the surface does not ru
the existence of regions with a high titanium concentration. One possible explanat
that the titanium forms clusters emerging at the surface, with a size exceeding the
length of the UCNs. Then the neutrons pass freely into the clusters and move in
reflecting From the boundaries, until they are captured or go back into the vacuum.
Ni, and Cr nuclei are present in the clusters, then the UCNs will also be efficie
captured by them. Clusters can also be formed in a subsurface layer by closed tit
pores, in which bound states are possible. When the energy of the UCNs equa
resonance energy, then the neutrons can, with a high probability, tunnel into the
and be captured.

The observed enhancement shows that the standard theory of capture of UCN

TABLE I. Results of measurements ofm̄c
i and calculations ofhc

i .

Element Ni Ti Fe Cr

m̄c
i
•104 0.83~10! 1.23~4! 1.74~1! 1.19~9!

hc
i
•104, experiment 0.86~11! 1.28~5! 1.81~11! 1.24~10!

hc
i
•104, theory 0.128 0.014 0.60 0.207

Ratio of experiment/theory 6.7 91 3 6
5 5JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Arzumanov et al.
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not always adequately describe this process for a real multicomponent medium. F
investigations in this area could be crucial for explaining the phenomenon of an
lously high UCN losses during storage in vessels and for performing precise mea
ments of the neutron lifetime using UCNs.
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Translated by M. E. Alferieff

TABLE II. Results of the elemental analysis of the sample.

Element Ti Fe Ni Cr Si C O

Content, at.% by method 1 0.7 70.6 8.7 20
Content, at.% by method 2 0.6 70.7 8.3 20.4
Content, at.% by method 3 0.7 69.5 8.5 19.7 1.6
Content, at.% by method 4 0.3 32.4 4.2 11.3 28.8 2
6 6JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Arzumanov et al.
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On phase ordering behind the propagating front
of a second-order transition
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In a real system the heating is nonuniform, and a second-order phase
transition to a broken-symmetry phase occurs by propagation of a tem-
perature front. Two parameters, the cooling ratetQ and the transition
front velocity vT determine the nucleation of topological defects. De-
pending on the relation of these parameters, two regimes are found: in
the regime of fast propagation defects are created according to the
Zurek scenario for the homogeneous case, while in the slow-
propagation regime vortex formation is suppressed. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01801-X#

PACS numbers: 11.27.1d, 67.40.Vs, 67.57.Fg, 98.80.Cq

1. INTRODUCTION

A common issue of particular interest both in cosmology and in condensed m
physics is the estimation of the initial defect density produced during a phase transit
a broken-symmetry state.1,2 In cosmology this is an important issue so far as the la
transitions are concerned—for example, in extended models where there are sta
fects produced at the electroweak transition. It is probably not of much practical im
tance for the GUT transition~if our ideas about scaling are correct! because in that cas
so much time has elapsed that no trace of the initial conditions remains.3,4 The same thing
is true no doubt for some condensed matter systems, but it would be good to id
some situations in which predictions about the initial density~not just the later scaling
value! could be tested. We really need to find cases~i! in which the transition is second
order,~ii ! in which it is of first order and goes by bubble nucleation, and~iii ! in which it
goes by the ‘false vacuum’ becoming totally unstable, which has been called spi
decomposition. All these cases correspond to different scenarios of the phase or
below the phase transition, and the creation and evolution of the defects prior to the
establishment of long-range order~phase coherence, or generally the coherence of
Goldstone variables!.

The great thing about superfluid helium-3 is that it allows such a wide rang
possibilities. Most of these cases, or possibly all of them, may be represented in dif
regions of the parameter space: the normal3He to 3He-B or normal3He to 3He-A tran-
102 1020021-3640/97/010102-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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sition is second-order, while the A-to-B transition is first-order and proceeds in diffe
ways depending on the pressure~and magnetic field! and the extent of supercooling5

Also, of course, it adds another example to the list of possible systems, inclu
nematics,6 helium-4 ~Ref. 7!, and high- and low-temperature superconductors, but
example is in important ways more relevant, since the fermion–boson interactio
3He shares many properties of the quantum field theory in high-energy physics.8 This is
why it is so valuable as an analog of the early universe.

One of the most interesting experiments, which can shed light on the phase ord
is the‘‘mini Big Bang’’ produced by thermal neutrons.9,10 There the exothermic nuclea
reactionn12

3He→p11
3H10.76 MeV produces a local Big Bang in3He-B—a region of

high temperature,T.Tc , where the symmetry is restored. The subsequent cooling of
region back through the second-order superfluid transition results in the creation
network of vortex lines. These seeds of vortex lines are grown by the applied rotatio
measured with the NMR technique.9

Theoretically, the formation of defects in a second-order transition into a bro
symmetry state, discussed in Refs. 1 and 2, corresponds to a homogeneous phas
tion. In real experiments the heating is never uniform. For example, in the ne
experiments the heating aboveTc by the neutron and the subsequent cooling oc
locally in a region of about 10mm size. This results in a temperature gradient and thu
a propagating boundary of the second-order transition. The temperature gradi
present also in other experiments where defect formation is influenced by the deta
the cooling throughTc ; see, e.g., Ref. 11, where the type of3He-A vortices created
depends on the cooling rate. One might think that the phase of the order parameter
be determined by the ordered state behind the propagating boundary and that
formation would be suppressed in this geometry. On the other hand, in the limit of
rapid motion of the boundary one comes to the situation of an instantaneous tran
and the Kibble–Zurek mechanism should be restored. Here we discuss the criter
the propagation velocity of a second-order phase transition which separates th
regimes. We shall illustrate it with the example of the experimentally studied transi
from normal3He to 3He-A and from normal3He to 3He-B.

2. PHASE ORDERING IN A SPATIALLY HOMOGENEOUS TRANSITION

A nonequilibrium phase transition into the state in which the symmetryU~1! is
broken leads to the formation of an infinite cluster of the topological defects—vortice
strings.1 As a result, when the temperature crossesTc two length scales appear. One
them is the conventional coherence length, which diverges atTc :

j'j0S 12
T

Tc
D 2n

~2.1!

~for superfluid3He, where the Ginzburg–Landau theory is valid, one hasn51/2!. An-
other one is the mean distancej̃ between the vortices in the infinite cluster; it defines t
scale within which the phase of the order parameter is correlated. This scale div
with time when the vortex cluster decays. We are interested in estimation of the i
defect densityj̃ initial , i.e., at the moment when these two scales become well define
103 103JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 T. W. B. Kibble and G. E. Volovik
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According to Zurek,2 j̃ initial is determined by the cooling ratetQ , which character-
izes the time dependence of the temperature in the vicinity of the phase transition

e~ t ![12
T~ t !

Tc
'

t

tQ
. ~2.2!

Well-defined vortices are formed at the time when the regions within the Ginzb
Landau coherence length become causally connected. Causal connection is establi
the propagation of the order parameter. In the case of superfluid3He the propagation
velocity of the order parameter can be estimated as the velocity of spin waves, whic
represent the propagating oscillations of some components of the order paramete
one has that the corresponding velocity also depends on time and is given by

c~ t !'c0e
1/2~ t !, ~2.3!

wherec0 is of order of the Fermi velocityvF;104 cm.

At the momentt'tcoh when

j~ tcoh!'E
0

tcoh
c~ t8!dt8, ~2.4!

the regions within the coherence lengthj(tcoh) are already connected, while outside th
are causally disconnected. So the phase of the order parameter is well defined with
coherence length, but the phases in regions outsidej do not match each other. Thi
corresponds to well-defined vortices with the separationj̃ initial5j(tcoh). The time tcoh
after the transition when this happens is

tcoh'At0tQ , t0'
j0
vF

'
\

D0
;1029 s, ~2.5!

and thus the initial separation between the vortices in the infinite cluster is

j̃ initial5j~ tcoh!'j0S tQ
t0

D 1/4. ~2.6!

For the more general case, when the phase transition is not necessarily described
Ginzburg–Landau theory, one hasj̃ initial;j0(tQ /t0)

a .

The further development of the infinite cluster, which leads to its final eliminat
has been the subject of intensive investigations in phase ordering kinetics~see, e.g., the
review in Ref. 12!.

In the neutron experiments in3He-B one has the estimatetQ;Rb
2/D, whereRb is

the size of the bubble andD is the diffusion constant nearTc . This givestQ;10ms and
j̃ initial;1024 cm. In the typical A-phase experiments the cooling of the A-phase thro
the transition from the normal liquidN occurs over a timetQ;1032104 s ~Ref. 11!,
which givesj̃ initial;1022 cm.
104 104JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 T. W. B. Kibble and G. E. Volovik
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3. THE TWO REGIMES FOR A MOVING FRONT

In the presence of a temperature gradient two parameters characterize the no
librium phase transition. In addition totQ , which determines the time scale of th
temperature change, one now has the characteristic length scale of the temperatu

1

l
'

u¹Tu
Tc

. ~3.1!

Combining this withtQ gives the velocityvT of the propagating temperature front:

vT'
l

tQ
, ~3.2!

which is thus the velocity of the propagating second-order transition.

The homogeneous result Eq.~2.6! is obtained when the velocity of the front is larg
compared toc(tcoh), so the causality argument does work. This gives the estimation
the critical value of the velocity

vTc'
j~ tcoh!

tcoh
'c0S t0

tQ
D 1/4. ~3.3!

If vT,vTc, the slowly moving front dictates the phase of the order parameter, an
formation of vortices should be significantly suppressed compared to the case of a r
moving front. In 3He-B neutron experiments one hasl;Rb;10 mm ~whereRb is the
maximum radius of the bubble of normal fluid aboveTc! and vT;103 cm/s. This is
comparable withc0(t0 /tQ)

1/4;103 cm/s, so vortex nucleation is not suppressed by
moving interface in this experiment.

In the A-phase experiments the typicall;102 cm andvT'ltQ;1022–1021 cm/s,
which is much less thanc(tcoh);10 cm/s. Thus at this lowvT Eq. ~2.6! does not hold,
since the phase correlation across the front occurs faster than that due to the te
change ofT. So the creation of vortices is markedly suppressed. However, even in
regime the formation of defects has been experimentally observed: the formati
planar solitons in3He-A ~Ref. 13!.

4. PHASE ORDERING BEHIND A SLOWLY MOVING FRONT

One may expect that in the whole range ofvT the initial density of vortices imme-
diately behind the front is determined by the general scaling law

j̃ initial~vT ,tQ!

j0
5xaF~xby!, x5

tQ
t0

, y5
vT
c0

, ~4.1!

whereF(u) is some function, which has different asymptotes in the two regimes
cussed above. From the previous sections it follows that for3He one hasa5b51/4. The
regime of fast propagation of the temperature front corresponds to the asym
F(u)→1 when its argumentu@1. Let us find the asymptote in the regime of slo
propagation, i.e.,F(u!1).
105 105JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 T. W. B. Kibble and G. E. Volovik
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Since the propagation velocity of the order parameterc(t) slows down very near the
transition, in some neighborhood of the front, in a layer of thicknessDz'vTDt, the
situation becomes ‘homogeneous.’ HereDt is obtained from

vTDt'E
0

Dt

c~ t !dt'c0
~Dt !3/2

tQ
1/2 , ~4.2!

which gives

Dt'tQ
vT
2

c0
2 . ~4.3!

Outside this layer the condensate phase is already fixed due to the phase correlatio
the low temperature regions, which are transferred by order parameter waves propa
along the vertical axis. So the only source of the mismatch of the phase originates
this thin layer, which means that the magnitude of the coherence lengthj(T) within the
layer determines the initial distance between the vortices as a function ofvT at slow
transition:

j̃ initial~vT!'j~ t'Dt !'j0
c0
vT

,
vT
c0

, S t0
tQ

D 1/4 . ~4.4!

Thus in the limitu!1, we findF(u);1/u, so the initial length scale is substantial
larger than in the case of a rapidly propagating front, where:

j̃ initial~vT!'j0S tQ
t0

D 1/4, vT
c0

. S t0
tQ

D 1/4. ~4.5!

5. DISCUSSION

Estimation of j̃ initial for a slowly propagating front in the A-phase givesj̃ initial
;0.01–0.1 cm. This is significantly smaller than the size of the cell,;1 cm, and thus
well explains the appearance of solitons during the cooling into the A-phase in Re

On the other hand, this is of order of the intervortex distance in the rotating cry
and thus can influence the vortex texture which appears in the rotating cryostat wh
superfluid transition occurs under rotation.11 In a field of 10 mT two types of vortices ar
competing in the equilibrium rotating state: singular one-quantum vortices with the
radiustcore;j(T), and continuous two-quantum vortices~textures! with tcore;jD ~the
dipole lengthjD;1023 cm!. At low rotation velocities,V,2 rad/s~or in general at low
vortex density!, the array of singular one-quantum vortices has less energy. The ex
mental evidence is that well below 1 rad/s singular vortices are created after the s
fluid transition under rotation, and no dependence on the cooling rate was obs
However, the experiment at higher velocity,V'1.4 rad/s, showed such dependence
slow transition the equilibrium~singular! vortices dominate in the cell—their fraction i
ns /(ns12nc);0.8—while at fast transition the fraction of continuous vortic
2nc /(ns12nc) increases sharply from 0.2 to 0.8. The change occurs in a jump
manner at] tT;6 mK/min, which corresponds totQ;3•104 s. One may expect that thi
is related to the phase ordering process, which leads to an initial vortex density
106 106JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 T. W. B. Kibble and G. E. Volovik
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than the equilibrium one. The further relaxation of the initial network towards equ
rium may discriminate between textures and singular vortices, which have signific
different scales.

6. CONCLUSION

In a spatially inhomogeneous phase transition vortex formation depends o
velocity vT of the propagating front of the second-order phase transition. There
critical value of the front velocity,vTc'c0(t/tQ)

1/4, which separates two regimes. For
rapidly propagating front, withvT.vTc, vortex formation is the same as in a spatia
homogeneous phase transition. For a slowly propagating front, withvT,vTc, vortex
formation becomes less favorable with decreasingvT .
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It is shown that capacitance spectroscopy can be used to investigate the
spin polarization of two-dimensional electronic systems~2DESs!. We
employed this method to investigate the spin polarization of 2DESs in
a GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction for filling factors of the magnetic-
quantization levels 0.28,n,0.9. It is proved that in the presence of
states of the fractional quantum Hall effect withn f51/3 and 2/3 the
ground state of a 2DES withn.2/3 is incompletely spin-polarized.

© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01901-4#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.40.Hm, 84.37.1q

It is well known that the interelectronic Columb interaction energy can influence
magnitude of the spin of an electronic system. For two-dimensional electronic sys
~2DES!, a change of spin polarization compared with the case of noninteracting elec
was demonstrated by numerical calculations for systems with a small number of pa
~see the review1 and the references cited therein! and experiments2–4 performed in the
fractional quantum Hall effect~FQHE! regime. In the calculations, nontrivial spin con
figurations were discovered for both exact fractional valuesn f[p/q of the filling factor
of the magnetic levelsn5n/N0 as well as near them. Herep is an integer,q is an odd
number,n is the surface electron density in the 2DES,N05eHn /hc is the degeneracy o
a single level, andHn is the component of the magnetic fieldH perpendicular to the
2DES. The ground state of the 2DES forn close ton f is described as an excited state
the FQHE with charged quasiparticles whose number is proportional toun2n f u.

1 The
change occurring in the spin polarization of the 2DES in this case as compared
n5n f is attributed to the spin of the quasiparticles. A recent prediction5 of the existence
of quasiparticles with high spin~skyrmions! as well as the advent of a theory of com
posite fermions6 have additionally stimulated great interest in studying experiment
the spin polarization of 2DESs.7–9 In most of these experiments3,4,9,10 the temperature
dependences of the magnetoresistance of a 2DES withn5n f , a fixed value ofHn , and
different magnitudes of the magnetic field componentHp parallel to the plane of the
2DES are measured. In so doing, the changes observed in the activation energy
108 1080021-3640/97/010108-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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magnetoresistance,3,4,9,10 assuming thatHp influences only the Zeeman splitting, giv
information about the change in the spin of the 2DES as a result of thermal excitati
quasielectron–quasihole pairs.1 In some cases this permits judging the polarization of
ground state of the system forn5n f .

This letter proposes a new method for investigating the spin polarization of 2D
that is applicable for arbitrary values ofn and reports the results of such an investigat
for 0.28,n,0.9. The method is implemented in field-effect transistors and consis
measuring the change occurring in the capacitance between the 2DES and the tra
gate upon a change in the parallel component of the magnetic field. As is well kn
~see, for example, Refs. 11 and 12 and the references cited therein!, the measured value
of the capacitanceC includes a derivative of the chemical potentialm of the 2DES with
respect to the carrier density:

C'CgS 12
Cg

e2G

dm

dnD5CgS 12
Cg

e2G

d2E

dn2 D . ~1!

HereE is the total energy of the system~all energies of the 2DES are normalized to u
area!, G is the sample area under the gate,Cg5kG/4pd is the geometric capacitance o
the sample (k is the permittivity of the material! determined by the effective distanc
d5d01z0(n)1n dz0 /dn between the 2DES and the gate.12 Here d0 is the distance
between the gate and the GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction andz0 is the distance from the
heterojunction to the centroid of the squared wave function of the electrons~for an ideally
two-dimensional systemz050). In an ideal two-dimensional system with no spin–or
interaction a change inHp directly influences only the magnitude of the Zeeman ene
EZ52gmB H Sz , whereSz is the projection of the total spinS on the direction of the
magnetic field~both quantities are given per unit area of the 2DES!. In the ground state
of the 2DESEZ52ugmBuHS. Here the absolute value sign is used to avoid misund
standings deriving from the negative sign of the electrong-factor in the experimenta
material (g'20.44). If the spin of the system does not depend onHp , then the expres-
sion for the changeDC occurring in the capacitance when the parallel component of
field is switched on has the form

DC~n,Hn![C~n,Hn ,Hp!2C~n,Hn,0!'
C2

e2G
ugmBu~H2Hn!

d2S

dn2
. ~2!

ThereforeDC characterizes the spin polarization of the system. The absolute value o
polarization in the experimental range ofn can be determined by integratingDC with
respect ton, if the values ofS anddS/dn are known at some point of this interval. It i
obvious that the assumption that the spin of the 2DES is independent ofHp ~i.e., inde-
pendent of the Zeeman energy! holds for a completely spin-polarized state of the syste
since an increase of the Zeeman splitting can only stabilize such a state. In the ca
unpolarized system, evidently, the Coulomb energy is greater than the Zeeman e
and a variation of the latter energy in some range cannot change the zero value
polarization. In the case of an incompletely polarized state, the magnitude of the s
determined by the competition between these two energies. It can be insensitive
magnitude of the Zeeman energy, if the Coulomb energy, viewed as a function o
spin, possesses a narrow minimum in the interval of possible values of the
109 109JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Dorozhkin et al.
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@0,n/2#. Calculations13,14 show that this situation occurs in a number of cases. An e
cially graphic example is displayed in Fig. 4 of Ref. 14, where the magnitude of
partial spin polarization of the 2DES remains unchanged when theg-factor is varied by
a factor of 3. We note that if and only if the spin of the system does not depend o
Zeeman energy, one can expect that the degree of spin polarizationS/Smax52S/n is a
universal function of the filling factorn. Indeed, it is believed~see, for example, Ref. 1!
that the Coulomb energy for a given filling factor and degree of polarization varie
e2n3/2. As a result, the spin-dependent partES of the total energy for the ground state
a 2DES can be written in the form

ES5e2n3/2f~n/N0 ,S/n!2ugmBuHS.

Heref is a function of the variablesn/N0[n andS/n. The equilibrium value of the spin
should be found from the condition]ES /]S50. It is easy to see that a universal functio
S(n)/n arises in solving this equation if and only if the influence of the Zeeman en
can be neglected and the magnitude of the spin is found from the equation]f/]S50.
Therefore a linear relation betweenDC and (H2Hn) ~see Eq.~2!!, which holds for large
changes in the magnitude of the total magnetic field, and the observation of the uni
functionS(n)/n, measured for different ratios between the Coulomb and Zeeman
gies, can serve as experimental confirmation of the validity of the assumption
discussed.

We investigated a 2DES arising in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure grown
molecular-beam epitaxy. The sample had the form of a ‘‘Hall rectangle’’ with Oh
contacts to the two-dimensional layer. A 0.432.3 mm metal gate, forming a Schottk
barrier with the top layer of the heterostructure, was deposited on the surface o
sample. The electron densityn in the two-dimensional layer varies linearly with th
voltage applied between the 2DES and the gate. For zero gate voltage on
n51.4•1011 cm22, and the electron mobility equals 1.2•106 cm2/V•s. The variable cur-
rent flowing through the capacitance formed by the gate and the 2DES when a v
with frequency 9.2 Hz and amplitude 30 mV is applied between them was measu
the experiment. To record small changes in the capacitance, the main part of the
corresponding to the capacitanceC05165 pF, was compensated. As a result, a sensiti
of approximately 0.01 pF was attained. Under the experimental conditions~6 T
<H<10 T, T50.5 K! the Zeeman splitting is much greater than the temperature;
makes it possible to assume14 that the spin effects which we measured are the same a
spin effects that would occur atT50.

The quantityC2C0 versusn is displayed in Fig. 1 for different values ofHn . The
minima for fractional filling factorsn f51/3 and 2/3 correspond to jumps in the chemic
potential of the electronic system in the FQHE.11 The width of the minima is determine
by the nonuniform distribution of the electron density in the sample.15 The variance of
this distribution for our samples was determined in Ref. 11 and equalss54•109

cm22. The main effect of the parallel componentHp is a change in the capacitance f
n*2/3. Another effect is a small, virtually parallel, shift of the capacitance curves
wards ~in Fig. 1 this shift is compensated!. The magnitude of the shift increases wi
Hp and reaches 0.1 pF forH512 T andHn56 T. It does not depend on the temperatu
and was determined for each curve From analogous measurements atT54.2 K, where
110 110JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Dorozhkin et al.
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there are no FQHE capacitance minima. The absence of a temperature dependenc
shift shows that the shift is not associated with a change in the Zeeman energy
inclined magnetic field. Indeed, since the characteristic Zeeman splitting equals;2 K in
the range of fields investigated, the polarization of the system should ch
substantially14 as the temperature changes from 0.5 to 4.2 K, which would result
change ind2S/dn2. The shift apparently arises because in an inclined magnetic field
electronic wave function is modified in a direction normal to the 2DES, and this cha
z0 and thereforeCg .

12,16

Therefore we attribute the differences, demonstrated in Fig. 1, between the c
tance curves measured for the same value ofHn to a change inEZ in an inclined field in
accordance with Eq.~2!. To determine from these data the magnitude of the spin po
ization, we setS(n51/3)5n(n51/3)/2 in accordance with the generally accepted not
about the total polarization of the ground state of a 2DES withn f51/3 ~see, for example,
Ref. 14!. Under this assumption our resultDC(n51/3)50 means that nearn51/3 the
system remains completely polarized, i.e.,dS/dn(n51/3)51/2. Having integratedDC
twice with respect todn with the boundary conditionsS(n51/3)5n(n51/3)/2 and
dS/dn(n51/3)51/2, we obtain finally the magnitude of the spin in the entire exp
mental range of values ofn. It is presented in Fig. 2 in the form of a normalized dens
of electrons with spins oriented antiparallel to the fieldn↓(n)/N0[(n/22S(n)/N0). It
follows From Fig. 2 that the 2DES remains completely polarized right up ton52/3
~taking account of the variances of the density!. This result means that there are n
skyrmions forn f51/3 in our parameter range. Forn.2/3, electrons with spins oriente
antiparallel to the field appear in the system, and the polarization decreases. For
parison, the change in the numbern↓ /N0 in a 2DES with zero variance of the density
shown in Fig. 2 for the casen↓50 for n<2/3, and forn.2/3 all electrons entering the
system possess a spin oriented antiparallel to the field, i.e.,dn↓ /dn51. Such a depen-
dence is expected nearn52/3 in accordance with the predictions13 of quasihole excita-
tions with spins parallel to the field and quasielectron excitations with spins antipa

FIG. 1. C2C0 versus the filling factorn in a perpendicular field~solid curves! and an inclined field of 12 T
~dashed curves! for different perpendicular field componentsHn ~indicated near the curves!. T50.5 K. For
clarity, pairs of curves measured with different values ofHn are shifted in the vertical direction relative to on
another.
111 111JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Dorozhkin et al.
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to the field for a completely polarized state of FQHE withn f52/3. Therefore our data ar
an experimental confirmation of the results of numerical calculations13 performed for
systems with a small number of electrons. Asn increases further, the functio
n↓(n)/N0 passes to a maximum, where it reaches approximately 10%. Although
presence of a maximum agrees qualitatively with the existence of skyrmions
n51, the origin of spin depolarization in our experiment is apparently due to the sta
FQHE with n52/3, since the effect vanishes together with this state.

We now return to the assumption that the spin of the system does not change
a parallel field componentHp is switched on. The results of a check of the linearity of t
function DC(H2Hn) are presented in Fig. 3. The normalized quantitiesDC/(H2Hn)
do indeed follow a universal function practically within the limits of the experimen
error. The curves ofn↓ /N0 versusn in Fig. 2, which were measured for different valu
of Hn , are also very close to one another; this means that there exists a universal fu

FIG. 2. Normalized densityn↓ /N0 of electrons with spin antiparallel to the field as a function of the filli
factor n, determined from data measured with different values ofHn . The region of filling factors
0.28,n,0.55, wheren↓50 to within the limits of the experimental error, is not shown in the plot. The dot
line shows the change inn↓ /N0 corresponding to the addition of electrons with flipped spin to a comple
polarized state of FQHE withn f52/3 in the case of zero variance of the electron density in the sample.

FIG. 3. DC/DH[DC/(H2Hn) versusn for inclined fieldsH59, 10.4, 11, and 12 T withHn58 T.
112 112JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Dorozhkin et al.
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of n and that the degree of spin polarizationS/n51/22n21n↓ /N0. We note that in real
samples, in which a magnetic-field-independent variances of the electron density exists
the dependence ofS/n on n can be observed only to within theHn-dependent variance
s/N0 of the filling factor. It is obvious that the curves presented in Fig. 2 coincide
within this accuracy. The results of these two checks attest to the correctness
determination of the spin polarization of the system in this work.
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Weak disorder in a two-dimensional dipole magnet

D. É. Fel’dman
Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432
Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 19 November 1996; resubmitted 10 December 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 108–112~10 January 1997!

The effect of ‘‘random-field’’ disorder and ‘‘random-anisotropy-axis’’
disorder on a two-dimensional dipole ferromagnet is investigated. It is
shown that disorder results in instability of the ferromagnetic phase.
The correlation function of the magnetization is calculated with the aid
of a self-consistent harmonic approximation. It is found that in the
presence of a random field the correlation function is a power-law
function of the distance. In the presence of random anisotropy the cor-
relation function decreases logarithmically slowly as a function of dis-
tance. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!02001-X#

PACS numbers: 75.10.Nr, 75.70.Ak, 71.45.Gm

Interest in dipole effects in thin magnetic films has intensified in recent year
remarkable property of dipole forces is their capability of stabilizing long-range ord
two-dimensional degenerate magnets.1,2 It is expected that dipole stabilization of long
range order can be observed in magnetic films with hexagonal symmetry.3 Recent
progress in growing such films4,5 and observing the domain structure induced by dip
forces6 is stimulating theoretical investigations of dipole effects in two-dimensio
systems.3,7,8

This letter studies the effect of weak disorder on the properties of a two-dimens
X–Y dipolar ferromagnet at low temperatures. Since in a Heisenberg dipole magn
magnetization component normal to the film dies out at large distances,1,2 our results also
pertain to the Heisenberg case. We examine two types of disorder: random fiel
random anisotropy axis. From symmetry considerations it can be expected that
presence of other types of disorder with a finite correlation radius the two-dimens
dipole magnet falls into one of these two universality classes. We shall see that dis
destroys long-range order. In the presence of a random field the correlation funct
the magnetization depends on the distance according to the same law as in a dirty m
with no dipole interaction.9–11 For disorder of the random anisotropy axis type, we sh
find a logarithmically slow decay of correlations with distance.

The correlation function will be calculated with the aid of a self-consistent harm
approximation.9–14 In contrast to other methods~for example, the renormalization-grou
method!, this procedure takes into consideration the characteristic features of the
plicated energy relief of a disordered system and therefore makes it possible to
reasonable results.14 At the same time, the self-consistent harmonic approximation yie
accurate quantitative results only for systems in which the order parameter has a
114 1140021-3640/97/010114-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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number of components.14 For this reason, the present work is only a first step in
solution of this problem.

At low temperatures the fluctuations of the modulus of the local magnetization
be neglected and the Hamiltonian of the film can be expressed in terms of the
f(r ) which the magnetization makes with some prescribed direction. In the contin
limit the Hamiltonian has the form

H5E d2r
J

2
~¹f!21E E d2rd2r 8

g

ur2r 8u3
@cos~f~r !2f~r 8!!23cos~f~r !

2u~r2r 8!!cos~f~r 8!2u~r2r 8!!#1E @hx~r !cos~pf~r !!

1hy~r !sin~pf~r !!#d2r . ~1!

Here u(r2r 8) is the angle between a prescribed direction and an axis connectin
dipole-interacting spins at pointsr andr 8; the parameterp assumes the valuep51 for a
random-field type of disorder andp52 for a random-anisotropy-axis type of disorde
and, hx(r ) and hy(r ) are random fields. We assume that these fields are distrib
according to a Gaussian distribution and ared-correlated:

ha~r …hb~r 8!5
D

2
dabd~r2r 8!; a,b5x,y. ~2!

The dipole interaction constantg is assumed to be small. In this case the ground stat
the pure system is ferromagnetic.

After averaging over the disorder with the aid of the method of replicas, the e
tive Hamiltonian assumes the form

HR5(
a
E d2r

J

2
~¹fa!21E E d2rd2r 8

g

ur2r 8u3(a @cos~fa~r !2fa~r 8!!

23cos~fa~r !2u~r2r 8!!cos~fa~r 8!2u~r2r 8!!#

2
D

2TE (
a,b

cos@p~fa~r !2fb~r !!#d2r , ~3!

wherea andb are the replica indices andT is the temperature.

The self-consistent harmonic approximation, which we employ to calculate the
relation function, consists of finding the extremum of the variation of the free ener

FV AR5F01^HR2H0&0 ~4!

with respect to the quadratic trial Hamiltonian

H05
1

2E d2q

~2p!2(ab Gab
21~q!fa~q!fb~2q!. ~5!

In Eq. ~4! the HamiltonianHR is determined from Eq.~3!; F0 is the free energy corre
sponding to the HamiltonianH0; and,^ . . . &0 denotes averaging over a Gibbs distributi
115 115JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 D. E. Fel’dman
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with HamiltonianH0. To simplify the formulas, we set the temperature of the sys
T equal to 1. Large values ofJ in the Hamiltonian~1! will correspond to the low-
temperature limit.

To perform the averaging in Eq.~4!, we employ the fact that for a self-consiste
solution of the equations forGab , which we shall find,*Gaa(q) @d2q/(2p)2# diverges.
As a result, we obtain~to within an unimportant constant! the variational free energy pe
unit volume

FV AR5
1

2E d2q

~2p!2 FJq2(a Gaa~q!2 ln det Ĝab~q!G2
D

2(
aÞb

expS 2
p2

2
BabD

2
g

2E d2x

uxu3(a expF2
1

2
^~fa~x!2fa~0!!2&0G , ~6!

where

Bab5^fa~x!2fb~x!!2&05E d2q

~2p!2
@Gaa~q!1Gbb~q!2Gab~q!2Gba~q!#. ~7!

Varying expression~6! with respect toGab , we find

Gab
21~q!5Jq2dab2sab1gdabE d2x

uxu3 ~12exp~ iq–x!!

3expF2E d2q

~2p!2
~12exp~ iq–x!!Gaa~q!G , ~8!

where

sabuaÞb5Dp2expF2
p2

2
BabG ; (

b
sab50. ~9!

The variational free energy~6! and the equation for the Green’s function~8! are the
same as in a system with long-range interaction of the form

Elr;2E d2rd2r 8
cos~f~r …2f~r 8!!

ur2r 8u3
.

The fact that the correlation functions in a system with such long-range interaction
in a system with dipole forces are the same is apparently an artifact of the varia
method. However, there is hope that the self-consistent harmonic approximation ma
possible to describe both systems qualitatively correctly.

For a random-field type of disorder (p51) the solutionGab(q) of Eq. ~8! remains
the same~to within a small correction! as in the problem with no dipole force.9–11 This
can be verified by a direct substitution. Therefore the power-law behavior of the c
lation function of the magnetization is preserved:

^m„R…–m„0…&5^cos~fa~R!2fa~0!!&;
1

Rs ; s>2. ~10!
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We now consider the case of a random-axis type of disorder. We shall ha
rewrite the replica matrices with the aid of the Parisi parameterization.15,16 The matrix
Gab

21(q)is parameterized by the diagonal elementGaa
21(q)5T(q)2s̃ and the function

2s(y), 0<y<1, where

T~q!5Jq21gE d2x

uxu3 ~12exp~ iq–x!!expF2E d2q

~2p!2
~12exp~ iq–x!!Gaa~q!G ,

~11!

and s(y) and s̃5*0
1s(y)dy are a parameterization of the matrixsab ~9!. Using the

formulas for inverting the Parisi matrices,13 we obtain for the correlation function
Gaa(q):

Gaa~q!5
1

T~q! F11E
0

1 dyd~y!

y2~d~y!1T~q!!G , ~12!

where

d~y!5E
0

y

dzs8~z!z. ~13!

Introducing the auxiliary variable

g@d~y!#5E d2q

~2p!2
1

T~q!1d~y!
~14!

and proceeding similarly to Ref. 9, we obtain

d

dd S dg@d~y!#

dd D 21

52
p2

y
. ~15!

Equations~11!, ~12!, ~14!, and ~15! form a closed system which we must solve f
p52.

We seekT(q) @Eq. ~11!# in the form

T~q!5q fS ln 1

qD , ~16!

where f (ln 1/q) is a slowly varying function ofq, f (ln 1/q)→0 asq→0, and the ultra-
violet cutoff is taken to be 1. We are interested in the region of scalesq!1, where
f (ln 1/q)!1. Calculating systematically according to Eqs.~14!, ~15!, and~12!, we find for
the correlation functionGaa(q) for smallq

Gaa~q!'
2p

p2q2f 2S ln 1

qD
F E ln

1
q
dz

f 2~z!G
21

. ~17!

Substituting expression~17! into Eq. ~11!, we obtain an equation forf (ln 1/q), whose
asymptotic solution for smallq has the form
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f S ln 1

qD;S ln 1

qD
21/~p222!

5S ln 1

qD
21/2

. ~18!

Hence we find the magnetization correlation function. To within a double-logarith
factor

^m„R…–m„0…&5^cos~fa~R!2fa~0!!&;
1

Aln R
. ~19!

We have arrived at the conclusion that there is no long-range order in a
magnetic film. This result agrees with Imry–Ma type arguments.17 In the case when
ferromagnetic order is destroyed in a region of sizel , the loss in dipole energy is
DEd; l 2D23, whereD52 is the dimension of the space. On the other hand, the ga
the disorder energy isDEi; l D/2. Since in the two-dimensional caseDEi;DEd , behav-
ior typical for the lower critical dimension can be expected, i.e., no long-range ord

In writing the Hamiltonian in the continuous form~1!, we have neglected the pos
sibility of vortex creation. This approximation is valid if the correlation function dec
slowly with distance. Therefore it can be expected that the contribution of vortices t
correlation function of a dipole magnet with a random-axis type of disorder at
temperatures is very small. The question of the role of vortices in a system w
random-field type of disorder requires further investigation.

In closing, we note that the behavior which we found for a dipole magnet
random anisotropy~19! for a system which is not too large can be interpreted as
presence of long-range ferromagnetic order. In the absence of a dipole force the c
tion function of theX–Y model with random anisotropy decreases according to a po
law in a space of dimensionD,4 ~Refs. 9–11!. Therefore we can conclude that th
capability of a dipole force to stabilize long-range order, as discovered in Refs. 1 a
remains in the dirty case also, but only if the disorder does not destroy symmetry
respect to a change in the sign of the spin.

I thank V. S. Dotsenko, A. B. Kashuba, S. E. Korshunov, V. L. Pokrovski�, and M.
V. Fe�gel’man for many helpful discussions. This work was supported by the Rus
Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant 96-02-18985!.
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Transformation of a soliton at a point of zero nonlinearity

T. G. Talipovaa) and E. N. Pelinovski 
Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 603600 Nizhni� Novgorod,
Russia

R. Grimshaw
Monash University, Clayton, Victoria 3168, Australia

~Submitted 25 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 113–117~10 January 1997!

The transformation of a soliton in a zone with a sign-changing nonlin-
earity has been investigated on the basis of the Korteweg–de Vries
equation. It is shown that after passage through the critical zone a
soliton with opposite polarity is formed in the wave field and, together
with the previously known mechanism of secondary-soliton generation
as a result of a pedestal formed at the adiabatic stage, there also exists
another mechanism which is associated with the transformation of the
wave in a zone of variable nonlinearity after the critical point. It is
shown that both mechanisms make approximately the same contribu-
tion to the secondary-soliton energetics. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!02101-4#

PACS numbers: 05.45.1b

Soliton dynamics under the influence of weak disturbances has been well stud
soliton changes adiabatically and a pedestal appears behind it. An interesting exam
the breakdown of adiabaticity of soliton transformation is the transformation of a so
in a zone where a nonlinearity changes sign. This problem appears, for example,
theory of internal waves in a stratified ocean, when an inclined pycnocline is loc
approximately midway between the bottom and the free surface. The sign of the n
ear coefficient in the Korteweg–de Vries equation depends on the position of the p
cline: The sign is negative if the pycnocline lies closer to the surface and positive i
opposite case. Soliton transformation on an inclined pycnocline was analyzed q
long time ago: Even in the analysis of the adiabatic stage, it was shown that the amp
of the soliton approaches zero as the critical point~where the nonlinearity vanishes! is
approached, and it was concluded that the soliton is destroyed at this point.1–3 The latter
fact appeared obvious since the mass of the wave field is conserved: A new s
which can exist after the critical point, possesses a different polarity and cannot co
ute to this integral. Numerical experiments performed later confirmed the destructi
the initial soliton, but they showed that a soliton with opposite polarity still forms a
passage through the critical point.4,5 This effect was attributed to the appearance o
shelf with opposite polarity behind the soliton, still at the adiabatic stage, that c
become a source for the generation of a new soliton~see also Ref. 6!. In this case,
essentially only ‘‘half’’ of the transformation of the wave — only as it moves toward
critical point — is taken into account. However, the nonlinear transformation of the w
120 1200021-3640/97/010120-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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can also occur after passage through the critical point, when the modulus of the n
earity returns to its initial value. It will be shown below that both stages of the trans
mation of the wave~before and after the critical point! make an equal contribution to th
generation of a secondary soliton. It is important to underscore that this effect is
important for practical applications, since direct proofs of a change in sign of the
linearity for internal waves transformed on a shelf have recently been obtained.7

Let us consider the following simplified form of the Korteweg–de Vries equa
with a variable nonlinear coefficient

]u

]t
1a~ t !u

]u

]x
1

]3u

]x3
50. ~1!

We shall assume in addition that the nonlinear coefficient changes sign over a cha
istic time t and that its asymptotic values are

a~ t→2`!521, a~ t→`!511. ~2!

In the casea521 the soliton is described by the well-known expression

u~x,t !5212 sech2~x24t !, ~3!

where we have adopted an appropriate normalization of the wave amplitude so th
width of the transitional zone is also normalized to the width of the soliton. We note
Eq. ~1! possesses two conservation laws: conservation of mass

M5E
2`

`

u~x,t !dx5 const, ~4!

and conservation of energy

FIG. 1. Soliton transformation in the zone of negativea at different times (t530). The interval between the
traces is 0.2t. The dashed line shows the form of the wave at the critical point.
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u2~x,t !dx5 const. ~5!

If the transitional zone is sufficiently wide, then at the first stage of decrease o
nonlinear coefficient the soliton retains its form, and its amplitude is determined from
law of conservation of energy~5!:

a~ t !5212ua~ t !u1/3. ~6!

As one can see from Eq.~6!, the amplitude of the soliton approaches zero as the crit
point is approached, and therefore a negative-polarity soliton should vanish at this
At the same time, as a result of the law of conservation of mass, it is easy to show
there forms a mass deficit which results in the appearance of a positive-polarity pe
behind a ‘‘negative’’ soliton. The explicit form of this pedestal can be found in a per
bation theory8,9

FIG. 2. Variation of the soliton amplitude for different values oft. The solid line shows the adiabatic depe
dence~6!.

FIG. 3. Transformation of the wave in the zone of positivea, a! a50, b! a51.
122 122JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Talipova et al.
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uau8/3
. ~7!

The height of the pedestal increases without bound as the critical point is approac

The character of the evolution of the soliton at the adiabatic stage is demonstra
Figs. 1 and 2, which display the wave profiles at different times and the relation betw
the amplitude of the wave and the local value of the nonlinear coefficient. These fig
were obtained by integrating Eq.~1! numerically for different values of the widtht of the
transitional zone. We can see that the adiabatic formula~6! describes the amplitude of the
soliton well except in a neighborhood of the critical point.

FIG. 4. Transformation of the wave in the zone of positivea as a function of the negative perturbation at th
critical point, a! a50, b! a51.

FIG. 5. Transformation of the wave in the zone of positivea as a function of the positive perturbation at th
critical point, a! a50, b! a51.
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After passage through the critical point, we have a complicated process of tran
mation of a nonlinear wave: destruction of the initial negative soliton, formation o
oscillating packet, and generation of secondary solitons of positive polarity; this pro
is illustrated in Fig. 3 fort530.

In Refs. 4 and 5 the positive part of the wave field~pedestal! was treated as the mai
source for the generation of secondary solitons. To understand the mechanis
secondary-soliton generation in numerical experiments, the wave field at the critical
was divided into two parts. In the first experiment only the negative part of the w
field, corresponding to the main wave at the critical point, was used, and
Korteweg–de Vries equation with a corresponding initial condition was solved~Fig. 4!.
In the second experiment the initial condition is only a pedestal at the critical point~Fig.
5!. As one can see, in both cases a secondary soliton with approximately the
amplitude is formed; the temporal evolution of the amplitude of the positive pulse, w
transforms into a soliton, is displayed in Fig. 6 for all three variants.

In summary, both the formation of a pedestal behind a soliton at the adiabatic
and the transformation of the leading~negative! wave in the zone of variable nonlinearit
after passage through the critical point have an identical influence on the formation
secondary soliton generated after passage through the critical point.

This work was performed with the support of the Russian Fund for Fundam
Research~Grants 96-05-64108 and 96-05-64111! and in collaboration between the Inst
tute of Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences and Monash Unive
~Australia!.

a!e-mail: tata@appl.sci-nnov.ru
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FIG. 6. Variation of the amplitude of the positive pulse in the zonea.0 for different perturbations at the
critical point. The solid line shows the actual perturbation; the dashed line, a negative perturbation; a
dotted line, a positive perturbation.
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Resonance luminescence of a nonuniformly heated
dense vapor

Yu. K. Zemtsov, A. Yu. Sechin, and A. N. Starostin
Troitsk Institute of Innovational and Thermonuclear Studies, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow
District, Russia

A. G. Leonov and D. I. Chekhov
Moscow Physicotechnical Institute, 141700 Dolgoprudny�, Moscow District, Russia

~Submitted 15 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 15–19~10 January 1997!

The thermal luminescence spectra of a dense, nonuniformly heated
resonance medium~sodium vapor! are investigated experimentally un-
der conditions when the resonance corrections to the relative permittiv-
ity are not small compared to unity and the photon mean free path is
comparable to the wavelength of the radiation. The shape of the re-
corded spectra agrees well with a previously developed general theory
of resonance radiation transfer which predicts a strong asymmetry of
the spectra. The prospects for performing more-sensitive measurements
in order to make a quantitative check of the theoretically predicted
anomalous intensity~an order of magnitude higher than in the standard
theory of resonance radiation transfer! of the radiation from a dense
nonuniform medium are discussed. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00301-0#

PACS numbers: 33.50.Dq, 44.40.1a

In the theory of resonance radiation transfer in gases and plasmas, increasing
tion in the last few years has been devoted to the case of a dense medium, for wh
resonance correction to the relative permittivity of the medium is not small compar
unity. Under this condition the standard theory1,2 developed for resonance radiation tran
fer at low gas densities becomes inapplicable, since the well-known Biberman crite1

(e821!1, wheree8 is the real part of the relative permittivitye5e81 i e9 of the me-
dium! no longer holds, the photon mean free path is comparable to the wavelength
radiation, and a photon is itself a poor quasiparticle, since the dispersion re
(e8)1/2v5ck no longer holds (v is the photon frequency,c is the speed of light, and
k is the wave vector!. In Ref. 3 an attempt was made to construct a theory of reson
radiation transfer without the restrictione821!1 for the case of a dense gaseous m
dium. In Ref. 3 it was shown that the approach developed there made it possib
predict the existence of fundamentally new effects in resonance radiation transfe
cesses in dense media. For example, it was shown that the intensityJv of the equilibrium
radiation in an equilibrium dense strongly absorbing medium can be much higher
the Planckian intensityJv

Pl:
13 130021-3640/97/010013-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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\v3n~v!

4p3c2
e8

2 S 11
2

p
arctan

e8

e9
1
4e9

e8
lnS G

vvT /c
D D[Jv

Plc~v!e8, ~1!

wheren(v) are the equilibrium photon occupation numbers expressed by Planck’s
mulan(v)5(exp(\v/kT)21 andvT is the thermal velocity of the atoms. Since in med
with high densitiesN the widthG of a spectral line is determined by resonance collisio
in accordance with the Vlasov–Fursov mechanism (G;N), the presence of the logarith
mic contribution in Eq.~1!, which increases with the density, means that within
spectral line contour at detuningsuv2v0u&G (v0 is the resonance frequency! the in-
tensityJv can be almost an order of magnitude greater thanJv

Pl

Another important effect obtained in Ref. 3 is that the spontaneous emission
ability A, given by the expression

A.A0 Re~e1/2!, ~2!

whereA0 is the spontaneous emission probability in vacuum, depends on the prop
of the dense medium. Numerical calculations for a sodium resonance doublet sho
this formula is accurate and gives values ofA which differ fromA0 by approximately a
factor of 1.3 on the red wing of the line and by a factor of 0.6 on the blue wing, so
in these two cases the difference of the emission probabilities within the linewid
more than a factor of two. We note that the Lamb shift in the medium is also determ
by the quantity Re(e1/2). Besides the mechanism considered above, another circums
which intensifies even more the asymmetry of the absorption and emission lines
large role of the exponential factor exp(2\(v2v0)/T) in the expressions for the absorp
tion coefficient and the generalized spectral intensity of the volume spontaneous em
in the case of wide lines, which are characteristic for a dense medium~the necessity of
allowing for this factor was substantiated in Refs. 3 and 4!.

The effects under discussion could be important in observations of thermal rad
from a dense, nonuniformly heated medium. This makes it possible to check exper
tally the theory set forth in Ref. 3. In the present work we attempted to observe ex
mentally the effects predicted in Ref. 3 for the example of dense sodium vapor. We
that for theD2 lines of sodium atN.1018–1019 cm23, one hasue821u.0.68 and
e9.1.36 ~see Ref. 3!, irrespective of the vapor density.

The experimental apparatus consisted of a cylindrical cell of the ‘‘heat-pipe’’ t
filled with sodium vapor, and a system of highly sensitive detecting devices. Prior t
experiments, the cell~with water-cooled flanges separated by 30 cm and the inner d
eter of the pipe equal to 2.8 cm! containing metallic sodium was evacuated to press
;1025 torr, filled with an inert gas~argon! at a pressure of 1 atm, and then heated t
temperatureTcen.1200 K ~at the center of the cell!, at which the sodium vapor densit
equals;1019 cm23. The temperature distributionT(z) along the cell, measured b
several thermocouples, is displayed in Fig. 1. We note that the yellow radiation from
Na vapor at the indicated temperature is clearly observed visually through the exit
dow at the end of the cell. A system of objective lenses collected this radiation from
paraxial zone of the pipe and directed it onto the entrance slit of a diffraction mono
mator. The entering light flux was modulated at a frequency;1000 Hz by a mechanica
copper installed in front of the slit. A photomultiplier, whose spectral sensitivity w
14 14JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Zemtsov et al.
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calibrated according to a standard SI-8-200 tungsten lamp, was placed behind the e
of the monochromator. The signal from the photomultiplier was amplified with a nar
band amplifier and then directed into a synchronous detector, the dc voltage from
was fed into a high-precision analog-to-digital converter connected to a computer
spectral resolution of this system was, as a rule, equal to 0.5 nm.

The characteristic self-inverted spectrum of the thermal radiation of the so
vapor in the wavelength range 0.5–0.7mm, as obtained with the apparatus describ
above, is presented in Fig. 2 for two different scales. The theoretical curve calcu
according to the equations from Ref. 3 is also shown in Fig. 2. We note that, acco
to the calculations, the spectral intensity of the radiation at the center of the layer fo
given experimental conditions is much higher than the intensity calculated accordi
the standard transfer theory~see Fig. 3!. In the numerical modeling it was assumed th
the distribution of the sodium atoms along the cell is determined by the temper
distribution in accordance with the saturated vapor pressure curve5 ~see Fig. 1!. In view
of the high density of the vapor and the buffer gas and the high length-to-diameter

FIG. 1. Temperature~1! and density~2! distributions along the heat pipe.z50 corresponds to the center of th
pipe.

FIG. 2. Experimentally measured~1! and theoretically computed~2! spectra of the radiation from dense sodiu
vapor in a heat pipe for two different scales of the spectral intensity of the radiation.
15 15JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Zemtsov et al.
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of the cell (;10), this approximation is completely correct. Since the experiments m
sured the relative intensity of the radiation, for comparison with the experimental da
theoretical curve in Fig. 2 was normalized with respect to the intensity of the radiatio
the short-wavelength wing of the measured spectrum.

A comparison of the experimental data with the computational results shows th
theoretical curve describes the experimental data well in the region 0.5–0.6mm. The
discrepancy at long wavelengths is apparently due to the effect of the emissio
absorption~which was neglected in the calculations! on the electronic–vibrational tran
sitions of molecular sodium Na2, which is present in quite high quantities~of the order of
several percent of the density of atomic sodium! in the volume of the cell.

The most important factor in both the theory and the experiment is the st
asymmetry of the spectrum of the thermal radiation emitted from the resonance me
This asymmetry cannot be obtained in the standard transfer theory. On account
inadequate sensitivity of the detecting apparatus, another predicted effect — the fa
the outgoing intensity at line center is much higher than the intensity determined ac
ing to the standard theory — is difficult to check quantitatively in the present versio
the experiment, since according to the theory of Ref. 3 the radiation flux from
resonance medium remains extremely low at the center of the self-inverted dip. N
theless, as the calculations showed, a sizable increase in the intensity of the ra
emanating from a dense resonance medium can be expected upon a decrease~by an order
of magnitude or more! in the length of the vapor column and, correspondingly, in
optical thicknesst of the resonance medium; however, this entails substantial tech
difficulties. Figure 4 displays the spectral intensity of the radiation from a flat laye
dense, nonuniformly heated sodium vapor as a function of the thicknessl of the layer.
The curves were calculated according to the theory of Ref. 3~curve1! and according to
the standard theory of resonance radiation transfer~curve 2!. It was assumed that th
temperature distribution over the thickness of the layer is parabolic, falling f
Tcen(z50)51200 K at the center of the layer toT0(z5 l )5600 K at the boundary. It

FIG. 3. Radiation spectra of dense sodium vapor computed according to the general transfer theory o
~solid lines! and according to the standard theory~dashed lines!: 1,2— Spectral intensity of the radiation at th
center of the layer,3,4— spectral intensity at the exit from the layer;2,4— for the conditions of the presen
experiment;1,3— for l51 cm,Tcen51200 K,T05600 K.
16 16JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Zemtsov et al.
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follows from the data presented that asl decreases, the intensity of the radiation at
line center grows rapidly, and the disagreement between the standard theory a
theory of Ref. 3 increases substantially. We note that in our experiments the ab
sensitivity of the detecting apparatus is;10216 ergs/cm2sr ~in Fig. 4 the sensitivity is
indicated by the line3!.

Furthermore, ast decreases, characteristic features in the form of a nonmono
dependence of the intensity on the detuning appear in the spectrum at the center
self-inverted dip. This behavior is a reflection of the spectral properties of the radiati
the center of the vapor~see Fig. 3, where the computed curves of the spectral intensi
the radiation at the center of the layer and the outgoing intensity forl51 cm and a
parabolic temperature profile withTcen51200 K andT05600 K are displayed!. For long
lengths of the resonance medium, these features are substantially smoothed out
count of the high absorption~compare the solid curves3 and4 in Fig. 3!. However, it
should be underscored that to observe these effects it is of fundamental importa
have a quite smooth density gradient in order to prevent reflection at the boundar
for this reason they cannot be observed in cells where a thin uniform layer of a reso
medium with a sharp boundary is produced.

In closing, we note that the appreciable increase of the radiation intensity ins
heated medium as compared to the Planckian intensity can be exploited for reso
pumping of a trace impurity having a resonance transition frequency close to a reso
frequency of the main component of the medium. This can be achieved not on
vapors, but also, for example, in a plasma of multiply charged ions~to increase the
pumping efficiency of x-ray lasers with photoresonance excitation!.

We thank A. V. Brazhnikov and A. A. Rudenko for assisting in the experime
This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant 96-02-
17390! and the International Scientific-Technical Center~Project 076/95!.

FIG. 4. Spectral intensity of the radiation~under the conditions of exact resonance! emanating from a layer of
nonuniformly heated vapor as a function of the thicknessl of the layer for a parabolic temperature profi
T(z) with Tcen51200 K andT05600 K: 1 — calculation according to the general transfer theory,3 2 —
calculation according to the standard theory,3— estimated sensitivity of the recording apparatus in the pres
experiments.
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Interference between spontaneous two-photon radiation
from two macroscopic regions

A. V. Burlakov, D. N. Klyshko, S. P. Kulik, A. N. Penin,
and M. V. Chekhova
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 29 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 20–25~10 January 1997!

Interference is observed between the spontaneous parametric radiation
from two nonlinear crystals separated by a macroscopic air gap and
excited in series by a common pump beam. The phase of the interfer-
ence depends on the phase shifts at three frequencies. A simple quan-
tum model agrees well with the experimental results and makes it pos-
sible to interpret the effect in terms of general vacuum fluctuations
which give rise to the spontaneous emission of mutually coherent ra-
diation from the two crystals. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00401-5#

PACS numbers: 61.80.Ed, 42.25.Hz

Spontaneous parametric scattering~SPS! can be interpreted as being the result of t
decay of pump photons with frequencyvp into a pair of correlated photons~biphotons!
with frequenciesv andv8 according to the scheme\v→\v1\v8 on account of the
quadratic nonlinearityx of a crystal. In the case of a homogeneous crystal and a m
chromatic plane pump wave the spontaneous emission of photon pairs occurs pre
nantly in directions determined by the conditions of stationarityv1v82vp50 and
spatial homogeneityD[k1k82kp50 ~herek are the wave vectors inside the crysta!.
Together with the dispersion lawv(k) of the crystal, these equalities, called synchroni
conditions, determine the specific form of the frequency–angular spectrum of SP
field with a given frequencyv is emitted mainly at a definite scattering angleu5u(v)
with respect tokp . The probability of the emission of a pair of photons in conjug
modesk and k8 has the formP(k,k8)5uF(k,k8)u2, where the probability amplitude
F(k,k8) can be regarded as a two-photon wave packet or as a biphoton state vector
spacek^k8 ~Ref. 1!.

It is well known that the standard spontaneous emission of atoms and molecule
be influenced through the use of mirrors, which change the spectral density of the
modes. A characteristic feature of the experiments described below is that the spo
ous emission is controlled not by means of mirrors but rather by means of interfe
between the fields emitted by two crystals having a common coherent pump and
are separated in space by macroscopic distances~this effect was predicted in Ref. 2 an
analyzed in detail in Refs. 3 and 4!. In our experiments, the three-wave interaction occ
in two stages in two crystals arranged in series~Fig. 1!. Such a configuration is analogou
to the well-known method of separated Ramsey fields in beam spectroscopy~see Ref. 3!.
We also note the analogy to the standard Mach–Zehnder interferometer~Fig. 1a!. In the
19 190021-3640/97/010019-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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scheme shown in Fig. 1b the phase of the observed interference depends on thre
delays at three frequencies in the three arms of the interferometer,Df5f1f82fp , so
that this effect can be defined asthird-order interferenceor three-frequency interference.
Other possible names are:two-photon interference of the Ramsey typeor spontaneous
SU(1,1) interference.5 ~We recall that the mixing of two waves by a standard bea
splitter is described by theSU~2! group and the parametric interaction of two waves
account of a fixed pump is described by theSU~1,1! group; see Ref. 5!. Actually, in our
experiments, the mirrors shown in Fig. 1b were not used, since the scattering angle
quite small~not exceeding several degrees!. In this case, the phase shiftDf was propor-
tional to the lengthl 1 of the air gap between the crystals. Furthermore, the antipar
arrangement of the optic axes of the polar crystals employed gave an additional
shift equal top.

In the scheme displayed in Fig. 1b the spontaneous emission is suppressed a
frequencies and scattering angles and intensified at others as a result of the pres
the two crystals. This effect at first glance appears to be somewhat paradoxical
incomprehensible how the first crystal in the path of the pump beam~left-hand crystal!
can suppress or intensify the spontaneous emission from the second crystal. After a
would think that the spontaneous processes occurring at spatially separated points
be independent of one another, and their intensities and not their amplitudes shou
The paradox is formally resolved by taking account of the fact that the spontan
emission from both crystals is radiated into a definite pair of output modes (k,k8)out as a
result of quantum fluctuations in the same pair of input modes (k,k8) in . To describe
spontaneous effects clearly in the classical theory, it is sufficient to add ‘‘half a pho
to each input mode of a linear optical system and to subtract it from each output m4

As a result, it can be assumed that the observed spontaneous effects are cau
vacuum fluctuations of the field which are incident on the crystal from all sides. Th
fore the fluctuations in the two crystals shown in Fig. 1b comprise a single coh
source. Another interpretation of the quantum formalism is also possible: The inte

FIG. 1. Mach–Zehnder type scheme for observations of standard~a! and three-frequency~b! interference. In the
three-frequency case, the nonlinear crystals play the role of beam splitters~BS! which mix the fields.f, f8,
fp—phase shifters at the frequenciesv,v8, andvp , respectively.
20 20JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Burlakov et al.
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ence is due to the fact that there is no information indicating the particular cryst
which the decay of the pump photon occurs.

Let us mention some well-known similar effects. In Ref. 6 interference was
served between two beams with frequencyv which were emitted from two crystals with

FIG. 2. Three-frequency Mach–Zehnder interference: a! Computed diagram of the frequency–angular dist
bution of the intensity of the scattered light forl 150; b, c! photographs of the frequency–angular SPS spectr
near the region of degenerate synchronism withl 150 ~b! and l 1510 mm ~c!.
21 21JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Burlakov et al.
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a common pump (vp). An idler wave with frequencyv85vp2v was directed from one
crystal into the second crystal. Additional structure of the frequency–angular SPS
trum in a multidomain crystal was observed in Ref. 7. In Ref. 8 a single crystal was also
used but in this case the interference was caused by mirrors directing all three wave
into the crystal~such effects were analyzed previously in Refs. 9 and 10; they are
basis of the operation of parametric light generators.! In Ref. 11 SPS was observed in
thin nonlinear layer oriented parallel tokp , and the periodic modulation of th
frequency–angular spectrum of the SPS as a result of multiple total internal reflect
idler polariton waves~with frequencies in the far-IR region! was observed.

We shall study SPS in a two-dimensional model in which a mode is given by
frequencyv and the transverse wave vectorq[kx ~the z axis is directed parallel to the
pump wave vectorkp). In the zero-diffraction approximation the interacting modes
coupled strictly pairwise,q852q. Let there be two identical nonlinear layers of thic
nessl separated by a linear transparent material of thicknessl 1. The probability that a
photon is emitted in the mode (v,q) has the form~we drop the unimportant constant
see Ref. 3 for a more detailed discussion!

P1~v,q!5@sinc~d!cos~d1d1!#
2, ~1!

where

d5Dzl /2, d15D1zl 1/2,

Dz5@k2~v!2q2#1/21@k2~v8!2q2#1/22kp ,

D1z5@k1
2~v!2q2#1/21@k1

2~v8!2q2#1/22k1p .

Here the index 1 refers to the intermediate layer. The function sinc(d) in Eq. ~1! de-
scribes the standard SPS on a single layer of thicknessl and the function cos(d1d1)
describes the additional frequency–angular structure produced by the interferen
tween the spontaneously emission from the two layers; see Fig. 2. Forl 150 the expres-
sion ~1! becomesP15sinc2(2d), i.e., it describes scattering by a layer of twice t
thickness 2l . When two crystals with oppositely oriented polar axes are used, the f
tion cos in Eq.~1! is replaced by sin.

Suppose that collinear synchronization,q050, occurs for the degenerate frequen
vp/2[v0. Then the frequency–angular spectrum of the scattered field in the region
to the point (v0 , q0) has the characteristic cross shape~see Fig. 2!. Let us now transform
to the exterior scattering anglesu, which we assume to be small:q5v sinu'vu ~we set
c51). To within quadratic terms inV[v2v0 andu, we find

kz~V,u!5k0z1V/u01AV22Bu2,

kz8~V,u!5kz~2V,u!, Dz~v,u!5AV22Bu2, ~2!

A[@d2k/dv2#052@dn/dv#01v0@d
2n/dv2#0 , B[v0 /n0

(u0[@dv/dk#0 is the group velocity andn(v) is the refractive index!. The slope of the
tuning characteristic and the frequency and angular widths of the lines~in the case of a
single crystal! are given by

du/dv5~A/B!1/2, Dv5C~2/Al !1/2, Du5C~2/Bl !1/2. ~3!
22 22JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Burlakov et al.
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HereC[4Ap/352.363 is the integral of the function@sinc(x2)#2 from 2` to 1`; the
total width at half-height and the effective~over the area! width of this function are
virtually identical. For our experiments

l052p/v050.65mm, n051.88, A/2p50.151mm, 2pB50.818mm21

Dn[Dv/2p50.028mm21, Du50.69°, du/dn524.6 deg•mm.

In the case of a vacuum gap one hasD1z'2v0u
2, so that, with allowance for the

antiparallel arrangement of the polar axes, Eq.~1! assumes the form

P1~V,u!5$sinc@~AV22Bu2!l /2#sin@~AV22Bu2!l /21v0u
2l 1/2#%2. ~4!

Let V andu be related by the synchronism conditions, i.e.,u(V)56(du/dv)V. Then,
according to Eq.~4!, the intensity of the signal exhibits beats:P1(u)5sin2(v0u

2l1/2). The
signal vanishes at the points

um5~2pm/v0l 1!
1/25~ml0 / l 1!

1/250.46°Am, m50,1,2, . . . ~5!

~the numerical estimate is given forl 151 cm!. According to Eqs.~3! and~5!, the ratio of
the positionu1 of the first minimum to the half-width of the line at center equa
2u1 /Du5(3/2)(l /n0l 1)

1/251.33. These predictions agree well with the experimental
sults.

A helium–cadmium laser with wavelengthlp50.325mm and two identical lithium
iodate crystals, each 1.5 cm long, separated by a an adjustable distancel 1 were employed
for observing the interference. The directions of the optic axes of the crystals ma
angleup559.2° with the pump wave vectorkp inside the crystal. The optic axes of th
crystals were oriented antiparallel to one another, so that the effective quadratic s
tibilities had different signs,x152x2.

The light emitted by the crystals passed through a lens, at the focal point of w
was placed the entrance slit of a spectrograph. Such an optical system makes it p
to observe in the output plane of the spectrograph the two-dimensional distribution
light intensity in coordinates of the wavelengthl versus the scattering angleu ~crossed
dispersions11!. Detection was performed photographically as well as with the aid o
detector scanned in the output plane of the spectrograph.

The photographs obtained and the patterns calculated according to Eq.~4! are dis-
played in Fig. 2. We note that the spontaneous emission is suppressed in the dire
and at the frequencies of exact synchronism forl 150 on account of the antiparalle
arrangement of the polar axes. Forl 1Þ0 the frequency–angular spectrum of the sign
acquires a complicated interference structure which depends onl 1. In accordance with
Eq. ~4!, the interference period decreases with increasing gap widthl 1 between the
nonlinear crystals and with increasing scattering angleu.

The observed dependence of the intensity of the signal withl50.63mm on l 1 for
fixed scattering angleu51.2° is displayed in Fig. 3. The periodD l 1 of the oscillations
equals 1.6 mm, which agrees well with the value calculated from formula~4!:
D l 15l/u251.5 mm. We note thatD l 1 depends sharply on the scattering angle fo
given wavelengthu(l); the scattering angle can be varied over a wide range, by var
the orientation angleup of the optic axis of the crystal with respect to the pump bea
23 23JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Burlakov et al.
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We underscore the fact that the periodD l 1 of the oscillations is determined by a comb
nation of the phase shifts at the three frequenciesf1f82fp and is of the order of 1
mm. Therefore three-frequency Mach–Zehnder interferometers do not require p
tuning to within a fraction of a wavelength.

The experiments performed demonstrate new possibilities for interferometry
show that the simple phenomenological model employed to describe SPS is ade
The new type of interference observed here can apparently find practical applicatio
performing measurements over a wide range of frequencies and a wide rage of o
parameters of materials placed between the crystals.

This work was performed as part of the topic ‘‘Fundamental metrology. Multipho
interferometry and its applications in precision quantum measurements.’’
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FIG. 3. Radiation intensities at a wavelength of 0.63mm in the direction of exact synchronism versus the wid
l 1 of the air gap between the two crystals.
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New regions of transparency for intermediate-frequency
waves in an inhomogeneous magnetoactive plasma

E. Z. Gusakov, M. A. Irzak, and A. D. Piliya
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021
St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 1 October 1996; resubmitted 15 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 26–31~10 January 1997!

It is shown that in an inhomogeneous plasma there exist new regions of
transparency which are absent in the traditional geometrical-optics ap-
proach. A more general dispersion relation which adequately describes
the propagation of electromagnetic waves in these regions is proposed.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00501-X#

PACS numbers: 52.35.Bj, 42.25.2p

The geometrical-optics approach is effective in the analysis of wave propagati
an inhomogeneous plasma.1 In the case when the plasma is inhomogeneous in only
direction, the method is based on an asymptotic expansion of the electric field

Ei~x!5$Ei
~0!~x!1Ei

~1!~x!1Ei
~2!~x!1 . . . %expF i v

c S Ex

Nx~x8!dx81Nyy1NizD G ,
~1!

where it is assumed that the termsEi
(n)(x) decay as (kxL)

2n (L is the scale size of the
inhomogeneity of the plasma!. To determine the terms in the series, one must subst
expansion~1! into the wave equation

¹2E2¹~¹•E!1
v2

c2
êE50 ~2!

and equate terms with like powers of the small parameter. In the zeroth approxim
Ei
(0)(x) can be neglected, and both the dispersion relation

D0~v,k,x!50, ~3!

which gives the dependence of the wave vector on the frequency and the coordinate
the polarization of the wave can be determined. These results agree with the corre
ing expressions obtained in the theory of a uniform plasma. In the next orders o
approximation,Ei

(0)(x) and thenEi
(n)(x) are found. The geometrical-optics approach

valid only for a weakly inhomogeneous plasma. Ordinarily, by analogy with the cas
a nonmagnetized plasma, it is assumed that the criterion for applicability of the app
mation is the condition

1

kx
2

dkx
dx

!1, ~4!
25 250021-3640/97/010025-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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though, strictly speaking, the necessary condition for the geometrical-optics to be
cable is

uEi
~0!u@uEi

~1!u. ~5!

The importance of this remark can be illustrated for the following example. In the
when the plasma is inhomogeneous in a direction transverse to the external magnet
(B5B0ez) the dispersion relation~3! has an especially simple form for transverse
propagating wavesNz50. For the extraordinary wave in the model of a cold plasma
equation is

Nx
25

e22g2

e
2Ny

2 ; e>11
vpe
2

vce
2 2

vpi
2

v2 , g>
vpe
2

vvce
. ~6!

It follows from this equation that the lower-hybrid~LH! resonance with transverse prop
gation is inaccessible from the periphery of the plasma and that waves withNy.1 ~i.e.,
slowed in a direction perpendicular to both the density gradient and the magnetic fie! do
not propagate. In the latter case, in accordance with Eq.~6!, the electric field of a wave
decays exponentially in the direction into the plasma according to the law

Ey}expS 2
v

c E
x
ANy

2211g2dxD , ~7!

which holds, according to Eq.~4!, if ug8u!(v/c)Ny
2 ~here and below a prime designat

a spatial derivatived/dx).

In some cases, however, this result is strikingly at variance with the results obt
by solving Eq.~2! numerically. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the spatial distribution

FIG. 1. Structure of the electric fields in a plasma:f5500 MHz,B518 kG,¹n51012 cm24. The coordinate
x is normalized toc/v.
26 26JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Gusakov et al.
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the electric field componentEy excited at a frequency of 500 MHz from the periphery
the plasma. At a magnetic fieldB518 kG and density gradient¹ne51012 cm24 the LH
resonance lies approximately 7 cm from the surface of the plasma. One can see t
some valuesNy@1 satisfying the criterion~4! a set of characteristic modes is excited
the plasma. AsNy increases, the field of the wave penetrates deeper and deeper in
plasma and the wavelength decreases. ForNy.16 the propagation region reaches the L
resonance, where strong absorption occurs. This contradiction between the geom
optics description~7! and the numerical results is due to the breakdown of the neces
condition for applicability of geometrical optics~5!, which in our case has the form
ug8u!(v/c)Ny .

The possibility of strong damping of LH waves in the case of transverse propag
was noted in Ref. 2, where the absorption of LH waves in an inhomogeneous cylin
plasma column was investigated. The accessibility of the LH resonance was confi
qualitatively in Ref. 2 by an analysis of a differential equation describing the extra
nary wave, and it was concluded that this effect cannot be described in the geome
optics approximation and that Eq.~2! must be solved numerically.

We note, however, that the solutions of equation~2!, which are presented in Fig.
for different values ofNy , possess the ‘‘geometrical-optics form,’’ i.e., they can
represented with the aid of a sinusoidal function with continuously varying wavele
and amplitude. In the caseNz50 the form of this function can be determined from
equation describing the behavior of the field componentEy :

Ey91Fe8

e
1

e8

Ny
22eGEy81

v2

c2 Fe22g2

e
2Ny

22
Ny

e

c

v
g82

e8

e

gNy

~Ny
22e!GEy50, ~8!

which is a second-order differential equation. Solving this equation in the WKB app
mation, which is a particular case of the geometrical-optics approximation, the fieEy

can be expressed in the form~1!, with the difference, however, that the refractive ind
Nx must then satisfy not the condition~6! but a relation which includes terms that a
neglected in the classical geometrical-optics analysis:

Nx
25

e22g2

e
2Ny

22
Ny

e

c

v

dg

dx
. ~9!

The derivation of Eq.~9! employed the conditionug8u@ue8u, which holds in the interme-
diate frequency range. From this relation, whose region of applicability is determine
the criterion~4!, it follows that the LH resonance becomes accessible for waves
positiveNy.0 satisfying the following conditions:

Ny

c

vUdgdxU.Ny
2 at the plasma boundary andNy

c

v U dgdxU.g2 near the LH resonance.

According to Eq.~9!, the maximum sizeL5c/2v of the region of wave propagatio
is reached forNy5(c/2vce)(¹ne /ncr). The LH resonance becomes accessible
Ln5(ne8/ne0)

21,c/v.
27 27JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Gusakov et al.
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The non-geometrical-optics terms can result in fundamentally new effects eve
NzÞ0. The criterion for selecting the important terms can be illustrated for the exa
of the potential caseE52¹w, described by the equation¹•D50. In this case the
equation for the electric field potential has the form

ew91e8w82S v

c
Nyg82

v2

c2
Ny
2e2

v2

c2
Nz
2w D50. ~10!

Performing a geometrical-optics substitution of the type~1! and neglecting the term
e ik8 !(v/c)Nxe ik , we obtain the dispersion relation

e~Nx
21Ny

2!1hNz
21

c

v
Nyg850. ~11!

Here the term (c/v)Nyg8 was retained, since in Eq.~10! the terms proportional to
NyNxg cancelled one another. The condition (v/c)NxLn@1 in this case is not sufficien
grounds for neglect. We note that a local dispersion relation of a closely similar form
the potential oscillations of a plasma was obtained in the theory of drift instabilities3 In
this letter the equations containing the gradient terms are used not for a local analy
stability but rather for investigating the propagation of stable waves in an inhomogen
plasma.

We proceed in a similar manner in the general case also. We represent the e
field as a sum of potential and solenoidal parts,Ei52¹ iw1Ei . Next, we substitute the
geometrical-optics representation of these fields~1! into Eq. ~2! and obtain an equation
for the potential. We shall retain terms containing spatial derivatives of the compo
of the permittivity tensor only in the case when the corresponding principal~classical!
terms, proportional to the tensor components themselves, vanish. We shall, how
always neglect the derivatives of the amplitude of the electric fields. As a result
obtain a modified dispersion relation in the form

D0~N,v,x!1dD50, ~12!

where

dD5
e2N2

N2 ~h2N2!H cv ¹gFN3
B

uBuG2gN
c

v
¹3

B

uBu J ; N5Nxex1Nyey1Nzez .

This relation differs from the local dispersion relation for nonpotential plasma osc
tions which was obtained in Ref. 3 in an analysis of the low-frequency drift instabili
by the facts that the curvature of the magnetic field has been taken into account a
imaginary terms giving fictitious exponential growth are absent. It appears that to
for the latter terms in the dispersion relation is to exceed the first-order accuracy o
geometrical-optics approximation.

The dispersion curvesNx(x) obtained from Eq.~12! with Nz50.4 and different
values ofNy for the parameters of the numerical calculation presented above are
played in Fig. 2. One can see that for large values ofuNyu a region of transparency
appears only forNy.0. The excitation condition for the characteristic modes which
localized in this region and are the analog of the modes shown in Fig. 1 has the fo
a quantization rule:
28 28JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Gusakov et al.
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v

c R Nxdx5
3p

2
1np, ~13!

relating the values of the refractive indicesNy andNz .

A similar relation can be obtained from the results of solving Eq.~2! numerically
from the condition that the components of the surface impedance matrix of the pl
vanish. These two predictions are compared in Fig. 3, whence one can see that th
in good agreement.

The inhomogeneity of the plasma can also have a strong effect on the dispe
characteristics of fast magnetosonic waves with frequency equal to several ion-cyc
frequencies. Figure 4 shows the comparative position of the zeros of the surface i
ance of the plasma and the curves corresponding to excitation of the characteristic
calculated for a wave frequency of 20 MHz, a magnetic field of 500 G, and¹ne51012

cm24 with the aid of the quantization rule~13!, into which were substituted the values
Nx calculated both from the classical dispersion relation~3! and from the modified rela-
tion ~12!. A reflecting metallic wall placed 4.8 cm from the surface of the plasma p
duced the required configuration for excitation of the characteristic modes of the pl
waveguide. One can see that the results obtained with the modified dispersion re
agree very well with the numerical results, while the classical formula is strikingl
variance with them.

The good agreement of the predictions of the modified dispersion relation~12! and
the numerical results makes it possible to use this relation for analyzing the ray tra
ries of LH waves in a tokamak when modeling current generation in plasma. The r
profiles of the rf current density which were calculated using the dispersion relation~3!
~curve1! and ~12! ~curves2 and3! for co- and counterinjection of current in the FT-
tokamak (a58 cm, R555 cm, ne(0)53•1013 cm23, Te(0)5450 eV, I p530 kA,

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves for the same plasma parameters.Nz50.4.
29 29JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Gusakov et al.
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B520 kG,Prf5400 kW, 2,Nz,4) are displayed in Fig. 5. The large difference in t

FIG. 3. Position of the zeros of the surface impedanceEy /Bz of the plasma~dashed curves! and values of the
phase integrals calculated along the geometrical-optics loops~solid curves!.

FIG. 4. Position of the zeros of the surface impedanceEy /Bz of the plasma~dotted curves! and values of the
phase integrals calculated along the geometrical-optics loops according to the classical~dashed curves! and
modified ~solid curves! equations: f520 MHz, B50.5 kG ~26-th cyclotron harmonic of hydrogen!,
¹n51012 cm24. The reflecting wall is located 4.8 cm from the plasma boundary.
30 30JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Gusakov et al.
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magnitude and localization of the rf current is due to the different conditions of acc
bility for waves with opposite sign ofNy .

In summary, the non-geometrical-optics terms, which are due to the presen
plasma inhomogeneity, can substantially change the dispersion characterist
intermediate-frequency waves. These terms appreciably influence the form of th
trajectories and the profiles of the rf entrainment currents in small tokamaks. Fu
more, they may be important in calculations of the conditions of accessibility of s
parts of the spectrum of the waves introduced into plasma.

1V. L. Ginzburg,The Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in Plasma, Pergamon Press, N. Y., 1970, 2n
edition @Russian original, 2nd edition, Nauka, Moscow, 1967#.

2Yu. N. Dnestrovski�, D. P. Kostomarov, G. V. Pereverzevet al., Fiz. plazmy1, 623 ~1975! @Sov. J. Plasma
Phys.1, 344 ~1975!#.

3A. B. Mikhaı̌lovski�, The Theory of Plasma Instabilities@in Russian#, Atomizdat, Moscow, 1977, Vol. 2,
Chaps. 5 and 11.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff

FIG. 5. Radial profiles of the rf current in the FT-2 tokamak. The profiles were calculated on the basis
~3! ~curve1! and Eq.~12! ~curves2 and3! for co- and counterinjection, respectively.
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Critical current of a nonuniform Josephson junction at
an intergrain boundary with a random distribution
of dislocations

E. Z. Me likhov and R. M. Farzetdinova
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 6 November 1996; resubmitted 27 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 32–37~10 January 1997!

The critical current of a nonuniform intergrain Josephson junction is
calculated on the assumption that the superconductivity is suppressed
by local stresses produced by randomly distributed boundary disloca-
tions. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00601-4#

PACS numbers: 74.50.1r, 74.60.Jg, 61.72.Bb

It is well known that the low value of the critical current in high-Tc superconducting
ceramics is determined by a set of intergrain weak links at the boundaries be
neighboring superconducting granules. The weak links appear as a result of a decr
the superconducting order parameter near such boundaries. This can happen fo
reasons, but on clean boundaries with no impurities and no structural imperfection
decrease of the order parameter is ordinarily attributed to mechanical stressess ik ( i ,
k5x, y, z) generated by dislocations at grain boundaries.1–3

In the theory of dislocations, intergrain boundaries are ordinarily associated w
periodic system of edge dislocations~for a tilt boundary! or screw dislocations~for a
twist boundary!,4 whose density is higher for larger misorientation anglesu of the neigh-
boring grains. The dislocation density is ordinarily characterized by the distanceD be-
tween dislocations, which is related to the angleu by the relationD5b/@2sin(u/2)#,
whereb is the magnitude of Burgers vector and does not differ much from the cry
lattice constanta in the direction of this vector~in the simplest casesb simply equals
a).

As the distance between dislocations decreases, the stresses generated by th
cations compensate one another and the width of the high-stress region near the
aries decreases.3 An intergrain link should become progressively weaker and the in
grain critical current should increase. This result contradicts numerous experim
which demonstrate that the intergrain critical current decreases rapidly with incre
misorientation angleu for all types of boundaries~tilt, twist, and mixed! in high-Tc
superconducting films5,6 and crystals.7

We assume that this discrepancy is due not to a deficiency of the model but rath
incorrect assumption about the periodicity of the system of boundary dislocations
deed, there are various reasons why such a periodicity can be destroyed. It is suffic
mention thermal fluctuations, which displace dislocations over a distance of the ord
the lattice constant, as well as the fact that in the general case the periodD of the
32 320021-3640/97/010032-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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dislocation structure and the lattice constant are unavoidably incommensurate wit
another. For this reason, it is physically more correct to regard the system of bou
dislocations as beingrandom, making the assumption that each dislocation can be
domly displaced relative to its ‘‘regular’’ position by a distance of the order ofa. There-
fore the problem largely reduces to calculating the stresses generated by a sys
random dislocations near an intergrain boundary.Numericalcalculations of this kind3

demonstrate a qualitative agreement with experiment and confirm the fruitfulness o
a ‘‘random’’ model. This letter develops ananalytical method for solving the stated
problem. Since the exact stress dependence of the superconducting order param
unknown, a simple approximation is used to calculate the intergrain critical cur
According to this approximation the order parameter vanishes in regions w
s ik>sc and remains unchanged in regions wheres ik,sc .

PROBABILITY-THEORETIC MODEL OF A RANDOM STRESS FIELD AT A
BOUNDARY.

We proceed below from the well-known expression4 for the tensor component
sxx of the stresses which are produced by a single edge dislocation located at the
of the coordinates and characterized by Burgers vectorb directed along thex axis:

sxx52bs0y~3x21y2!/~x21y2!2, ~1!

wheres05G/@2p(12m)#, G is the shear modulus, andm is Poisson’s ratio.

Consider a straight line~we call it thex line! parallel to and located at a distanc
x from the boundary. Along thex line the stresss ik does not remain constant and can
described with the aid of a distribution functionf x(s ik), whose index signifies that th
function introduced refers to thex line. At some points of thex line us iku.sc and at
other pointsus iku,sc . The probabilitywx that an arbitrary point on thex line is ‘‘good’’
~i.e., at this pointus iku,sc) is determined by the relative fraction of ‘‘good’’ segmen
of this line and equals

wx5E
2sc

sc
f x~s ik!ds ik , ~2!

and the probability that some point of thex line is ‘‘bad’’ ~i.e., at this pointus iku.sc) is,
of course, equal to (12wx ).

Now consider anx strip — a region bounded by an intergrain boundary and thx
line. The probability that a portion of this strip is bad and the corresponding re
outside it is good is proportional to the product of two probabilities: the probability
even the internal points of this part of thex strip which are located farthest away from th
boundary are still bad and the probability that all points bordering this part of thex band
on the ‘‘outside’’ are already good. It is obvious that these two probabilities equalwx and
(12wx ), respectively. Therefore the probabilityp(x) that the width of the bad layer on
the portion of the boundary under consideration equalsx is determined by the simple
relation

p~x!5p0wx~12wx!, ~3!
33 33JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 E. Z. Me likhov and R. M. Farzetdinova
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wherep0 is a normalization factor, determined by the condition*0
`p(x)dx51. Essen-

tially, p(x) is theprobability that the width of the bad strip measured along a random
chosen normal to the boundary equals x.

Now we can easily find the average~over a boundary with nonuniform stress 2
s ik) value of any physical quantity that depends on the width of the bad strip. Sp
cally, the most probable width of such a strip equals^x&5*0

`xp(x)dx.

The critical current of a Josephson junction on a uniform boundary can be writt
the form i c5 i 0exp(2d/jN), where i 0 is the critical current in the volume andd is the
thickness of the bad layer~which is not a superconductor but rather, for example
normal metal! at the boundary, andjN is the electronic correlation length in the norm
metal. The extension of this expression to the nonuniform case has the form

^ i c&5 i 0E
0

`

exp~22x/jN!p~x!dx, ~4!

where the factor of 2 takes account of the fact that the bad strip is present on both
of the boundary.

Therefore the problem of determining the critical current of an intergrain boun
treated as a Josephson junction whose properties are nonuniform as a result of bo
dislocations reduces to finding the above-introduced distribution functionp(x) for some
given distribution of dislocations along the boundary.

The total stress produced at an arbitrary point of the crystal is a sum of ran
quantities — the stresses from individual dislocations — and is itself a random qua
In principle, there exists a method for finding the distribution function of a sum
random quantities with a known distribution law: Markov’s method.8 However, in the
case at hand this method does not yield a sufficiently simple analytical expression fo
function. Therefore, to get an idea of the form of this function, we shall employ
results of a numerical calculation of the stresses for some realization of a random
bution of dislocations~see Ref. 3!. The distribution functionsf x(sxx) of the stress at a
distancex55a from a boundary with misorientation angleu510° and different values
of the parameterD, which is a measure of randomness of the arrangement of the d
cations (D equals the rms deviation of the dislocations from their ‘‘regular’’ positio!
are displayed in Fig. 1.a! Similar results were also obtained for other values:u*1°,
x*a, andD*0.02. One can see that to good accuracy the ratiof x(sxx)/sxx is a linear
function of the stress. This means that the distribution function can be written in the

f x~sxx!}usxx@s1~x,D,u!2sxx#u, ~5!

where s1(x,D,u) is the only parameter of the distribution that determines all of
properties, specifically, the varianceD(x, D, u), which for a parabolic distribution of the
type ~5! equalsD5(3/10)s1

2 . Therefore it is sufficient to know the variance in order
give a complete description of the distributionf x(sxx).

The variance can be estimated with the aid of the following arguments. The
stress field is a result of the superposition of random disturbances, associated wi
placements of dislocations from their equilibrium positions, on a periodic ‘‘backgrou
~corresponding to the equilibrium periodic configuration of the dislocations!. Such dis-
34 34JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 E. Z. Me likhov and R. M. Farzetdinova
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turbances are produced by dislocation dipoles, which are located on an intergrain b
ary and possess a characteristic size;D ~the distance between dislocations of positi
sign!. If the variance in the values ofD is large, then the stresses from the dipoles
compensated only at a large distance from the boundary (x@D). At such distances one
may neglect the weak periodic ‘‘background’’ and take into account only the stre
from the system of dipoles. The largest contribution to the stress at this point comes
those dipoles which are located in a boundary segment with a length of the ordex
which are located closest to the point of interest. The effective number of such dipo
Neff;x/D. The average random~in magnitude and sign! contribution of each such dipole
can easily be estimated with the aid of relation~1!: dsxx'3s0bD/x2. Then the quantity
s1 determining the variance of the stresses produced by the dipoles e
;dsxxANeff;(bD/x3/2D1/2)s0. Settingb5a and taking account of the relation betwee
the misorientation angleu and the periodD of the system of edge dislocation
(D5a/@2sin(u/2)#), we obtain

s1~x,D,u!5Cs0Asin~u/2!~a1/2D/x3/2!, ~6!

whereC;1. A more accurate calculation givesC'3.5.

Finally, we can now write down an explicit expression for the distribution funct
f x(sxx) of the stresses near a boundary and use it, in accordance with the schem
scribed above, to calculate the critical current of an intergrain Josephson contac

FIG. 1. Results of a numerical calculation~dots!3 of the distribution functionf x(sxx) of the stress at a distanc
x55a from an intergrain boundary with misorientation angleu510° for different values of the paramete
D/a: 1 — 2, 2 — 1, 3 — 0.05. The coordinates were chosen so as to reveal the form of the funct
dependencef x(sxx). The straight lines are the corresponding linear approximations.
35 35JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 E. Z. Me likhov and R. M. Farzetdinova
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normalized ~on the segment2s1,s,s1) distribution function has the form
f x(s)5(3/s1

3)s(s12s). This makes it possible to write down the probabilityp(x),
introduced above, as follows:

p~x!53p0~sc /s1!
2~12~sc /s1!!2@11~4/3!~sc /s1!~12sc /s1!#, ~7!

wheres1 is determined by relation~6!.

CRITICAL CURRENT OF A BOUNDARY WITH A RANDOM SYSTEM OF DIS-
LOCATIONS.

The critical current of a nonuniform Josephson junction is determined by rela
~4!. Substituting into it the functionp(x) found above, we obtain the intergrain critic
current at a boundary with a random system of edge dislocations:

^ i c&/ i 0527F g̃~4,m!2
2

3
g̃~11/2,m!23g̃~7,m!14g̃~17/2,m!2

4

3
g̃~10,m!G , ~8!

where

g̃~n,m!5E
0

1

xn21e2mxdx, m5m0@sin~u/2!#1/3, m054.6~a/jN!@~D/a!/~sc /s0!#
2/3.

For u>5° and a reasonable choice of the parameterm0 ~see below! one has
m>10. Then the first termg̃(4,m)'6/m4 makes the main contribution to the sum in E
~8!. This makes it possible to write the expression~8! in the following approximate but
simple form:

FIG. 2. Comparison of the theoretical angular dependence of the critical current of an intergrain Jos
junction (d) with the experimental data (h) for junctions in YBa2Cu3O7 films on bicrystalline substrates.6
36 36JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 E. Z. Me likhov and R. M. Farzetdinova
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^ i c&/ i 0'160/m45~160/m0
4!@sin~u/2!#24/3. ~9!

The average critical current^ i c& of the junction is determined solely~aside from the
angleu, of course! by the parameterm0 ~see Eq.~8!!. Settingsc /s050.01,jN /a510,
andD/a52 ~see Ref. 3 for arguments in support of this choice!, we obtainm0'16. The
quantity^ i c& depends quite strongly on the value ofm0 ~see Eq.~9!!. This can explain the
quite strong variance observed in the data in many experiments. Indeed, the deg
randomness~characterized by the parameterD) of a system of dislocations at a bounda
can be determined to some extent by the characteristics of its structure, which are
ciated with the technological process of its formation, the purity of the initial mater
the properties of the substrate~for film structures!, and so on.

The degree of agreement between the proposed model and experiment can be
from Fig. 2, which displays the computed angular dependence of the critical current
intergrain Josephson junction~for m0516) together with the experimental data for J
sephson junctions in YBa2Cu3O7 films on bicrystalline substrates.6 One can see that fo
misorientation anglesu&25° the theoretical curve on average describes the wid
‘‘scattered’’ experimental data fairly well. For anglesu*40°, however, the experimenta
points drop sharply and, evidently, can no longer be described in the present mode
such angles the interaction of approaching dislocationsb! now probably becomes so stron
that it results in a rearrangement of the dislocation cores~and hence the stress field
produced by the dislocations!, on the one hand, and in the appearance of a defi
correlation in their arrangement, on the other~which, of course, was neglected abov
since the random positions of the dislocations were assumed to be mutually indepen!.

a!The distribution function is even with respect tosxx ; only the part of this function that corresponds to valu
sxx.0 is shown in Fig. 1.

b!For misorientation angleu540° the distance between the dislocations, calculated formally according to
formulaD5a/@2sin(u/2)#, equals 1.3a, which is comparable to the size of the dislocation cores. Of cou
the dislocation model is no longer applicable under such conditions.

1M. F. Chisholm and S. J. Pennycook, Nature351, 47 ~1991!.
2S. E. Babcock and J. L. Vargas, Ann. Rev. Mater. Sci.25, 193 ~1995!.
3E. Z. Me�likhov, Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.110, 1453~1996! @JETP83, 803 ~1996!#.
4J. P. Hirth and J. Lothe,Theory of Dislocations, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1968.
5D. Dimos, P. Chaudhari, J. Mannhart, and F. K. LeGoues, Phys. Rev. Lett.61, 1653~1988!.
6R. Gross inProceedings of the International Conference on Polycrystalline Semiconductors, Saint Malo,
1993.

7M. St. Louis-Weber, V. P. Dravid, V. R. Todtet al., Phys. Rev. B54, No. 21 ~1996! ~in press! .
8S. Chandrasekhar, Rev. Mod. Phys.15, 1 ~1943!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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Excitonic effects in the recombination radiation spectra
of completely filled Landau levels of two-
dimensional electrons

O. V. Volkov, V. E. Zhitomirski , and I. V. Kukushkin
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow District, Russia

K. von Klitzing and K. Eberl
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

~Submitted 13 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 38–43~10 January 1997!

The recombination radiation spectra of two-dimensional electrons in an
asymmetrically doped GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well are investigated at
different temperatures and laser-excitation energies. At low tempera-
tures and in high magnetic fields the recombination lines of the elec-
trons from completely filled Landau levels are split into narrow sublev-
els. It is shown that this fine structure of the Landau levels is due to the
presence of excitonic effects in the initial and final states of the photo-
excited system. It is demonstrated that the recombination process is
accompanied by the excitation of intersubband and cyclotron magneto-
plasma modes. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00701-9#

PACS numbers: 78.66.Fd, 73.50.Gr, 78.60.Ya, 71.70.Di

1. The progress made in recent years in the technology of preparing single qua
wells now makes it possible to investigate in detail the properties of two-dimens
electrons in the ultraquantum limit with the aid of optical spectroscopy.1 However, a
number of unsolved problems still remain in the interpretation of the luminescence
tra obtained at high filling factors, for which the behavior of the system of t
dimensional electrons itself has been studied in far greater detail. For example
generally accepted that excitonic effects are important in asymmetrically doped qua
wells either at low carrier densities2 or for nonequilibrium electrons from an excite
size-quantization subband,3 since the screening of the Coulomb interaction is weake
in both of these cases.4 However, data on the magnetooscillations of the recombina
intensity of a photoexcited subband5 attest to the presence of excitonic effects for em
Landau levels of the ground subband also. For completely filled Landau levels the
tonic effects cannot be large because of the uniform distribution of the electron den6

Nonetheless, in many publications data are presented on the splitting or distortion
shape of the lines in the recombination spectra of completely filled Landau levels.
behavior is either not discussed3 or it is explained by the presence of random charg
impurities built into the well.7 The effect of the interaction of intra- and intersubba
magnetoplasmons on the shape of luminescence spectra in the case of resonance
of optical transitions is discussed in Ref. 8.

We have investigated the radiative recombination of two-dimensional electrons
38 380021-3640/97/010038-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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asymmetrically doped quantum well with a high electron densityns56.8•1011 cm22 and
a high electron mobilitym59.8•105 cm2/V•s. It is shown below that the spectrum of th
recombination radiation of two-dimensional electrons from a completely filled Lan
level at temperatures below 10 K in a magnetic field exceeding 2 T splits into narrow
sublevels which are an inherent property of two-dimensional systems, since the
observed for different high-quality structures. The width of these sublevels equal
width of the exciton line on the photoexcited subband and is much less than the La
level width associated with fluctuations of the random potential. This behavior is
plained by the appearance of excitonic effects in the photoexcited subsystem befo
after a recombination event.

2. A high-quality asymmetrically doped single quantum well was grown
molecular-beam epitaxy on a GaAs substrate according to the following scheme: a
Å thick GaAs buffer layer, an undoped GaAs-AlGaAs superlattice~30 Å3100 Å! with
total thickness 13000 Å, a 250 Å thick GaAs quantum well, a 200 Å thick AlGa
spacer, and a 450 Å thick layer of doped AlGaAs:Si~doping level 1018 cm23). Optical
excitation of the system was performed with a tunable Ti/Sp laser, and the radiatio
detected with the aid of a CCD camera. A Ramanor U-1000 double monochromato
a resolution of 0.03 meV served as the spectral instrument.

3. A diagram of the energies of optical transitions in the photoluminescence ex
tion spectra~PLE! ~a! and in the recombination spectra~b! is presented in Fig. 1. The
diagram consists of a collection of spectra measured with a small magnetic-field s
temperatureT51.5 K. The white color corresponds to high intensities of an opt
transition, and the black color corresponds to a weak signal. Unfortunately, in a two-
representation it is impossible to show equally well the fine structure of the Landau l
with large and small quantum numbers. For this reason the contrast in the diagram
chosen so as to better reveal the structure of the higher energy levels. The magnet
threshold for excitation of the low-energy lines in the PLE is associated with the ap
ance of empty locations in the corresponding Landau level of the two-dimensional
trons as the magnetic field increases. The transition corresponding to a photoe
size-quantization subband is present in both the recombination and photoexcitation
tra. One can see from Fig. 1 that the optical transitions corresponding to the recom
tion of electrons from completely filled Landau levels are split into narrow sublevels
a width comparable to that of the exciton line on the photoexcited subband. In add
this splitting is all the more pronounced~the broadening is smaller! the closer the Landau
level is to the Fermi level of the electronic system.

The temperature dependence of the recombination spectra of the system o
dimensional electrons for magnetic fields corresponding to filling factorsn close to 3, 4,
and 6, respectively, is shown in Fig. 2. As the temperature increases there is a re
bution of intensity between the sublevels corresponding to the same Landau level
electrons. This is due to a change in the distribution function of the photoexcited
with increasing temperature on account of the filling of the upper-lying hole state
that at high temperatures the intensity is determined mainly by the values of the m
elements for a transition between specific electron and hole states. At temperatures
30 K the fine structure is obliterated and a single wide line, corresponding to the La
level of the electronic system, remains in the recombination spectrum.
39 39JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Volkov et al.
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The luminescence spectra measured ins2 ands1 circular polarizations at a tem
perature of 1.5 K are presented in Fig. 3. The polarization and the position of the
agree well with the theoretical results which we obtained for the parameters o
experimental sample. For example, for the zeroth Landau level recombination be

FIG. 1. Diagrams of the energies of optical transitions in PLE~a! and radiative recombination~b! spectra of
two-dimensional electrons in a single asymmetrically doped quantum well~thickness 250 Å, carrier density
ns56.6•1011 cm22) in the magnetic-field range from 0 to 11 T. The diagrams consist of a collection of sp
measured with a small magnetic-field step. The contrast of the diagrams was chosen so that the
transition intensity would correspond to the white color. Black corresponds to a weak signal.
40 40JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Volkov et al.
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the lowest-energy hole 0h1 and electronic 01 states should occur ins2 polarization and
the next~in energy! transition 0h20 should occur from the upper spin sublevel of t
electrons ins1 polarization. For the first Landau level, the lowest-energy transi
0h11 will result in recombination ins2 polarization, while for electrons of the secon
Landau level the 0h121 transition corresponds tos1 circular polarization of the lumi-
nescence.

4. The splitting of the recombination line of a completely filled Landau leve
temperatures below 10 K in a magnetic field above 2 T into narrow sublevels correspon
ing to different hole states is due to the appearance of excitonic effects in the pho
cited system before and after a recombination event. Specifically, in the initial state
photoexcited system an electron in a half-empty Landau level of the ground subba
From a photoexcited size-quantization subband is associated with a hole in the v
band. In the final state the same electron is associated with a ‘‘hole’’ formed in
recombination process in a completely filled Landau level. The fluctuations of the
dom potential of the charged dopants, which determine the broadening of the La
levels of two-dimensional electrons, do not affect the energy of these excitonic state
the broadening of the lines in the luminescence spectra is mainly due to the finite lif
of an excitation in a two-dimensional system after the recombination event. This tim
determined by the ascension of the ‘‘hole’’ to the Fermi level of the system and for

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the recombination spectra of two-dimensional electrons. The spec
measured in magnetic fields corresponding to filling factorsn53, 4, and 6 of a two-dimensional system. Th
transition lying highest in energy corresponds to radiation from an excited electronic subband.
41 41JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Volkov et al.
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reason it is much shorter for the Landau levels lying lower in energy. This fac
demonstrated especially clearly in the magnetic fieldB54.7 T (n56, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3!,
when the splitting into sublevels is pronounced for the second Landau level but virt
absent for the zeroth level.

5. The recombination spectra of electrons in the zeroth Landau level under
nance laser excitation of different initial states of the system are displayed in Fig.
one can see from the PLE diagram~Fig. 1a!, the transitions5 and6 in the photoexcitation
spectra correspond to the excitonic states 0l2011 and 0l1012 with the participation of
a light hole and an electron in the zeroth Landau level of the first photoexcited sub
The transition4 corresponds to a heavy hole and consists of the lines 0h1011 and
0h2012. The remaining transitions are associated with an electron on the first La
level of the ground subband~see Fig. 1!. In Fig. 4b one can see the extinction of a line
the recombination spectra of the electrons in the zeroth Landau level under excitat
the system below resonance with a light hole 0l2011. This line is circularly polarized
in s1 polarization, just as the transition 0l2011, and it is shifted downwards From th
transitions 0l2011 by the intersubband magnetoplasmon energy, determined for a g
sample from the Raman scattering spectra.10 Furthermore, the presence of this line in t
recombination spectra of the zeroth Landau level correlates with the magnetooscill
in the intensity of the recombination of the photoexcited size-quantization subband.5 This

FIG. 3. Recombination spectra of two-dimensional electrons measured ins2 ands1 polarizations at 1.5 K.
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gives grounds for identifying the recombination transition under study as 0l201 with
an initial hole state 0l2011. The energy of this transition, equal to the difference of
energies in the initial and final states of the photoexcited system, is appreciably les
the energy of the transition 0h202 in s1 polarization~see Fig. 3!, despite the fact tha
the 0h– level lies much lower in energy than the 0l– level. This is due to the differenc
of the excitonic corrections to the energies of the initial, 0l2011, and final,
0h1011, magnetoplasmon states.

6. The appearance of a ‘‘hole’’ in a completely filled Landau level after recom
nation is simply the excitation of a magnetoplasmon mode in the system of
dimensional electrons. The additional features in the recombination spectra could b
to the complicated dispersion of the intrasubband cyclotron mode.9 The initial excitonic
state 0h112 lying lowest in energy with an electron from the upper spin sublevel of
first Landau level and the subsequent recombination 0h101 of the photoexcited hole
with an electron from the lower spin sublevel of the zeroth Landau level results in
excitation of a virtually dispersion-free magnetoplasmon with spin flip 0h112. Starting
at a filling factorn53 in the two-dimensional electron gas, the photoexcited excito
state 0h112 can decay into an electron–hole pair 0h111 in the electron spin-

FIG. 4. PLE~a! and radiative recombination~b! spectra of two-dimensional electrons on a completely fill
zeroth Landau level. The spectra were measured atT51.5 K. The different luminescence spectra~1–6! corre-
spond to resonance photoexcitation of the transitions1–6 in part a.
43 43JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Volkov et al.
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relaxation process 12⇒11 with the appearance of empty places on the lower s
sublevel. As a result of the orthogonality of the wave functions of the hole 0h1 and
electron in the state 11, only the recombination transition 0h101 with excitation of a
magnetoplasmon 0h111 in the final state remains allowed. The absence of excito
effects in the initial state of the system should lead to an ‘‘opening up’’ of the disper
law of the magnetoplasmon in the final state. This will determine the low-energy ta
the recombination spectra of the zeroth Landau level. The presence of features
density of states of a magnetoplasmon at large quasimomenta, the so-
magnetoroton,9 could result in the appearance of a new line shifted to a lower ener

Indeed, a new line dose appear on the low-energy tail in the recombination spe
of the zeroth Landau level as the temperature decreases below 4 K at filling factors
n,3 ~Fig. 2!. This line is circularly polarized ins2 polarization~Fig. 3! and remains in
the recombination spectrum with excitation of the lowest hole state 0h1 ~Fig. 4!. How-
ever, in order to attribute this line unequivocally to the excitation of magnetorot
additional measurements must be performed in stronger magnetic fields with filling
tors n,2 and different carrier densities in the two-dimensional channel.

7. In summary, we have shown that the shape of the lines in the radiative reco
nation spectra of a two-dimensional electronic system is determined not only b
density of states of two-dimensional electrons but also by the existence of exc
effects in the final and initial states of the photoexcited system. We have found
despite the uniform distribution of the electron density on the filled Landau levels, a
temperatures and in a strong magnetic field the recombination lines of the electrons
completely filled Landau levels split into narrow sublevels associated with a set of
sible initial and final excitonic states of the photoexcited system. We have demons
that the recombination process is accompanied by the excitation of intersubban
cyclotron magnetoplasmon modes.
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Differential magnetoreflection spectroscopy of doped
and undoped II–VI semiconductor quantum wells

A. V. Platonov,a) V. P. Kochereshko, and D. R. Yakovlev
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St.
Petersburg, Russia
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Physikalisches Institut der Universita¨t Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany
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~Submitted 19 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 44–49~10 January 1997!

A method has been developed for recording and analyzing the differ-
ential magnetoreflection~magnetotransmission! spectra of semiconduc-
tor structures with quantum wells. The method was used to determine
the excitong-factor in semimagnetic CdTe/~Cd, Mn!Te heterostruc-
tures with quantum wells. In nonmagnetic structures with quantum
wells containing a two-dimensional electron gas, the excitonic damping
depends on the spin state of the exciton. This effect is explained by the
exchange contribution to exciton–electron scattering. ©1997 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00801-3#

PACS numbers: 78.66.Mf, 78.20.Ls

1. Reflection spectroscopy is successfully employed for studying and characte
semiconductor heterostructures, quantum wells, superlattices, and quantum wires
method makes it possible to determine the excitonic parameters~resonance frequency
oscillator strength, and damping of an exciton!,1 their dependence on the form and typ
of heterostructure,2 and the change in these parameters under external actions.3

However, the analysis of the reflection spectra from quantum wells~QWs! is some-
times complicated by the strong background reflection from the surface of the sa
masking the signal from the QWs. One way to solve this problem is to exploit
Brewster effect, when the spectrum is measured with inclined incidence of light o
sample at an angle close to the Brewster angle and the surface reflection is th
minimized.1 Modulation methods, for which the measured quantity is the derivativ
the spectrum with respect to any excitonic parameter, are also widely used: electro
tion, photoreflection, piezoreflection, thermoreflection, and so on.4 These methods al
require specially prepared samples: doping of the substrate and preparation of co
built-in electric or piezoelectric field, and so forth. Besides the technological difficu
of such preparation, for many structures this is virtually impossible to do.

The problems associated with sample choice and preparation can be avoid
using a magnetic field to modulate the spectra. This possibility has been succes
45 450021-3640/97/010045-08$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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employed by a number of investigators,5,6 but the difficulties of this approach have als
been indicated in these same works. In the standard modulation methods, the mag
of the disturbance must be varied with a sufficiently large amplitude and freque
which for a magnetic field is difficult because of the sluggishness of the systems pr
ing this field.

This letter proposes a method for measuring and analyzing differential magne
flection spectra such that it is not the external disturbance but rather the polarizat
the recorded signal in an external magnetic field that is modulated, i.e., the spectr
the degree of circular polarization of the reflected lightPcirc5(Rs12Rs2)/
(Rs11Rs2), whereRs1 andRs2 are the reflection coefficients ins1 ands2 circular
polarizations, is measured.

2. In a constant magnetic field the ground statee12hh1 (1S) of an optically active
exciton with a heavy hole in a QW splits into two Zeeman sublevels withJ561. Each
sublevel can interact only with the electromagnetic wave corresponding to circula
larization ~right- or left-hand!. In this case, the circularly polarized component of t
reflection coefficient contains a contribution only from one sublevel and is characte
by a characteristic set of excitonic parameters, which, generally speaking, is diff
from the corresponding set for the second Zeeman sublevel.

If the excitonic parameters for the two polarizations differ very little, then in
approximation linear in the change in the parameters (Dv0 , DG, andDVLT) the reflec-
tion polarization signal can be represented in the form

Pcirc5
Rs12Rs2

Rs11Rs2
5

DR6

2R
5

1

2R S ]R

]G0
Dv01

]R

]G
DG1

]R

]vLT
DvLTD . ~1!

This formula, together with the expression for the reflection coefficient of a structure
QWs1

R5RbH 11
4n sin d

n221

vLT

G

sin F1x cosF

x211 J , x5
v2v0

G
, ~2!

can be used for numerical analysis of differential magnetoreflection spectra. In E~2!
Rb is the reflection coefficient of the surface of the structure,n is the background refrac
tive index, d5KLz is the phase shift of the light wave on passing through the Q
K5(v/c)n is the wave vector of the light,Lz is the width of the quantum well
F52Kd is the phase shift of the light wave on passing from the surface of the stru
to the quantum well and back,d is the thickness of the layer of the structure of t
surface to the QW,v0 is the resonance frequency of the transition,vLT is the
longitudinal–transverse splitting, andG is the damping. These are the parameters wh
describe the excitonic contribution to the reflection signal.

The characteristic form of the reflection and differential reflection contours ca
lated according to Eqs.~1!–~2! with a change inv0 , vLT , or G for F5p and
F5p/2 is displayed in Fig. 1. One can see that there is a strong difference in the
of the differential contours with a change in the different parameters. This mak
46 46JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Platonov et al.
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possible to distinguish the contribution of each term on the right-hand side of Eq.~1! to
the measured differential spectrum and thereby to decrease the number of adju
parameters in analyzing the spectra.

The standard reflection spectrum alone is not always sufficient for reliable det
nation of the excitonic parameters. A differential spectrum makes it possible to dete
more accurately the excitonic parameters describing the reflection spectrum~this is es-
pecially important for weak resonances! and also to determine additional parameters,
example, the excitonicg-factor, which describe the spectrum of the derivative of
reflection coefficient. If the magnetic field result only in the Zeeman splitting of
excitonic levels and has no effect on other excitonic parameters, then the differ
magnetoreflection signalPcirc is proportional to the Zeeman splitting of the excito
Dv05mgH ~wherem is the Bohr magneton andg is the effective excitonicg-factor! and
thereby the value of itsg-factor. This makes it possible to measure theg-factor of an
exciton by measuring the amplitude of the differential magnetoreflection signalPcirc .

The expression~1! is also valid for the transmission coefficient, i.e., the method
be used to investigate the differential magnetotransmission spectra.

3. The measurements were performed in a glass helium cryostat at temperatu
1.6 and 4.2 K. The magnetic field~up to 4.5 T! was produced with a superconductin
solenoid at whose center the sample was placed. Unpolarized light from a KGM-12
halogen lamp was incident, after reflecting from the surface of the sample in a dire
normal to the surface, on a quartz modulator operating in thel/2-plate regime with a
switching frequency of 50 kHz. A linear polarizer was placed behind the modulator.
signal was recorded in the photon counting mode with a two-channel scheme.7 The noise
level of the polarization signal is determined by fluctuations of the number of pho

FIG. 1. Form of the excitonic reflection and differential magnetoreflection contours calculated from Eq~1!
and~2! assuming that the contribution of only one term in Eq.~1! dominates for two values of the phase sh
F.
47 47JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Platonov et al.
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and equals 1/AN6 } 0.3% for the characteristic number of recorded photons} 105

photon/s. This made it possible to measure the degree of polarizationPcirc to within
0.1%.

Semimagnetic CdTe/Cd0.9Mn0.1Te and nonmagnetic CdTe/Cd0.85Zn0.15Te structures
with quantum wells and a superlattice were used for the investigations. The sample
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on undoped Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrates. In structure
based on Cd/TeCd0.85Zn0.15Te the energy of the excitonic resonance in the quantum w
lies below the band gap of the substrate; this made it possible to investigate the
mission spectra of these structures.

4. The experimental reflection and differential magnetoreflection spectra fro
structure with a single 60-Å wide CdTe/Cd0.9Mn0.1Te quantum well near a heavy
exciton resonancee12hh1 in the QW are displayed in Fig. 2. Comparing this spectr
with the model spectra in Fig. 1 (F5p), it can be concluded that the main contributio
to the differential spectrum, as expected for semimagnetic structures, is due to the
man splitting of the excitonic levels. Figure 2 displays the fitted curves which w
constructed using the expressions~1! and ~2! with the parametersv051.646 eV,
vLT51.7 meV, andG51.05 meV. The good quality of the initial spectrum made
possible to determine all excitonic parameters (v0 , vLT, andG) and to use the differen
tial spectrum only for determining the effective excitonicg-factor. Curves of the splitting
versus the magnetic field are displayed in Fig. 3 for a set of semimagnetic quantum

FIG. 2. Reflection~a! and differential magnetoreflection~b! spectra From a structure with a single 60-Å thic
CdTe/Cd0.9Mn0.1Te quantum well near an excitonic resonance in a magnetic fieldH50.32 T. Dots — experi-
ment, solid curve — calculation.
48 48JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Platonov et al.
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of different width. For all quantum wells, in the region of magnetic fields presented
dependence is nearly linear and its slope determines the effective excitong-factor. The
data on the excitonic parameters andg-factors which were found are summarized
Table I. The giant excitonicg-factors in semimagnetic heterostructures are due to
change enhancement of the Zeeman splitting in magnetic semiconductors.8 The increase
in the effectiveg-factor with decreasing QW width~see Table I! is due to the large
penetration of the carrier wave functions into the semimagnetic barriers in narrow Q
This method can be used to measure the excitonicg-factors not only in semimagnetic bu
also in nonmagnetic heterostructures, for example, GaAs/GaAlAs or CdTe/CdZnT
deed, the strength of the signal isPcirc(vLT /G)g, and it is therefore possible to obtain a
appreciable differential magnetoreflection signal on account of both the large value
g-factor and the high oscillator strength or small damping of the exciton.

5. The proposed method makes it possible to measure not only the exc
g-factor, which determines the change in the resonance frequencies, but also othe
tonic parameters and their change in a magnetic field (DvLT ,DG). This problem arises in
the investigation of the transmission and reflection spectra of structures with QWs
taining a two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG!. We investigated modulationally dope
structures with CdTe/Cd0.85Zn0.15Te quantum wells. The structures consisted of ten 1
Å wide CdTe QWs separated by 450-Å wide Cd0.85Zn0.15Te barriers. The center of eac
barrier was doped with donors~In! to obtain an electron density of 5•1010 cm22 in each
QW.

FIG. 3. Amplitude of the differential magnetoreflection contour as a function of the external magnetic fie
semimagnetic structures with quantum wells of different width~the amplitude of the contour
max(Pcirc)2min(Pcirc) is proportional to the Zeeman splitting of an excitonic resonance!.

TABLE I. Excitonic parameters in CdTe/Cd0.9Mn0.1Te structures with quantum wells.

QW, Å v0 , eV vLT , meV G, meV g

32 1.677 5.5 3.1 218
60 1.646 1.7 1.05 69
80 1.624 1.2 0.8 57
49 49JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Platonov et al.
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Figure 4a shows the transmission spectrum of such a structure near an exc
resonance in a magnetic field in two opposite circular polarizationss1 ands2. Two
absorption lines are observed in the spectrum. The lines are associated with the exc
of a 1.606 eV heavy exciton (e12hh1) and with optical transitions in the state of
negatively charged exciton~trion! consisting of the bound state of an exciton and o
additional electron with a binding energy of the order 3 meV~Ref. 9! (X2 in Fig. 4!.
Transitions with excitation of a trion are observed in only one polarization, viz.,s2. This
is due to the fact that for a trion a bound state exists only for a singlet, where
electrons in the trion have opposite spins.9 In a sufficiently strong magnetic field, whe
all additional electrons occupy only the lower Zeeman sublevel, this results in a s
polarization of the trion absorption line.

It is interesting that the form of the excitonic absorption contour is not comple
identical for the two circular polarizations. However, since these contours differ
little, it is not possible to establish reliably the difference of the excitonic parameter
analyzing these two spectra. This is easy to do by analyzing the differential ma
totransmission spectra. The differential magnetotransmission spectrum near the ex
resonance in a QW measured in a magnetic fieldH53.6 T is displayed in Fig. 4b. The
signal near 1.603 eV is evidently due to the polarization of a trion absorption line, w
is appreciable in the ordinary spectrum in Fig. 4a. Analyzing the signal near the ex
absorption line, it can be concluded that this signal is associated with the difference
excitonic dampingG for the two polarizationss1 ands2. The solid curve in Fig. 4b

FIG. 4. a! Transmission spectra of a structure with CdTe/Cd0.85Zn0.15Te quantum wells near an excitoni
resonance in the magnetic fieldH53.6 T for two circular polarizationss1 ands2. b! Differential magne-
totransmission spectrum of this structure. Circles — experiment, solid curve — calculation.
50 50JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Platonov et al.
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shows the result of fitting the experimental spectrum and the computed spectrum w
parametersv051.606 eV,G50.92 meV, andvLT50.45 meV ins1 polarization and
v051.606 eV, G51.04 meV, andvLT50.45 meV in s2 for an exciton and
v051.603 eV,G50.7 meV, andvLT50.09 meV ins2 for a trion; the trion is not
observed in a magnetic field ins1 polarization. Therefore the analysis shows that
structures with quantum wells containing a low-density two-dimensional electron
exciton damping in a magnetic field depends on the spin state of the exciton. At the
time, the other excitonic parameters do not change much in the investigated ran
magnetic fields. The difference of the excitonic damping in two polarizations incre
with the magnetic field, saturating in fields of the order of 2 T. In our structures
maximum value equals 0.23 meV.

We attribute the observed dependence of the excitonic damping on the excito
to exchange scattering of an exciton by electrons. Indeed, in the presence of a 2DE
natural to assume that an appreciable fraction of the excitonic dampingg is associated
with the scattering of an exciton by electrons from the 2DEG. Direct processes in
scattering are not spin-dependent, while the exchange processes, when the exci
changes an electron with the 2DEG, depend on the exciton spin. In a magnetic
when electrons in the 2DEG are completely spin-polarized, the exchange contribut
the scattering is substantial only for excitons which contain an electron whose s
oriented opposite to that of the electrons in the 2DEG.

6. In summary, this letter proposes a method of differential magnetoreflection~mag-
netotransmission! for investigating semiconductor heterostructures with quantum w
The method was used to measure the excitonicg-factor in quantum wells with semimag
netic barriers based on CdTe/CdMnTe. It was found that the excitonic damping in
containing a low-density 2DEG in an external magnetic field depends on the spin st
the exciton. This dependence is associated with the contribution of exchange proce
exciton-electron scattering. Considering the fact that in the experimental structure
inhomogeneous width of the excitonic absorption line is of the order of the homogen
width, the observed 20% difference of the excitonic damping indicates that the con
tion of exchange processes to the exciton–electron scattering is comparable to th
tribution of direct processes.
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Character of electron reflection at a normal metal–Peierls
semiconductor boundary

S. N. Artemenkoa) and S. V. Remizov
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 10390
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 11 November 1996; resubmitted 25 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 50–55~10 January 1997!

The reflection of electrons incident from a normal metal on the bound-
ary of the metal with a quasi-one-dimensional conductor containing a
charge-density wave~CDW! is investigated theoretically. It is shown
that the reflection is not of an Andreev character but rather of a Bragg
character. This is due to the fact that the CDW is actually an electronic
crystal, and its wave vector is a reciprocal lattice vector of the elec-
tronic crystal. The ratio of the intensities of the standard and Bragg
reflection depends on the phase of the CDW. ©1997 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00901-8#

PACS numbers: 61.16.Bg, 72.15.Nj, 42.79.Dj

It is well known ~see, for example, Ref. 1! that an electronic crystal — a charge or
spin density wave whose motion under the influence of an electric field is associated
a collective mechanism of conduction — forms in quasi-one-dimensional condu
below the Peierls transition temperature. For definiteness, in what follows we shall
a charge-density wave~CDW!, but the results obtained are also applicable to the cas
a spin density wave.

There exists a formal analogy between Peierls semiconductors~PSs! and supercon-
ductors, since in both cases the condensed state is described by an order pa
D5uDuexp iw whose amplitude determines the energy gap in the single-particle ex
tion spectrum and the derivative of whose phase~in a superconductor with respect to th
coordinate and in a Peierls semiconductor with respect to time! is proportional to the
contribution of the condensed electrons to the electric current density. A CDW ca
graphically imagined as a condensate consisting of bound pairs of electrons and
whose momenta differ by the magnitude of the wave vector of the CDW. By analog
superconductors, where the condensate consists of pairs of electrons with opposi
menta and Andreev reflection is observed at a boundary with normal metal,2 it should be
expected that even the reflection of electrons with energy close to the Fermi energy
the normal metal–PS boundary (N–P) has an unusual character. It has been conclude
theoretical works3,4 that an electron relected from a PS onto which it was incident fr
a normal metal moves along the same trajectory along which it was incident on th
i.e., the reflection is similar to Andreev reflection, but in contrast to a superconducto
sign of the charge of the incident quasiparticle does not change. The observat
features in the resistance of a contact of a PS with a normal metal which were interp
as a manifestation of the Andreev-type reflection predicted in Refs. 3 and 4 was re
53 530021-3640/97/010053-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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reported in Ref. 5. In our view, a reflection in which the reflected particle moves a
the same trajectory cannot appear at a metal–PS contact, since a quasiparticle in
is a superposition of two electrons with momenta differing by the wave vector of
CDW and not with opposite momenta. We shall show that the momentum compo
parallel to the interface can either be conserved~standard reflection! or change by an
amount equal to the CDW wave vector component parallel to the interface~Bragg re-
flection from an electronic crystal!.

We shall be interested in the reflection of electrons with energies of the ord
kBT or D near the Fermi energy, since such electrons will determine the conductiv
structures containing a PS.

We consider first the reflection of electrons at the interface between a normal
and a PS, whose electronic structures differ from one another only by the presenc
CDW in the PS, occupying the spacex.0. This model will enable us to investigat
reflection from a CDW in a pure form, since there will be no reflection, associated
the difference in the energy structure of the crystals and having no relation with
CDW, from the interface. The fact that the CDW was formed in only a part of the cry
could be due to the fact, for example, that the electron-phonon interaction con
vanishes forx,0.

To calculate the electronic wave functions in a PS it is often convenient to em
the self-consistent field approximation equations of the Bogolyubov–de Gennes ty
superconductors, as was done, for example, in Ref. 3. The envelopesu(r ) andv(r ) —
the amplitudes determining the contribution of the states belonging to opposite she
the Fermi level, shifted by the wave vectorQ of the CDW, to the total wave functions —
serve as the elements of the spinor wave functions. In calculating the wave functio
a nonuniform system by matching at the interface, the total wave functions

c5ueiQ–r /21ve2 iQ–r /2, ~1!

which are solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation with the potential of the CDW, pr
scribed forx.0 as 2uDucos(Q–r1w), must be matched. The matching of the envelop
u and v at the interface in the case of a CDW gives, generally speaking, an inco
result.

Let the conducting chains be directed along thex axis and let the electronic spec
trum of the quasi-one-dimensional conductor in the normal state have the
EN5px

2/2m1E'(p'), whereuE'u!EF andEF5pxF
2 /2m is the Fermi energy. For defi

niteness, we shall consider the case when the wave vector of the CDW possess
componentsQ5(2kF ,Qy,0). Then in the Peierls state the spectrum has the f
EP5h6Aj21uDu2, where j5@E(k)2E(k2Q)#/2, h5@E(k)1E(k2Q)#/2, and the
relation betweenu andv in Eq. ~1! is determined byu52Dv/(j1Aj21uDu2). If the
energy is measured from the Fermi energyueu5uE2EFu is less thanuDu, then in the state
with the CDWuuu5uvu to within corrections of orderD/EF . It follows from the form of
Eq. ~1! that as a result of matching the solutions atx50 it will turn out that, to the same
accuracy, the amplitudesu andv, which in the normal metal correspond to the amp
tudes of the incident and reflected waves, are of the same absolute magnitude. Th
if the wave vector of the CDW possesses a componentQy parallel to the interface, then
the corresponding component of the electron momentum will change byQy on reflection.
54 54JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 S. N. Artemenko and S. V. Remizov
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We shall now calculate, by matching the wave functions, the reflection coeffic
neglecting the coordinate dependence of the energy gap near the interface as a r
the proximity effect. Let us assume, for simplicity, that on formation of a CDW
period is doubled in a direction perpendicular to the conducting chains, i.e., 2Qy corre-
sponds to a reciprocal-lattice vector. Forx,0 we seek the wave function in the form

c5@eikxx1Ae2 ikxx1Be2 ikxx1 iQyy#ei ~kyy1kzz!, ~2!

where the first term describes the incident wave, the second term describes the st
reflection, and the third term describes Bragg reflection. Forx.0 the wave function mus
be a linear combination of functions of the form~1!, which describe states possessi
along they axis momentum componentsky andky1Qy and the same energy as the sta
~2!. Strictly speaking, the wave functions in the form of plane wave combinations
sidered above can be equated only if the electronic structure in theN andP regions is the
same and the Bloch periodic factors are identical forx.0 andx,0. Nonetheless, to
understand qualitatively the effect of the difference of the electronic spectra in theN and
P regions, we shall also discuss the result of the matching for the case when the
tronic spectra on both sides of the interface are different.

The expressions for the reflection coefficientR in the general case are quite com
plicated. For this reason, we confine our attention to the limiting case of weak t
dimensionality of the spectrum in the conductor with the CDW and we neglect term
the order ofE' /e. For the case when the electronic structure is the same to the lef
right of the boundary, we obtain for the ratio of the standard and Bragg reflection i
sities

uA/Bu25~ uDusin w/EF!2. ~3!

Therefore, in accordance with what we have said above,uAu!uBu and Bragg reflection,
where the parallel component of the momentum changes byQy , dominates. We also not
that the relation~3! depends on the phase of the CDW. Forueu,uDu the reflection
coefficientR51, and forueu.uDu we obtainR5uDu2/(ueu1j)2, wherej5Ae22uDu2.

We now consider the case when the effective masses along thex axis are different
in the materials to the left and right of the interface. Then

uA/Bu25
~m12m2!

2

4m1m2
H sin2~w1w0! for ueu,uDu

~e/uDu!22cos2w for ueu.uDu
, ~4!

wherew05tan21(j/e). Form15m2, when the answer in Eq.~4! vanishes, the terms o
order 1 in the ratiouA/Bu2 cancel and therefore the small terms of the order
(uDu/EF)

2, which result in the formula~3!, must be taken into account. Therefore, wh
the electronic spectrum of the crystals on different sides of the interface is differen
standard reflection, where the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection, is
to the Bragg scattering, and the intensities of both types of scattering are of the
order of magnitude and their ratio depends on the phase of the CDW. If it is assume
an isotropic metal fills the spacex,0, then one obtains an expression differing fro
expression~4! by the fact that the effective massm1 in the N region is replaced by
m1 /cosu, whereu is the angle of incidence of the electron. Of course, this result is
quantitative, since in matching the wave functions we neglected the periodic Bloch
55 55JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 S. N. Artemenko and S. V. Remizov
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tors in them. Taking account of the real crystal structure would have resulted in
appearance of terms in the expansion of the wave function in a Fourier series
coordinate which correspond to a change in the momentum by an arbitrary recip
lattice vector of both the main and electronic crystals, as a result of which refle
would have also appeared in other directions corresponding to Bragg scattering.

Since the phase of the CDW can change when an electric field directed alon
conducting chains is applied to the PS, the dependence of the character of the refl
on the phase of the CDW can be used for experimental investigation ofN–P contacts.

We note one other interesting feature of reflection from anN–P contact. This
feature is reminiscent of the properties of a normal metal–superconductor contact.
well known, in a thin layer of normal metal of thicknessd bordering a superconducto
bound states with an energy splitting of the order of«05p\vF /d ~herevF5pxF /m)
appear at energiesueu,uDu as a result of the Andreev reflection from the superconduc
A similar quantization also appears in a normal metal in contact with a PS if the thick
d of the normal metal is less than the mean-free path length. The simplest metho
investigating such quantization is to calculate the density of states with the aid o
quasiclassical equations for the momentum-integrated Green’s functions, which
employed for investigating the transport properties of PSs.6,7 For our purposes it is suf
ficient to solve an equation for the retarded Green’s function neglecting the coll
integral, in which case this equation has the very simple form

i\v
dĝ

dx
1~ ẽsz1D̂!ĝ2ĝ~ ẽsz1D̂!50, ~5!

where the Green’s functionĝ is a 232 matrix with respect to the index corresponding
opposite sheets of the Fermi surface which are displaced by the wave vectorQ of the
CDW, ẽ5e2h(p'), D̂5 i uDu(sy cosw1sx sinw), andsa are the Pauli matrices. As
suming once again thatuDu vanishes abruptly forx,0 and that the normal metal occu
pies the region2d,x,0, we solve Eq.~5! with the boundary condition Trsxg(0)50 at
the boundary of the normal metal with the vacuum. From Eq.~5! we obtain for the
function g5Tr(szĝ), whose real part determines the density of states, in the no
region

g5~j1 i ẽt !/~ ẽt1 i j!, ~6!

wheret5tan(2ẽd/\vF1w) and it must be assumed thatj is an analytic function ofe in
the upper half-plane. The off-diagonal components ofĝ do not vanish even in the norma
region, where they oscillate as exp(2iẽd/\vF), since the decay length for them equals t
mean-free path length and is greater than the thickness of the normal region.
accurate calculation, we would have to take account of the lowering of the energy
which changes the shape of the potential well, in the PS at distances of the ord
\vF /uDu, which happens as a result of the proximity effect. This lowering is due
perturbations of the off-diagonal components ofĝ in the region of the PS near th
contact, but the change in the shape of the potential well does not affect the qual
conclusions and we shall neglect it.
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One can see from Eq.~6! that the density of states in the normal metal is
oscillating function of the phase of the CDW as well as of the energy and thickness
normal region. For energiesueu,uDu at which bound states appear the density of sta
has the form

N~e!5p^~ uju1 ẽt !d~ ẽt2uju!&. ~7!

Here ^ . . . & indicates averaging overp' . At energies much less thanuDu formula ~7!
reduces to

N~e!5«0^d~ ẽ2~2n11!«0!&,

wheren is a positive integer.

Therefore, according to Eq.~7!, the electron spectrum in theN layer consists of
bands of widthE' ~the width, determined by the functionh(p'), of the electron energy
band in the perpendicular direction!. If the electron spectrum is strongly one-dimension
(E',«0), then the allowed energy bands are separated by regions of forbidden ene
otherwise they overlap and the energy dependence of the density of states is of a s
form. An estimate gives«0'70 K for vF53•107 cm/s andd50.1 mm. At sufficiently
low temperatures (T,«0 , E') energy quantization can be observed in measuremen
the conductivity of the normal region in the contact plane or in measurements o
density of states performed with the aid of tunneling or point contacts to the no
region. The application of an electric field in the direction of the chains changes the
of the CDW, and for this reason, according to Eq.~7!, the field should influence the
density of states. To observe quantization, the width of the contact should not exce
phase correlation length, since the phase of the CDW depends on the coordinate
result of impurity pinning.

It was assumed above in the analysis of quantization that with the exception o
presence of the CDW forx.0 the electronic spectrum is the same on both sides of
contact. The effect of the differences in the electronic spectrum can be estimat
matching the wave functions, as done in the investigation of reflection. It is found th
the case of a contact of two different quasi-one-dimensional metals
ukxF

N 2kxF
P u!ukxF

N 1kxF
P u, wherekxF

N is the Fermi wave vector in the normal region a
kxF
P is the Fermi wave vector in the PS, the quantization condition is obtained if
argument of the tangent 2ẽd/(\vF) in formula ~7! is replaced by
ẽNd/(\vF)12(kxF

N 2kxF
P )d, where the dependence of the energy onp' in the normal

region appears inẽN in the same way as in the similar dependence inẽ for a PS.
Therefore the thickness of theN region enters the quantization condition not only in t
form e0 but also in the form of the product (kxF

N 2kxF
P )d, which for large differences in

kxF should blur the quantization effects even as a result of small variations of the t
nessd.

Thus we have found that when electrons incident from a normal metal onto
interface with a PS are reflected, the component of their wave vector parallel t
interface is either conserved or changes by an amount equal to the projection of the
vector of the CDW on the contact plane. The intensity of different types of reflec
depends on the phase of the CDW and therefore can change when an electric
57 57JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 S. N. Artemenko and S. V. Remizov
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applied. Specifically, the reflection of electrons from the region with a Peierls gap u
certain conditions can result in quantization of the energy spectrum of the electron
the Fermi energy.
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Appearance of a band of delocalized D2 states in
uncompensated silicon in an electric field

A. P. Mel’nikov, Yu. A. Gurvich, L. N. Shestakov, and E. M. Gershenzon
Moscow Pedagogical State University, 119882 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 25 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 56–59~10 January 1997!

The impurity photoconductivity spectra of uncompensated silicon at
liquid-helium temperatures under conditions of strongly suppressed
background radiation~background! are studied in different electric
fieldsE. It is established that the delocalization arising in theD2 band
as E increases is not associated with any changes of the fluctuation
potential and is due to the direct action of the fieldE. A delocalization
band of finite width appears abruptly at a critical valueEc (;100
V/cm! of E. The critical fieldEc increases with the density of charged
centers in the sample. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01001-3#

PACS numbers: 72.40.1w, 73.20.Jc, 61.72.Ss

1. In crystalline germanium and silicon delocalization of theD2 states appears in
certain intervals of the majority impurity densityN and compensationsK. Thermal ex-
citation of carriers to the mobility thresholdem from the band of ground states results
the so-callede2 conductivity. The appearance of delocalization is an Anderson transi
It occurs when the ratioI /W reaches a certain value. HereI is the energy overlap integra
its value is determined by the asymptotic wave function of aD2 center at large distances
i.e., the radiusa of the D2 state:I;exp(22R/a), whereR is the average intercente
distance. The energy varianceW of theD2 states is ordinarily determined by the flu
tuations of the Coulomb potential which appear as a result of the presence of a co
sating impurity.1

In the presence of an electric fieldE, the asymptotic behavior of the wave functio
at quite large distances changes radically: The bound states of an electron in a w
finite depth become unbound~formally — in an arbitrarily weak fieldE). This suggests
that for some valueE5Ec delocalized states — field-induced delocalization — appea
the spectrum of electrons localized on randomly distributed centers. Theoretical in
gations confirmed this conjecture, though the question of determining the threshold
Ec in the three-dimensional case is not entirely clear~see Ref. 2 and the references cit
therein!. The discovery of field-induced delocalization is of fundamental importance

In our previous work3 it was discovered that asE increases, delocalization in th
D2 band of uncompensated crystalline silicon and a mobility thresholdem appear at
E5Ec and asE increases further, the mobility threshold shifts substantially in the di
tion of lower energies. This conclusion was reached on the basis of a study o
evolution of the impurity photoconductivity~PC! spectra with increasing fieldE.
59 590021-3640/97/010059-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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In experiments studying the PC spectra, besides monochromatic radiation,
ground radiation always falls on the sample. In our case this background results in c
detachment from the neutral centers and filling of theD2 states via an unoccupied ban
The carriers that move along the unoccupied band and along the states of theD2 band
produce a current. The rest of the carriers form complexes with charged centers o
groups of neutral centers. The additionally arising charged impurities and comp
produce a fluctuation potential in the sample and increase the energy varianceW of the
states. In Ref. 3 the background was substantial and the charge density produced
background was quite high. Photodetachment of carriers from the complexes resu
the appearance of low-frequency PC (\v55–15 meV!. As E increased, the complexe
decayed~the low-frequency part of the PC vanished! and the potential fluctuations an
hence also the value ofW decreased. Therefore it was impossible to rule out in
situation occurring in Ref. 3 the appearance of Anderson delocalization asE increased,
and the results of Ref. 3 cannot be unequivocally interpreted as a manifestation of
induced delocalization.

2. Our aim in the present work was to obtain reliable confirmation of the existe
of field-induced delocalization. For this, it was necessary to rule out the influenc
complexes. Experiments similar to those described in Ref. 3, except that cold S
Si:As, and black polyethylene filters were placed in front of the sample, were perfor
The background radiation with\v.45 meV could be suppressed by a factor of up
105 ~and, correspondingly, the resistance of the sample could be increased! by varying
the thickness of the filters and the impurity density in them. In this case, the r
\v,45 meV remained practically open. In this situation the population of theD2 states
was decreased substantially, and the destruction of theD2 centers and complexes as
result of electron photodetachment decreased very little. The transmission of the s
of filters was determined with a Ge bolometer; the PC spectra were normalized t
spectral distribution of the photons.

3. The PC spectra for a Si:B sample (N51.6•1016 cm23, K51024) with different
values ofE at temperatureT54.2 K are displayed in Fig. 1. The dark conductivity in th
sample is less than 10210 S/cm for small values ofE. The solid curves in Fig. 1 were
obtained for the case of a minimal background (F1). ForE,Ec photoconductivity due
to photoionization of the impurities (\v>45 meV) is observed. ForE5Ec5110 V/cm

FIG. 1. Photoconductivity spectra in an electric field: Solid lines — backgroundF1; E, V/cm: 1— 108,2—
110,3— 120,4— 130,5— 140,6— 150; dashed line: backgroundF2 , E5120 V/cm.
60 60JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Mel’nikov et al.
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a leftward shift of the PC edge\v t is observed: PC appears for\v,45 meV. The
magnitude of this PC increases withE, and the PC edge shifts to lower values of\v. We
note that the PC edge atE5Ec shifts abruptly by;6 meV. We underscore that th
low-frequency PC is not observed forE,Ec . The latter circumstance is what main
distinguishes the present results from those of Ref. 3.

The dependence of the PC edge onE is displayed in Fig. 2~solid curve1!. One can
see that forE.Ec the dependence of\v t onE becomes weaker and the shift reaches
meV for E5150 V/cm.

The dashed curve in Fig. 1 represents the PC spectrum atE5120 V/cm for a
backgroundF2;300 times stronger thanF1 ~and;10 times weaker than in Ref. 3!.
One can see that atF2 the shift of the PC edge is still absent in such a field, while
F1 the shift reaches 7 meV in the same fields. In the case ofF2 a weak signal is
observed in the low-frequency part of the spectrum~not shown in the figure!. The dashed
curve in Fig. 2 also shows the dependence of the PC edge forF2. One can see that th
curve is shifted to higher values ofE by ;15 V/cm and theE dependence is smoothe

4. Let us now discuss the results obtained. ForE,Ec the PC edge\v t is deter-
mined by a transition: The ground state of the impurity (e050) is the bottom of the
unoccupied bandec : \v t5ec(E). According to Ref. 3 , in thepresence of a mobility
threshold in theD2 bandem(E),ec(E)the PC edge\v t is determined by a transition to
the mobility thresholdem(E): \v t5em(E). Therefore the evolution of the PC spectru
as E increases reflects the appearance and displacement of the mobility thre
em(E).

The absence of PC in the band\v55–15 meV atF1 shows that the density o
complexes in the sample is very low. Their destruction cannot greatly facilitate del
ization: According to our estimates, the density of charged centers forE,Ec and

FIG. 2. Thresholdem(E): Solid line — backgroundF1; dashed line — backgroundF2. The arrows indicate
transitions:1— E,Ec , 2— E.Ec .
61 61JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Mel’nikov et al.
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F5F1 is close to the equilibrium valueKN and can only increase asE increases~see
below!. For this reason, we believe that the results presented here attest to the fact t
presence of a quite strong fieldE in itself leads to the appearance of a band of delocali
states in theD2 band.

We call attention to an important feature of field-induced delocalization. It follo
from Figs. 1 and 2 that forE.Ec the mobility edge shifts downwards very sharply: T
delocalization band expands abruptly. Having appeared, it immediately encompas
energy interval that is two to three times greater than the binding energy of an iso
D2 center (e i;2 meV!.

5. Increasing the background radiation~switching fromF1 to F2) results in higher
values ofEc . The jump inem in this case becomes smaller, and the maximum delo
ization band apparently becomes narrower~the appearance of breakdown of shallo
impurities impedes advancement to higher values ofE). This is explained by the fact tha
for F2 the background is stronger and, correspondingly, the density of charged cen
higher. The energy varianceW increases and theD2 states become more localized. Hig
values ofE are now required in order for delocalization to appear. Therefore, compa
the results obtained with different filters, one can see that the Anderson and field-in
mechanisms of localization appear simultaneously.

We note that forE.Ec impurity conductivity, which grows rapidly withE, appears
in such samples. According to Ref. 4 , this conductivity is due to the appearance
electrons, which have detached from neutral impurity centers, inD2 states. This is
evidently accompanied by an increase in the density of charged centers and theref
fluctuations of the potential increase. Despite this, delocalization is observed clearly
the effect of the field is stronger than that of an increase in the varianceW.

It is possible that this increase of the fluctuations is one reason why the thre
em(E), after jumping sharply, changes more slowly and approaches a limiting valu
E increases: The increase in the fluctuation variance and the field-induced mechan
delocalization, which act in opposite directions, ‘‘balance’’ one another.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
95-02-06289a!.
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Bias-field-induced spiral dynamic domains induced in
iron garnet films

G. S. Kandaurova and A. A. Rusinov
Ural State University, 620083 Ekaterinburg, Russia

~Submitted 26 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 60–64~10 January 1997!

The induction of an Anger state~AS! in a multidomain magnetic me-
dium by a static bias magnetic field is observed. The properties of the
spiral dynamic domains in the induced AS are substantially different
from those of previously studied spiral domains.

© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01101-8#

PACS numbers: 75.60.Ch, 75.50.Gg

It is well known1,2 that a special excited state, termed in Ref. 3 an Anger state~AS!,
can be realized in iron garnet~IG! films placed in a spatially uniform, continuousl
acting, alternating magnetic fieldH; . This state is observed in a definite range of a
plitudesH0 and frequenciesf of the alternating field. In Refs. 1 and 2 it is referred
states of the autowave type.4 An Anger state possesses at least two distinguishing
tures: 1! self-organizationin a chaotically moving system of domains and formation
stable, ordered dynamic domain structures~DDSs!, usually in the form of spirals, and 2!
self-generationof periodic~quasiperiodic! processes, the main one being the appeara
disappearance of spiral dynamic domains~SDDs!. The lifetimeTg of a SDD and the
waiting timeTw of the formation of new SDD~s! are dynamical parameters of the AS

Investigations of a large number of IG films5 have shown that the AS is by no mea
observed in all samples. An unequivocal criterion for the realization of an AS has sti
been determined. There is also no theory of the AS. A large amount of intere
experimental data has been accumulated. The factors which strongly influenc
amplitude–frequency region (H02 f ) of the Anger state have been determined, it h
been found thatTg andTw depend on the frequency and amplitude of the alternating
field, the character of the evolution of an individual SDD over its lifetime has b
determined,6 the relation between the AS and the dynamical hysteresis properties
IG film has been found,7 etc.

The effect of a static magnetizing field~bias fieldHb) on a SDD in the Anger state
of a IG film was investigated in Ref. 3. It was shown that as the fieldHb increases, the
spirals become smaller and disappear, i.e., the AS is destroyed. The maximum va
Hb is a relatively small fraction of the amplitudeH0 of the alternating field~not more
than 20%!.

In the present work we have discovered that high bias fieldsHb , comparable to or
several times greater thanH0, can give rise to the formation of SDDs, whose behav
attests to the appearance of an AS, from chaos. We have termed this state an i
Anger state — AS~i!. This effect has been observed in several IG films. We shall d
63 630021-3640/97/010063-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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onstrate it for the example of a~111! ~YLuBi !3~FeGa!5O12 iron garnet film of thickness
L516.6mm.

The film had the following parameters: The static saturation fieldHs591 Oe, the
uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy fieldHA511 kOe, and the period of the initial laby
rinthine domain structureP0528.5mm. The domains were observed with the aid of t
Faraday magnetooptic effect. Photographing was performed with an exposure tim
ms. The sample was placed at the center of a 6 mm indiameter alternating-field coil. The
alternating fieldH;5H0 sin 2pft was oriented in a direction normal to the sample. T
frequency f and amplitudeH0 were varied in the rangesf5102–105 Hz and
H050–100 Oe. A static magnetic fieldHb with an intensity of up to 100 Oe was als
applied in a direction normal to the film.

It should be especially underscored that in the entire experimental range of valu
f andH0 of the fieldH; and in the absence of the bias fieldHb neither SDDs nor an AS
were observed in this sample. Only chaotic DDSs of different kinds were formed.
situation changes radically in a sufficiently strong bias fieldHb . Beautiful, stable, or-
dered structures in the form of SDDs, surrounded by dynamic domain chaos, ari
some combinations off , H0, andHb . The SDDs ‘‘live’’ for a timeTg and disappear,
after some time intervalTw new SDDs reappear, and so on. This is the character
indication of the Anger state, in this case AS~i!. The chaos/order transition process
continue indefinitely as long as the experimental conditions remain unchanged.

We found three combinations of values ofH0, f , andHb for which the AS~i! are
most stikingly observed~Fig. 1!. Acually, an AS~i! is realized not only for a given fixed
value of each of these parameters but also in definite intervalsDH0, D f , andDHb .
Therefore one must talk about three regions (H02 f2Hb) where AS~i! are realized. The
maximum ranges of variation of the intensity of the alternating field with some fi
values of the frequencyf and bias fieldHb from these three regions (H02 f2Hb) can be
seen in Fig. 1~hatched parts of the sinusoid!. It was found that these regions AS~i! are
strongly separated along the frequency scale and fall, respectively, in the inte
(0.121.2), (5216), and (402100) kHz. If all three parametersH0 , f , andHb are

FIG. 1.
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varied in the experiment, then, naturally, three-dimensional regions of existence of A~i!
must be studied. However, the present letter presents the results of an analysis of D
in three regions AS~i! for some selected values ofHb .

The characteristic patterns of DDSs with spiral domains from the indicated regi
(H02 f2Hb) are presented in Fig. 2. The photographs were obtained under experime
conditions corresponding to Fig. 1. The difference in the configuration of the SDDs
the domain chaos surrounding them is striking. But even more remarkable is the fact
the dynamic behavior of the spiral domains is very different in all three regions AS~i!.

In the region AS~i!-1 mainly two-sleeve, long-lived SDDs with a small number o
turns, of which the outer one is associated with the surrounding domain chaos, form~Fig.
2a!. The distance between the turns is approximately two times greater than the pe
P0. In the fieldHb560 Oe the SDDs can spiral in different directions, both clockwis
and counterclockwise. Such SDDs either stay in place throughout their lifetimeTg or
drift very slowly with a velocity not exceeding 0.1 mm/s. The stripe domains in the tur
at the periphery of the SDDs are immobile, while the stripe domains in the interior p
of the SDDs move about intensively. This motion is manifested in the photographs in
2a by the fact that at some locations the white domains have a contrast image of a s

FIG. 2.
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loop. This means that the position of domains with opposite amplitude values o
alternating field is captured over the exposure time. The white stripe domains be
shorter at the top of the sinusoid~Fig. 1a! and longer at the bottom part. Therefore t
velocity of a domain can be estimated according to the displacement of the domain~turn!
over the exposure time. Forf5300 Hz andH0514 Oe the velocity is of the order of 0.
m/s.

The most remarkable feature of AS~i!-1 is that it is possible to observe visually ho
the SDDs form gradually during a period of 3–4 s. The lifetime of such spirals equal
the average, 7 s, but sometimes large, long-lived SDDs whose lifetimeTg reaches 3 min
form. Then successive stages of the process of destruction of SDDs can be observ
a time of 1–2 s. Based on these observations, we introduced new dynamical para
of AS~i! and SDDs — the formation time (Tb) and the destruction time (Td). Thus far
previous works have reported only that the SDDs appear and disappear practica
stantaneously, abruptly.

In the region of AS~i!-2, single-sleeve SDDs with a relatively small core are form
~Fig. 2b!. The turns of the spirals are packed quite densely, so that their period is
slightly greater than the periodP0 ~by 1.2–1.3 times!. In a bias fieldHb532 Oe there is
no predominant direction of twist of the spirals. Such SDDs are more dynamic than
in the AS~i!-1 region. They form much more rapidly~tenths of a second!, live for a
shorter time~3–4 s!, and break down more rapidly~less than 1 s!. Over the timeTg the
SDDs do not stay in place. They move chaotically, ‘‘swimming’’ with a speed of 1–
mm/s. Often systems consisting of two or three SDDs, connected by a S-shaped b
a ‘‘ram’s horns’’ type bond, arise.3 The SDDs are surrounded by chaos, consist
mainly of distorted cylindrical and stripe domains.

Large smooth one- and two-sleeve SDDs form in the region AS~i!-3 ~Fig. 2c!. The
period of the turns in such spirals is at least two times greater than the period of the
structure. In the fieldHb567 Oe the two-sleeve SDDs wind predominantly clockw
and in the single-sleeve SDDs no clearly predominant direction of twist is seen. Dyn
cally, the SDDs in the region AS~i!-3 are even more mobile structures than those
scribed above. They form more rapidly and decay more rapidly, so that it is difficu
estimate visually the time interval over which a stripe domain twists into a spiral o
‘‘torn apart’’ by the surrounding chaos. The average lifetime of these SDDs equals
They intensively move, rotate, interact with one another, and so on. Outside
(H02 f2Hb) region only disordered SDDs from extended stripe domains are obse

In summary, the strength of the static bias field, together with the frequency
amplitude of the alternating field, is the third parameter controlling the Anger sta
multidomain magnetic films. It is natural to attribute the twisting of the stripe domain
the action of a gyrotropic force which deflects the end~top! of a moving domain in one
or another direction. According to Ref. 8, this force is proportional to the velocity of
domain. This explains qualitatively the facts that as the fieldHb1H0 increases, the
velocity increases and the gyrotropic forces become more effective and hence it be
possible for SDDs to form under the conditions for which SDDs did not form in
absence ofHb . However, to explain the existence of several AS~i! regions with different
spiral domains, a serious theoretical analysis, similar to the one presented in Ref
static spiral domains, is required.
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Magnetization-odd nonreciprocal reflection of light from
the magnetoelectric–ferromagnet LiFe 5O8

V. N. Gridnev, B. B. Krichevtsov, V. V. Pavlov, and R. V. Pisarev
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021
St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 28 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 65–70~10 January 1997!

Circular dichroism, which changes sign under magnetization reversal
and exhibits a 120° periodicity, is observed in the reflection of light
from the ~111! plane of a noncentrosymmetric LiFe5O8 crystal in the
transverse geometryk'M , where the linear Kerr effect is forbidden. It
is shown that this phenomenon is due to the manifestation of optical
magnetoelectric susceptibility and a Kerr effect of third order in the
magnetization. The spectral dependences of the circular dichroism in
the range 1.4–3.1 eV show that this phenomenon is of a resonance
character. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01201-2#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Cc, 75.80.1q, 78.20.Fm, 78.20.Jq, 75.60.Ej

It is well known that so-called nonreciprocal optical phenomena can exist in cry
in which invariance under time reversal is violated.1 The nonreciprocal Faraday and Ke
effects, observed in the transmission and reflection of light, respectively, are
known.2,3 These effects are widely used to study the electronic states and mag
structures of magnets, semiconductors, superconductors, and metals. However, sy
analysis shows4–6 that the spectrum of possible nonreciprocal effects can be much w
and need not be limited to the Faraday and Kerr effects. For example, until recently
assumed that a necessary condition for the appearance of nonreciprocal optical ef
the presence of spontaneous or external magnetic field induced magnetizationM . But it
is now known that this condition is sufficient but not necessary. Nonreciprocal effec
transmission and reflection of light are possible, for example, in crystals with a
magnetic field and with noncentrosymmetric magnetic structure, as was recently s
in the antiferromagnetic crystal Cr2O3 ~Refs. 6–8!. The study of nonstandard nonreci
rocal effects is of interest in connection with the fact that their magnitude and sig
determined by microscopic mechanisms which are fundamentally different from tho
the standard magnetooptic effects.4,5,8,9

This letter reports a new phenomenon — nonreciprocal reflection of light Fro
noncentrosymmetric crystal with spontaneous magnetizationM under normal incidence
in the transverse geometryk'M , i.e., under conditions when the linear~in the magneti-
zation! Kerr effect vanishes. We shall show that the observed effect is due to mag
electric~ME! susceptibility and is related with a Kerr effect of third order in the mag
tization.
68 680021-3640/97/010068-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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EXPERIMENT

The well-known lithium ferrite LiFe5O8 ~Ref. 10!, possessing a spinel structure, w
chosen as the object of investigation. At temperaturesT.1020 K its structure is de-
scribed by the cubic groupOh

7 Below 1020 K, as the crystal cools slowly, the symme
of the crystal decreases, as a result of ordering of an Li1 ion and the three ions Fe31 in
the unit cell along directions of the~110! type, and is described by the noncentrosy
metric groupO6. At temperaturesTC,943 K lithium ferrite possesses ferrimagnet
ordering with easy axis in directions of the~111! type. The magnetic moments of th
tetrahedral~A! and octahedral~B! Fe31 sublattices are directed antiparallel as a resul
the antiferromagnetic A–B interaction. The linear ME effect in LiFe5O8 was investigated
in Ref. 11 by ferromagnetic resonance measurements. The magnetooptic Kerr ef
LiFe5O8 was studied in Refs. 12 and 13.

In the present work we investigated circular dichroism~CD!, which changes sign
under magnetization reversal of the crystal1M→2M , in the transverse geometr
k'M with the light reflected from a~111!-type plane. The experimental arrangement
shown in Fig. 1. A light beam from a 300-W incandescent lamp pass through a
denser, a water filter, a polarizer, and a photoelastic modulator and was focused
sample. The water filter served to prevent heating of the sample. The sample o
holder could be rotated with the aid of a stepper motor around a direction normal t
surface of the sample by an anglef502360°. The sample was located in the gap of
electromagnet, which produced in the plane of the sample a magnetic field of mag
up toH561 T, which is much stronger than the magnetic anisotropy fieldHA50.029 T.
The reflected beam was focused onto the slit of a monochromator. The light leavin
monochromator was focused on a silicon photodiode. The variable component o
preamplified electric signal from the photodiode was fed into a phase detector
experimental data were processed with a computer and a CAMAC interface. The co
component of the signal from the photodetector was measured with an ADC. The
plitude and sign of the magnetic field, the magnitude of the half-wave voltage on

FIG. 1. Arrangement of the experimental apparatus for studying circular dichroism in reflection of lig
69 69JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Gridnev et al.
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modulator, the wavelength of the light, and the rotation angle of the crystal coul
varied according to a special program. The magnitude of the circular dichroism
defined as the relative difference (I12I2)/(I11I2) of the intensities of light with
right-hand (I1) and left-hand (I2) circular polarizations reflected from the crystal. T
measurements were performed at temperatureT5294 K in the spectral range 1.4–3.1 eV
The angle between the wave vectork of the light and the normal to the surface of th
sample did not exceed 10°. Its presence was due to the fact that it was necess
separate the incident and reflected rays. The sensitivity of the CD measuremen
equal to;1025. The samples consisted of 53431 mm~111!-type plates oriented by the
x-ray crystallographic method to within the accuracy;1° of the determination of the
position of the axes.

RESULTS

The angular dependences of the CD of light reflected from the LiFe5O8 sample are
displayed in Fig. 2. The sample was rotated around the@111# axis, which is oriented in a
direction normal to the surface of the sample. The dependences are presented fo
photon energies~2.48, 2.638, and 2.755 eV! and a magnetic field of 0.7 T. All angula
dependences of the CD are identical and exhibit a 120° periodicity. The anglef50°
corresponds to having the magnetic fieldH oriented parallel to theC2 axis. Inaccuracy in
the orientation ofH relative to the plane of the sample could have resulted in the app
ance of a polar Kerr effect, whose magnitude would not depend on the anglef. This
undesirable effect was eliminated by accurately orientingH parallel to the plane of the
sample.

The spectral dependence of the CD, corresponding to the maximum in the an
dependence of this effect (f5110°), is displayed in Fig. 3. A weak maximum~2.4 eV!

FIG. 2. Angular dependences of the circular dichroism upon rotation of the magnetization in a plane
~111! type in LiFe5O8. f50 corresponds toM i C2. Dots — experimental data, solid curves — computation
results. Inset: Geometry of the experiment.
70 70JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Gridnev et al.
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and a stronger and wider maximum are observed in the spectrum near 2.6 eV.
position corresponds to electronic transitions observed in the spectral measureme
the Kerr effect in LiFe5O8.

13 However, it should be noted that in our work the CD w
measured in a transverse magnetic field, while in Ref. 13 the rotation of the polariz
plane of the reflected light in a longitudinal field was measured.

ANALYSIS

We shall analyze the experimental results on the basis of a phenomenolo
theory. Let the light propagate along thez axis, which is also theC3 axis ~@111#!, of the
laboratory coordinate system, and let thex axis coincide with theC2 axis ~@110#! ~see
inset in Fig. 2!. Let us calculate the off-diagonal elementr xy of the matrix of reflection
coefficients that is related with the ellipticity« and the rotationu of the polarization
plane of the reflected light by the relationu1 i«5r xy /R0, whereR0 is the reflection
coefficient neglecting the magnetization. We note that the CD in reflection is proport
to the ellipticity «. Since in optics the ME effect is manifested only when allowance
made for the spatial dispersion of the permittivity tensore i j , to analyze the reflection i
is necessary to take account of the nonuniformity of the medium as a result o
presence of a boundary.14 The material relations allowing for contributions which are o
under time reversal have the form15

Di~r !5Fe ik
s 1e ik

a 1
1

2

]~g ikl
s 2g ikl

a !

]r l
GEk1g ikl

s ]Ek

]r l
, ~1!

where the indicess anda denote the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the mate
tensors with respect to an interchange of the indicesi andk. All terms in Eq.~1! except
the first one describe nonreciprocal effects of interest to us. Specifically, the tense ik

a

describes the magnetooptic Kerr effect andg ikl describes the linear spatial dispersio
which includes the ME contribution. Using the method proposed in Ref. 16 we obtai
r xy

r xy5
2k

n0~n011!2
Fexy

a

k
1 igxyz

a G , ~2!

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of the circular dichroism in reflection in LiFe5O8.
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An interesting feature of LiFe5O8 is that under normal incidence of light in th
transverse geometryk 'M there are no terms in Eq.~2! which are linear in the magne
tization. This fact is well known for the linear~in the magnetization! Kerr effect, and here
we shall present a proof for the ME effect. As a result of the antisymmetry ofgxyz

a with
respect tox andy and on account of the duality relations, the most general expressio
the componentsgxyz

a has the formgxyz
a 5exyzbzzkMk , whereexyz51 is a component of

the completely antisymmetric tensor of rank 3 andbzzkare the components of a materi
tensor of rank 3. However, in anO group the componentsbzzk50. Therefore, in the case
when light is incident in a direction normal to the sample, the nonreciprocal effec
reflection from a LiFe5O8 crystal magnetized in the~111! plane can be of cubic or highe
odd order in the magnetization. Taking account of contributions inexy

a which are cubic in
M results in the fact that in both reflection and transmission of light odd~with respect to
M ) nonreciprocal effects can be observed under normal incidence in the transver
ometryk'M . These effects are absent in cubic crystals, if light propagates along
two- and fourfold symmetry axes, but they can appear along any other direction
example, along a threefold axis of the type~111!. The contribution of terms which are
third order inM to gxyz

a also leads to the appearance of nonreciprocal effects, and fo
orientation of the crystal with the~111! axis perpendicular to the surface of the sample
will be manifested in the form of a 120° periodicity of the effects associated with b
exy
a andgxyz

a . Therefore it is very important in practice to have a criterion for distingui
ing these contributions. We shall indicate a symmetry criterion based on different t
formation properties of the tensorse ik

a andg ikl
a .

If M ix, then the componentexy
a can be written in the formexy

a 5exyzAzxxxMx
3 where

Azxxx are the components of a tensor of rank 4. When the crystal is rotated by
around thex axis,Azxxx→2Azxxx and the componentexy

a changes sign. This means th
there is no Kerr effect. IfM iy, then the componentexy

a remains unchanged under
rotation by 180° around thex axis. Therefore the angular dependence of the Kerr ef
which is of third order inM and the associated circular dichroism in reflection has
form CD5 A sin 3f, wheref is the angle between the magnetization and theC2 axis in
the ~111! plane. The componentgxyz

a possesses an additional indexz compared with
exy
a and for this reason the angular dependence of the circular dichroism associate

gxyz
a is described by the expression CD5B cos 3f, i.e., the effect is nonzero whe

M iC2 and zero whenM 'C2.

The experimental dependences of the circular dichroism, which changes sign
the magnetization of the crystal is reversed, are described by a third-order har
sin(3f1f0), wheref0510° ~Fig. 2!. Such angular dependences cannot be assoc
with a longitudinal Kerr effect because of the presence of a small angle betwee
incident and reflected beams, since this effect should not depend on the anglef. There-
fore the observed CD can be attributed only to a third-order Kerr effect and a
contribution. Since the anglef0.100 andA/B5tan 10°;0.2, we can conclude that th
ME contribution to the CD is much larger in the spectral range investigated.

The spectral dependence of CD in LiFe5O8 ~Fig. 3! exhibits a pronounced resonanc
character and is characterized by the presence of two bands at the energiesE52.4 eV and
72 72JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Gridnev et al.
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E52.6 eV belonging to transitions in Fe31ions in the octahedral and tetrahedral po
tions, respectively.13 It is important to note, however, that the measured CD is prop
tional to the ellipticity « of the reflected light, which in the case of the Kerr effe
possesses near electronic transitions a dispersion-type spectral dependence.2 At the same
time, the CD spectrum due to the ME mechanism is characterized near electronic
sitions by a resonance-type dependence,8,9 as is also observed experimentally.

The main result of the present work is the observation of spontaneous nonrecip
circular dichroism in a noncentrosymmetric cubic crystal. The unusual aspect o
phenomenon is that the nonreciprocity is observed under normal incidence in the
verse geometryk'M , i.e., when the linear magnetooptic Kerr effect vanishes. Symm
analysis showed that the observed effect is determined by two different mechan
mostly by the optical ME susceptibility and partially by a Kerr effect which is of th
order in the magnetization. The large magnitude of the effect in LiFe5O8 is due, in our
opinion, to the fact that it is determined by the spontaneous magnetization and also
resonance enhancement of the effect near electronic transitions. In principle, effe
this type should exist in noncentrosymmetric dia- and paramagnetic crystals in a
netic field, but in this case the question of their magnitude can be solved only in fu
experiments.
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Q2 dependence of the measured asymmetry A1: a test
of the Bjorken sum rule

A. V. Kotikova) and D. V. Peshekhonovb)
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We analyze the proton and deutron data on the spin-dependent asym-
metryA1(x,Q

2), supposing that the DIS structure functionsg1(x,Q
2)

and F3(x,Q
2) have a similarQ2 dependence. As a result, we have

found that G1
p2G1

n50.19060.038 at Q2510 GeV2 and G1
p2G1

n

50.16560.026 atQ253 GeV2; these values are in the best agreement
with the Bjorken sum rule predictions. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00201-6#

PACS numbers: 11.55.Hx, 13.60.Hb, 13.88.1e

An experimental study of the nucleon spin structure is carried out by measurin
asymmetryA1(x,Q

2)5g1(x,Q
2)/F1(x,Q

2). The best known theoretical predictions fo
the spin-dependent structure functiong1(x,Q

2) of the nucleon were made by Bjorken1

and by Ellis and Jaffe2 for the so-called first-moment valueG15*0
1g1(x)dx.

Calculation of the value ofG1 requires knowledge of the structure functiong1 at the
sameQ2 over the entire range ofx. Experimentally the asymmetryA1 is measured at
different values ofQ2 for different x bins. The accuracy of the past and mode
experiments3,4 permits one to analyze the data with the assumption5 that the asymmetry
A1(x,Q

2) is independent ofQ2 ~i.e., that the structure functionsg1 andF1 have the same
Q2 dependence!. However, this assumption is not theoretically warranted~see discus-
sions in Refs. 6–8!; a differentQ2 dependence of the structure functionsg1(x,Q

2) and
F1(x,Q

2) is expected due to the difference in the polarized and unpolarized spli
functions~except for the leading order quark–quark one!. Thus, in view of forthcoming
more-precise data it is important to include theQ2 dependence of the asymmetry.

This article is based on our observation that theQ2 dependence of the spin
dependent and spin-averaged structure functionsg1 andF3 is very similar over a wide
range ofx:1022,x,1. In the small-x region (x,1022) it might not be true~see Refs.
6 and 9!, but most of the existing data have been measured outside of that range.

Let us consider the nonsinglet~NS! Q2 evolution of the structure function
F1 , g1, andF3. The DGLAP equation for the NS part of these functions can be wri
asc!:

dg1
NS~x,Q2!

d ln Q2 52
1

2
gNS

2 ~x,a!3g1
NS~x,Q2!,
7 70021-3640/97/010007-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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dF1
NS~x,Q2!

d ln Q2 52
1

2
gNS

1 ~x,a!3F1
NS~x,Q2!, ~1!

dF3~x,Q
2!

d ln Q2 52
1

2
gNS

2 ~x,a!3F3~x,Q
2!,

where the symbol3 means the Mellin convolution. The splitting functionsgNS
6 are the

inverse Mellin transforms of the anomalous dimensionsgNS
6 (n,a)5ag (0)(n)NS

1a2gNS
6(1)(n)1O(a3) and the Wilson coefficientsd! ab6(n)1O(a2):

gNS
6 ~x,a!5agNS

~0!~x!1a2~gNS
6~1!~x!12b0b

6~x!!1O~a3!, ~2!

whereb(a)52a2b02a3b11O(a4) is the QCDb function.

The above-mentioned Mellin transforms mean that

f ~n,Q2!5E
0

1

dxxn21f ~x,Q2!, ~3!

where f5$gNS
(0) , gNS

6(1) , bNS
6 , g i j

(k) , g i j*
(k) , bi and bi* % with k51, 2 and $ i , j %

5$S,G%.

Equations~1! show that theQ2 dependence of the NS parts ofg1 andF3 is the same
~at least in the first two orders of the perturbative QCD10! and differs fromF1 already in
the first subleading order (gNS

1(1)ÞgNS
2(1) ~Ref. 11! andbNS

1 2bNS
2 5(8/3)x(12x)).

For the singlet parts ofg1 andF1 the evolution equations are:

dg1
S~x,Q2!

d ln Q2 52
1

2
@gSS* ~x,a!3g1

S~x,Q2!1gSG* ~x,a!3DG~x,Q2!#,

dF1
S~x,Q2!

d ln Q2 52
1

2
@gSS~x,a!3F1

S~x,Q2!1gSG~x,a!3G~x,Q2!#, ~4!

where

gSS~x,a!5agSS
~0!~x!1a2~gSS

~1!~x!1bG~x!3gGS
~0!~x!12b0bS~x!!1O~a3!,

gSG~x,a!5
e

f
@agSG

~0!~x!1a2~gSG
~1!~x!1bG~x!3~gGG

~0! ~x!2gSS
~0!~x!12b0bG~x!

1bS~x!3gSG
~0!~x!!#1O~a3!

ande5( i
fei
2 is the sum of the squares of the charges off active quarks. The equation

for the polarized anomalous dimensionsgSS* (x,a) andgSG* (x,a) are similar. They can be
obtained by making the replacementsgSG

(0)(x)→gSG*
(0)(x), gSi

(1)(x)→gSi*
(1)(x), and

bi(x)→bi* (x) ( i5$S,G%).

Note here that the gluon term in the case ofF1 is not negligible atx,0.3, but for
g1 we can neglect such terms atx.0.01 ~Refs. 7 and 8!. The valuebs* (x)(bs(x))
coincides withb2(x)(b1(x)). The difference betweengNS

2(1) and gSS*
(1)1bG* (x)3gGS

(0)

~x! is negligible because it does not contain a power-law singularity atx→0 ~i.e., a
singularity atn→1 in momentum space!. Moreover, it decreases asO(12x) at x→1
8 8JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 A. V. Kotikov and D. V. Peshekhonov
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~Ref. 12!. Contrary to this, the difference betweengSS
(1)1bG(x)3gGS

(0)(x) and gSS*
(1)

1bG* (x)3gGS
(0)(x) contains a power-law singularity atx→0 ~see, e.g., Ref. 10!.

The analysis discussed above allows us to conclude that the function

A1* ~x!5
g1~x,Q

2!

F3~x,Q
2!

~5!

should be practically independent ofQ2 at x.0.01.

The right-hand sides of Eqs.~1! and~4! contain integrals of structure functions, an
so Eq. ~5! should hold approximately only in the case of similarx dependence of
g1(x,Q

2) and F3(x,Q
2) at fixedQ2. But such is indeed the case~see Ref. 13 atQ2

53 GeV2, for example!.

The asymmetryA1 atQ
25^Q2& can then be defined as

A1~xi ,^Q
2&!5

F3~xi ,^Q
2&!

F3~xi ,Qi
2!

•

F1~xi ,Qi
2!

F1~xi ,^Q
2&!

•A1~xi ,Qi
2!, ~6!

wherexi(Qi
2) means an experimentally measured value ofx(Q2).

We use the SMC and E143 proton and deuteron data on the asymm
A1(x,Q

2).3,4 To getF1(x,Q
2) we take the NMC parametrization ofF2(x,Q

2) ~Ref. 14!
and the SLAC parametrization ofR(x,Q2) ~Ref. 15! (F1[F2/2x@11R#). To get the
values ofF3(x,Q

2) we parametrize the CCFR data16 as a function ofx andQ2 ~see the
parametrization in the Appendix!.

First, using Eq.~5!, we recalculate the asymmetry measured by SMC3 and E1434 on
the proton and deuteron targets atQ2510 GeV2 ~SMC! and 3 GeV2 ~E143!, which are
the average values ofQ2 in these experiments, respectively. The values obtained
*g1(x)dx through the measuredx ranges are shown in Table I.

To get the values of the first momentsG1
p(d) we estimate the unmeasured regions

SMC and E143, using their original formalism. Our estimates coincide with the orig
ones except for the results in the small-x region unmeasured by SMC. We obtain t
following results for central values ofDGp,d5*0

0.003g1(x)dx at Q2510 GeV2:
DGp50.003 andDGd50.0022, which are smaller then the corresponding SMC e
mates:DGp50.004 andDGd50.0028. The errors coincide with those cited in Ref. 3. T
E143 estimates for*0

0.029g1(x)dx do not change, since theQ
2-evolution of the asymme-

try is negligible atx;0.03. Results on the values ofG1 are also shown in Table I.

TABLE I. The first-moment values ofg1 of the proton and deuteron.

xmin2xmax ^Q2&
Target
type *xmin

xmaxg1dx G1 Experiment

.00320.7 10 GeV2 proton 0.130 0.13460.011 SMC

.00320.7 10 GeV2 deuteron 0.038 0.03660.009 SMC

.02920.8 3 GeV2 proton 0.123 0.13060.004 E143

.02920.8 3 GeV2 deuteron 0.043 0.04460.003 E143
9 9JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 A. V. Kotikov and D. V. Peshekhonov
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We would like to point out that the E143 and SMC formalisms may lead to un
estimation ofg1

p,d(x,Q2) at smallx and, hence, to underestimation ofDGp,d(Q2) ~see the
careful analysis in the first of Refs. 8!. Unfortunately, our procedure does not at work
x<0.01, and we cannot check the SMC and E143 estimates for the unmeasured r
here. To clear up this situation it is necessary to include a careful small-x analysis in the
discussion; that is a subject for our future long article.17

As the last step we calculate the difference which is predicted by the Bjorken
rule, G1

p2G1
n :

G1
p2G1

n52G1
p22G1

d/~121.5•vD!,

wherevD50.053,4 is the probability for the deutron to be in aD state.

At Q2510 GeV2 we get the following results:

G1
p2G1

n50.19060.038, ~7!

to be compared with the SMC published value

G1
p2G1

n50.19960.038 ~SMC3!,

and the theoretical prediction

G1
p2G1

n50.18760.003 ~Theory!.

At Q253 GeV2 we get for the E143 data:

G1
p2G1

n50.16560.026, ~8!

to be compared with

G1
p2G1

n50.16360.026 ~E1434!,

G1
p2G1

n50.17160.008 ~Theory!.

Note that only the statistical errors are quoted here. To the accuracy considered th
equal to the errors cited in Refs. 3 and 4. The above-cited theoretical predictions f
Bjorken sum rule have been computed in Ref. 18 to the third order in the QCD para
as .

In conclusion, we would like to note the following:

• The value ofG1
p2G1

n obtained in our analysis is in the best agreement with
Bjorken sum rule prediction.

• The values obtained here forG1
p andG1

n themselves are essentially unchange
The improvement in relation to the Bjorken sum rule is the result of oppos
directed changes in the values ofG1

p andG1
n when Eq.~5! is used.

• Our observation that the functionA1* (x) is independent ofQ2 at large and
intermediatex is supported by the good agreement of the present analysis
other estimates19,7,8 of the Q2 dependence ofA1. A detailed analysis will be
presented later in a separate long article.17
10 10JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 A. V. Kotikov and D. V. Peshekhonov
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APPENDIX

The parametrization used for the CCFR data16 is:

xF3~x,Q
2!5F3

aS log~Q2/L2!

log~Q0
2/L2! D

F3
b

,

where

F3
a5xC1~12x!C2~C31C4~12x!1C5~12x!21C6~12x!31C7~12x!4!@C8

1C9x1C10x
21C11x

3#, F3
b5C121C13x1

C14

x1C15
,

Q0
2510 GeV2, andL5200 MeV.

a!e-mail: kotikov@sunse.jinr.dubna.su
b!e-mail: peshehon@sunse.jinr.dubna.su
c!We usea(Q2)5as(Q

2)/4p.
d!Because we are considering here the structure functions themselves, and not the parton distributions. N
bNS

1 (n) andbNS
2 (n) have more-standard definitions asb1,NS(n)5b2,NS(n)2bL,NS(n) andb3,NS(n).
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On the effect of van Hove singularities on the critical
field of type-II superconductors

R. O. Za tsev
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 3 October 1996; resubmitted 28 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 71–76~10 January 1997!

The properties of the two-dimensional Hubbard model with strong re-
pulsion are studied under the condition that the Fermi surface passes
through van Hove singularities. The upper critical field is calculated
under conditions where there is no relaxation. ©1997 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01301-7#

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ec, 74.20.2z

Experiments show that the superconducting transition temperatureTc depends
strongly on the position of the Fermi level inside the Brillouin zone. In the general
Hubbard–Emery–Hirsch model, the vanishing and appearance of Cooper instabili
certain values of the Fermi energy is explained by the possibility of a sign change o
amplitude of electron-electron scattering on the entire Fermi surface at once. In R
and 2 I did not consider the problem of finding the transition temperature. Actually
analysis was conducted atT50, which reduced to discovering the Cooper instability f
the critical electron or hole density corresponding to the condition of a sign change o
scattering amplitude.

This letter studies the case of intermediate densities, for which the scattering a
tude is negative. To find the maximum possible critical field, it is assumed that in
region the Fermi surface intersects the van Hove singularities. Computer calculation3 for
the Hubbard model with strong repulsion confirm this possibility.

Consider a two-dimensional electronic system with the spectrum

jp522utu~cosa1cosb!2m. ~1!

Here 2utu is the doubled effective hopping integral, which in what follows is set equa
1; a andb are dimensionless quasimomenta; and,m is the chemical potential.

Assume first that there is no field andT 50. Then for a prescribed scatterin
amplitudeg the equation for determining the energy gapD0 has the form

25(
p

g

AD0
21jp

2
. ~2!

For zero chemical potentialm this relation can be put into the form4

p5gE
0

`E
0

`dedycos~ey!J0
2~y!

AD0
21e2

5gE
0

`

dyK0~D0y!J0
2~y!. ~3!
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HereJ0(y) andK0(y) are Bessel and modified Bessel~Macdonald! functions.

The final result determines the implicit dependence of the dimensionless energ
D̄05D0/2utu on the dimensionless constantL5g/2p2utu,

L2152qdK
2~qd!, ~4!

whereqd52/(A41D0
21D0) andK(q) is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind.

In the asymptotic regionL!1 we have

D0532utuexp~2A2/L!. ~5!

To find the thermodynamic critical field we employ the general relation referrin
the variation of theV potential:

]V

]g
52

D2

g2
. ~6!

HereV is the correction to theV potential referred to one cell.

Switching by means of the relation]g/g25]L/2p2utuL2 to variation with respect to
1/L and then integrating Eq.~6! in the variablesD0 with the aid of Eq.~5!, we find an
expression for the correction to the ground state energy that extends the BCS rela
the case of a logarithmically divergent density of states:

En2Es5D0
2 ln~32utuAe/D0!/4p2utu. ~7!

Equating this expression to the magnetic-field energy per cellH2v0/8p, we find the
thermodynamic critical fieldHcm

Hcm5D0
A2 ln~32utuAe/D0!/aAputud, ~8!

whered anda are the dimensions of the unit cell in directions parallel and transvers
the tetragonal axis of the experimental crystal.

Therefore we find that a logarithmic increase, proportional to (2/L)1/4, of the ther-
modynamic critical field as compared with the BCS theory.

An even larger increase can be obtained for the so-called upper critical field, c
sponding to the appearance of superconducting seed nucleus. To calculate the
critical fieldHc2 it is sufficient to study an integral equation linearized with respect to
wave functionC(r ) of a Cooper pair:

C~r !5g(
r8

K~r,r 8!C~r 8!. ~9!

Just as in Eq.~2!, the quantityg equals minus the electron scattering amplitude calcula
at the Fermi surface.

In a homogeneous space the kernelK(r2r 8) is determined in terms of its Fourie
componentsK(s)

K~s!5T(
v,p

Gv~p1!G2v~2p2!, ~10!
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where

Gv~p!5~ iv2jp!
21, p65p6s/2. ~11!

The differential part of the Ginzburg–Landau equations is determined by the second
in the expansion of the kernelK(s) in powers ofs.

The size of a Cooper pair decreases with temperature, so that the Ginzburg–L
equation becomes inapplicable.5 In the presence of an external fieldH, instead of these
equations one must solve the integral equation~9! with the kernel~10! where the substi-
tution sx→sx1eHŷ is made. If an eigenfunction of the Ginzburg–Landau equat
C(r )5exp(2ueuHy2), is used as a trial function, then it can be proved6 that it is also an
eigenfunction of the integral operator~10!. Substituting this function and integrating ove
the angular variables yields the following solvability condition:

15g(
r
K~0,r !exp@2ueuH~x21y2!/2c\#. ~12!

Ultimately, after a Fourier transformation, we obtain the equation

2pueuH5gE
2`

1`

K~s!exp@2c\~sx
21sy

2!/2ueuH#dsxdsy , ~13!

where

K~s!5(
p

tanh
jp1

2T
1tanh

j2p2

2T

2~jp1
1j2p2

!
. ~14!

It is convenient to use the kernel, obtained for the integral equation, atT50. The explicit
form of the kernel for the three-dimensional and isotropic case was obtained in Ref.
the two-dimensional case it is natural to introduce two new variables to replacepx and
py : 2u5jp1

1jp2
and 2v5jp1

2jp2
. The corresponding Jacobian of the transformat

can be calculated for the two-dimensional isotropic case as well as near the van
singularitiesA5(0, p) or B5(p, 0), where the excitation spectrum is hyperbol
jp'px

2/22 p̄y
2/2 or jp'2 p̄x

2/21py
2/2 (p̄x,y5p1px,y). Assuming also that the magnitud

of each component of the total momentums is small compared with the reciprocal of th
size of a unit cell, we obtain the Jacobian in the form

Jks
~1 !5

D~u,v !

D~px ,p̄y!
, Jks

~2 !5
D~u,v !

D~ p̄x ,py!
,

Jks
~6 !5AR272Ru1v2, R5a2~sx

22sy
2!/4. ~15!

The upper sign refers to the van Hove pointA and the lower sign refers to the van Hov
point B.
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Let us consider first the caseT50. Then

K~s!5 (
l56

E E dudvQ~u22v2!

2p2uuuJks
~l! 5E

0

1 du

2p2u
lnF ~112u!

u122uu G
1E

1

ū/uRu du ln~4u221!

2p2u
. ~16!

The quantityū, determining the upper cutoff limit for the energy variableu, equals to
logarithmic accuracy the corresponding energy quantityē arising in the calculation of the
energy gapD0. Comparing with the corresponding result~5! shows that in the dimen
sionless unitsū58, but this assertion must be checked with the aid of computer ca
lations.

The expression~16! must be substituted into the left-hand side of Eq.~12! and the
resulting equation must be integrated with respect to the variablessx5r cosw,
sy5r sinw, and 4R5a2r2 cos 2w. The integrals are calculated independently overw
and r. The final results are expressed in terms of a logarithmic function
@ ūc\#/@ ueuHa2# and also in terms of Euler’s constantC5 ln g50.5772 . . . . As a result
we obtain a relation similar to Eq.~4!:

2L215 ln2@4c\gū/a2ueuH#. ~17!

The dimensionless quantityū should appear in the definition ofD0, so that comparing
with the asymptotic equation~4! makes it possible to express the upper critical field
terms ofD0:

Hc2~0!5c\gD0 /a
2uteu. ~18!

This answer must be compared with the result for the spherical model:5

Hc2~0!5cge2D0
2/8ueu\vF

25gc\D0
2d2/3/32ueut2a8/3~3p2n!2/3, ~19!

wherevF is the Fermi velocity andn is the number of electrons per cell.

The critical field~19! for a spherical Fermi surface is of the same order of magnit
as the critical field for a two-dimensional cylindrical surface. However, the critical fi
~18! for the hyperbolic model ist/D0 times greater than the critical field~19!. It is also
greater than the thermodynamic field~8!. In order of magnitude
Hc2(0)/Hcm(0).(c\/e2)Ae2d/ta2L1/4, so that if the BCS parameterL is not small
compared to the fourth power of the fine-structure constant, then the system under
should be regarded as a type-II superconductor.

To find the temperature dependence of the upper critical field near the supe
ducting transition temperature, we represent the kernel of the integral equation as
over the discrete frequenciesv5Tp(2n11) and then expand in powers of the tot
momentums:

K~s!5T(
v

Wv~s!. ~20!

For fixeduvu the functionWv(0) can be expressed in terms of a complete elliptic integ
K(k) with the parameterkv52/A41v2:
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Wv~0!5(
p
Gv~p!G2v~2p!5

kvK~kv!

puvu
. ~21!

The expression~21! summed over frequencies can be represented as an expans
large logarithms of the inverse temperature:

K~0,T!>
1

2p2 ln
2S 32utugpT D . ~22!

Expanding the expression~22! in powers of the closeness to the superconduct
transition temperatureTc , we find a linear law according to which the second critic
field vanishes:

Hc25p2TcL~Tc2T!/7z~3!ueua2t2, ~23!

where L is a large temperature logarithm evaluated atT5Tc : L5 ln(32gutu/pTc)
5A2/L. Hence it can be concluded that near the transition point the fieldHc2 is AL times
greater than the thermodynamic critical field. To fine the temperature slope of the c
field at low temperaturesT!Tc it is necessary to take account of the effect of the v
Hove singularities, which is large in the frequency rangeuvu!usu .

In the case of zero chemical potential the contribution of the van Hove points ca
distinguished by switching to the variablesu and v, integrating with the aid of the
Jacobian~15!, and then employing forT!ut(sx

22sy
2)a2u the asymptotic form of the

kernelK(s) at T50 ~see Eq.~16!!:

K~s!5
1

2p2 ln
2
ū

r ~s!
, r ~s!5usx

22sy
2ua2/4. ~24!

To further simplify the calculations, we employ the following interpolation descripti
For small r (s)!T we employ the low-temperature expansion~22! and for large
r (s)@T we employ the approximation~24!. More accurately, in integrating over th
variabler (s) a limiting valuer * is chosen such that above this value the kernelK(s) is
determined according to Eq.~24! while for smaller values of the argument the kern
depends only on the temperature in accordance with Eq.~22!. We find the quantityr *
from the obvious condition that the expressions~22! and ~24! be identical, so that for
r,r *5ūpT/16g

K~r !5
1

2p2 ln
2

ū

r * ~T!
, for r.r * , K~s!5

1

2p2 ln
2
ū

r ~s!
. ~25!

We choose instead of the variablessx,y the variablesr andz5a2(sx
21sy

2). As a result, the
integral equation~13! acquires the form

158gaE
r.0

drK~r !E
4r

` dz exp~2az!

pAz2216r 2
.

Integrating over the variablez yields

p58gaE
0

r5r*
K~r5r * !K0~4ra!dr18gaE

r5r*

`

K~r.r * !K0~4ra!dr.
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It is convenient to switch in the second integral to integration over infinite limits, so
an expansion of the modified Bessel function for smallx, K0(x)' ln(2/gx), can be used
in the remaining integrals.

The integration over infinite limits gives a temperature-independent leading
given by Eq.~17!. The remaining integrals over the regionr,r * are proportional to the
first power of the temperature and contain a dependence on different logarithmic
ables:

2L215 ln2~8ūag!2
2

pE0
tF ln2S 4aū

x D2 ln2S 4aū

t D G lnS 2

gxDdx.
Herea51/2ueuHa2, t5@pTūa/4g#, andū58.

As a result of the integration, we find a double logarithmic correction proportion
the temperature:

2L215 ln2~8ūag!2
4T

gueuHa2
lnS 8e2

ūpTa
D lnS 16gepT D , ~26!

whereū58, and the doubled hopping integral 2utu, to which the temperature is scale
can be eliminated from the right-hand side with the aid of the definition of the energy
~5!. The third equation, which makes it possible to eliminate the dimensionless
constant, is Eq.~17!, which determines the maximum possible critical fieldH0:

2L215 ln2~4ūgc\/ueuH0a
2!5 ln2~32utu/D0!. ~27!

As a result, both the left- and right-hand sides of Eq.~26! can be expressed only in term
of measurable quantitiesH0 , D0 , H, anda

2:

2L215 ln2S 4ūgc\

ueuH0a
2D5 ln2S 4ūgc\

ueuHa2D2
2T

g2D0
lnS 4e2D0

pT D lnS 4gūD0e

pTH0ueua2D . ~28!

The logarithmic growth of the temperature derivative is partially compensate
the large logarithmL, which, according to Eq.~27!, can be expressed in terms of th
maximum critical fieldH0: L5 ln(32gc\/a2ueuH0), and

2
]H

]T U
0

'
H0

g2D0
lnS 4geD0

pT D F11L21lnS D0e

pT D G . ~29!

The temperature derivative of the expression~25! in the limit T→Tc can be expressed
similarly:

2
]H

]T U
Tc

5S 32LH0g

7z~3!Tc
De2L. ~30!

Therefore, forT<Tc the large temperature logarithm is completely compensated by
small ratio between the superconducting transition temperature and the magnitude
hopping integral, which, according to Eq.~30!, gives exponential smallness in logarith
mic variables.
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As the temperature decreases, the absolute magnitude of the temperature de
increases. According to Eq.~29!, at low temperature this changes into a logarithm
temperature increase. Therefore the entire curveHc2(T) has negative curvature. Th
double logarithmic growth can be observed only at extremely low temperatures, w
T/Tc! ueuH0a

2/c\>2•1025 kOe21H0 .

The small slope~30! for T<Tc corresponds to an ordinary pure superconduc5

with a Fermi energy of the order of the hopping integralutu and an effective mass of th
order of\2/a2utu.

This work was performed as part of the State Program on high-Tc superconductivity
‘‘É kstend II’’ 94011.
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Investigation of the magnetic structure of holmium by
the muonic method

I. A. Krivosheev, A. A. Nezhivo , B. A. Nikol’ski , and A. N. Ponomarev
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

V. N. Duginov, V. G. Ol’shevski , and V. Yu. Pomyakushin
Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, 141980 Dubna, Moscow District, Russia

~Submitted 28 November 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 77–80~10 January 1997!

The possibility of investigating by the muonic method spin-
incommensurate helicoidal structures of rare-earth magnets is examined
for the example of holmium. It is shown that at temperatures 20 K
,T,130 K only one precession frequency of the muon spin is ob-
served in holmium; this is characteristic for a simple helicoidal struc-
ture. The broadening of the frequency spectrum increases sharply at
temperaturesT<20 K, possibly as a result of the appearance of spin-
slip structure at these temperatures. The Fermi contact magnetic field of
the conduction electrons of holmium at a muon is measured.

© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01401-1#

PACS numbers: 75.30.2m, 76.75.1i, 75.50.Ee

The magnetic structure of holmium has been investigated by the method of ne
diffraction1–3 and later with the aid of synchrotron radiation.4,5 It has been shown that th
magnetically ordered state of holmium is observed atT,TN , whereTN 5132 K is the
Néel temperature. ForTC,T,TN the magnetic structure of holmium is an antiferroma
netic helicoid, which atTC520 K restructures into a ferromagnetic helicoid. The axis
the helicoid is directed along the hexagonalc axis of the crystal perpendicular to th
basal plane of the base. The atomic magnetic moments in the antiferromagnetic s
holmium lie in the basal planes. Their directions in each separate plane are parallel
another and make with the neighboring plane an anglea, which increases continuousl
from a;30° at T520 K up to a;50° at T5130 K. In the ferromagnetic state o
holmium a small component of the atomic magnetic moments appears along the he
nal axis of the crystal, and forT,TC the anglea remains approximately constan
a;30°.

The above-described magnetic helicoid of holmium is a spiral structure w
wavelength along thec axis and the distance between the basal planes of the cr
lattice are, generally speaking, incommensurate. A phenomenological description o
an incommensurate helicoid is the model of a magnetic spin-slip structure,4–7 according
to which only six equivalent directions of magnetic moments in the basal plane, w
correspond to its hexagonal symmetry, are possible. According to the spin-slip mod
individual anglea ind between the directions of magnetization of two neighboring ba
planes of the helicoid can assume only two values:a ind50 anda ind560°. Fora ind50
81 810021-3640/97/010081-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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pairs~doublets! of two identically polarized basal planes form; two neighboring doub
are turned with respect to one another by an anglea ind560° with one another. The
sequence of doublets alternates with single planes~singlets!, whose polarization makes a
anglea ind560° with the direction of polarization of the neighboring planes. The form
tion of such a singlet plane is termed spin-slip. According to the spin-slip model
above-indicated anglesa measured by the diffraction method are the average value
the individual anglesa ind between the doublet and singlet planes of a given magn
structure. The conventional designations shown in Table I have been adopted to de
the spin-slip structure. The temperature and the corresponding anglea are presented in
the first and second columns of the table. The third column gives the conven
symbols of the magnetic spin-slip structure; here the number indicates the numb

FIG. 1. Frequency spectrumG(v) of precessing muons in holmium in a zero external magnetic field
T530 K; v0 is the value ofv in the single-frequency description of muon spin precession.

TABLE I. Schematic representation of the magnetic
spin-slip structures of holmium.
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doublets and the dot indicates the number of singlets in successively repeating elem
the spiral structure with average anglea. The fourth column gives the arrangements
the presented magnetic structures in projection on the basal plane; here the doub
denote doublets and single lines denote singlets.

In the present work the incommensurate magnetic structure of holmium is inv
gated for the first time by the muonic (mSR) method. This method is used to measure
internal magnetic fieldsBm at interstitial sites of the crystal lattice, where a muon
localized. In a simple helicoidal structure, i.e., witha ind5a, all interstitial sites are
magnetically equivalent, and in amSR experiment only one muon spin precession f
quency is observed at a given temperature. In the spin-slip structure, the interstitial
in different sections of the helicoid are different and the frequency spectrum o
muonic signal is found to be more complicated. For example, according to Table
a536° the magnetic structure 2• contains three magnetically nonequivalent interstit
sites: between a singlet and doublet, between two parallel-polarized planes of the
doublet, and between two doublets.

The experimental holmium sample consisted of a textured crystal with a di
guished direction of the hexagonalc axis and with approximately 0.01% impuritie
During the measurements thec axis of the crystal was oriented parallel to the polarizat
of the muon beam. The sample was placed in a special cryostat whose temperatu
set to withinDT,0.2 K. All measurements were performed in a zero external magn
field. The experiment was performed in the muon channel of the GPD at the Paul S
rer Institute~Villingen, Switzerland!.

Figure 1 displays the frequency spectrumG(v) of the oscillating part of the muon
spin relaxation function atT530 K. One can see from Fig. 1 that the spectrumG(v) is

FIG. 2. Frequency spectraG(v) holmium at temperatures 12 and 15 K.
83 83JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Krivosheev et al.
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described by a single muon spin precession frequencyv05gBm corresponding to the
magnetic field Bm at the interstitial site where the muon is localized. He
g513.55•103 Hz/G is the gyromagnetic ratio of the muon. Similar spectraG(v) are
observed at temperaturesT.30 K in the magnetically ordered state of holmium. At lo
temperaturesT,20 K the spectraG(v) remain single-frequency, but they are mo
broadened, as shown in Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of the degree of broa
of the spectraG(v) is illustrated in Fig. 3, which displays the relaxation ratel(T) of the
amplitude of single-frequency muon spin precession in holmium.

The spectraG(v) measured in holmium in the present experiment characterize
magnetic structure of this metal as a simple spiral witha ind5a. At the same time, the
broadening of the spectraG(v), shown in Figs. 2 and 3, atT,20 K could be due to
several experimentally overlapping frequencies characteristic for the spin-slip stru
observed at these temperatures in diffraction experiments.5,6 The temperature dependenc
Bm(T)5g21v0(T) of the magnetic field at a muon in holmium is shown in Fig. 4, wh
also displays the computed temperature dependences of the dipole magnetic fielBtet

and Boct in the tetragonal and octahedral interstitial sites, respectively, of the cr

FIG. 3. Temperature dependencel(T) of the muon spin relaxation rate in holmium.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependenceBm(T) of the magnetic field at a muon.Btet(T) andBoct(T) are the computed
temperature dependences of the dipole magnetic fields in tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial sites
crystal for the antiferromagnetic state of holmium at temperatures 20 K,T,132 K.
84 84JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Krivosheev et al.
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lattice of holmium for the case of a simple magnetic spiral, i.e., fora ind5a in the
antiferromagnetic state (T.20 K). The calculation of the dipole magnetic fields too
account of the temperature dependences of the wavelength of the helicoid,5 the crystal
lattice parameters, and the magnetic moment of a holmium ion in the crystal.3 One can
see from Fig. 4 that the experimentally measured fieldsBm differ from dipole magnetic
fields. This difference is due to the Fermi contact magnetic field of polarized condu
electrons at a muonBc58/3pmBr(0)Pe . HeremB is the Bohr magneton;r(0) is the
density of the electronic wave function at the muon; and,Pe is the polarization of the
conduction electrons.

We thank W. Zimmerman for assisting in the measurements. This work was
ported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant 96-02-16999a!.
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Mobile line in the acceptor photoluminescence spectrum
of ‘‘pure’’ GaAs

K. S. Zhuravleva) and A. M. Gilinski 
Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy, of Scie
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 3 December 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 81–85~10 January 1997!

A new line is observed in the photoluminescence spectra of epitaxial
layers of undoped GaAs. The line is recorded in the region of the
band–acceptor transitions with a delay relative to the excitation pulse,
and with time after the excitation pulse it shifts substantially~by up to
15–18 meV! in the long-wavelength direction. The characteristics of
the line attest to the possibility that small, highly doped, local regions
with extended density-of-states tails can form in undoped GaAs.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01501-6#

PACS numbers: 78.66.Fd, 78.60.Ya

Low-temperature photoluminescence~PL! spectroscopy is widely used to check th
impurity and defect composition of gallium arsenide and similar III–V compounds.
well known that excitonic transition lines and lines corresponding to transitions to le
of shallow acceptors, chemical or bound with point defects in the material, are obs
in the PL edge spectra of GaAs at low temperatures.1,2 In contrast to this, the presen
letter reports the observation of an unusual ‘‘mobile’’ line in the low temperature
spectra of undoped epitaxial gallium arsenide. The energy position of this line cha
substantially as the excitation intensity changes or with time after the excitation puls~up
to 15–18 meV within 50–100ms!. The line lies in the region of transitions involving th
participation of shallow acceptors, it dominates the delayed nonstationary PL spectr
it is not associated with recombination via shallow impurities. The observed en
characteristics of the line and its behavior with time after excitation attest to the p
bility of the formation of small local regions, possessing a high level of doping
extended density-of-states tails, in undoped GaAs.

Samples of nominally dopedn- andp-GaAs with residual shallow impurity densitie
NA andND in the range 1014–1016 cm23 and different degree of compensation we
investigated. The samples were prepared by liquid-phase epitaxy~LPE! and molecular-
beam epitaxy~MBE! in different growth regimes. The samples were grown on substr
consisting of undoped or chromium-doped semi-insulating~100! GaAs; the epitaxial
layers ranged in thickness from 1 to 7mm for the samples obtained by MBE and from 1
to 25mm for the samples obtained by LPE. The lines were observed against the
ground of impurity luminescence by a measurement method in which the evolution o
nonstationary PL spectrum was recorded with a delay of tens of microseconds
pulsed excitation. As shown in Ref. 3, the decrease observed in the energy width
lines in the delayed spectra makes it much easier to distinguish the componen
86 860021-3640/97/010086-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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permits identification of transitions in multicomponent impurity PL spectra of Ga
Nonstationary photoluminescence was excited by YAG:Nd laser pulses (lexc5532 nm,
pulse durationt5120 ns! or Al2O3:Ti laser pulses (lexc5760 nm,t530 ns!; the power
density in an excitation pulse was equal to 0.5–5 kW/cm2. Ar1 and He–Ne lasers wer
used to excite the stationary PL. The PL was recorded with a spectrometer base
double diffraction monochromator and a photomultiplier operating in the photon cou
mode with time resolution.

The PL spectra and decay curves of a sample demonstrating an unusual PL
temperatureT54.2 K are displayed in Fig. 1. The data presented were obtained
p-type sample, with a high degree of purity, grown by the LPE method from bism
melt4 and possessing, according to Hall measurements,NA2ND56•1014 cm23. A wide
line, associated with band–acceptor transitions, with a maximum near 1.493 eV a
phonon repetition are present in the spectrum during the action of the pump pulse.
excitation relaxes, both lines shift with time in the long-wavelength direction. After
ms a fine structure appears in the spectrum, and 5ms after the excitation pulse fou
narrow lines are distinguished in the spectrum. Thereafter the energy positions of th
short-wavelength lines do not change (\v51.4913 and 1.4890 eV!, while the other two
lines shift with time in the long-wavelength direction by'1 meV. This behavior attest
to the fact that the first two lines are due to band–acceptor (e, A) transitions and the
second pair of lines correspond to donor–acceptor transitions (D, A) with the participa-
tion of magnesium~or beryllium! and zinc acceptors. A wide structureless line, des
nated asQ and moving to\v51.473 eV at a time 50ms after excitation, appears in th
spectrum simultaneously with transitions on shallow donors. The shape of this li
substantially different from that of the lines associated with shallow impurities,

FIG. 1. Evolution of the PL spectra as a function of the delay time~a! and decay curves of nonstationary PL~b!
of a sample demonstrating a mobileQ line at temperatureT54.2 K. The spectra in~a! were recorded at times
of 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 1, 2, 3.5, 6, 9, 18, 30, and 50ms after the excitation pulse~top to bottom!. The decay curves
~b! correspond to\v51.4915 eV ((e, A) line! and\v51.483 eV (Q line!.
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consists of an asymmetric bell with exponential wings of the fo
I (\v);exp(2u\v2\vmu/D), where\vm is the position of the line maximum. The lin
width at half-height increases with the delay time up to 13 meV, and the slope indi
D increases to'15 and 5 meV on the long- and short-wavelength wings, respectiv
this attests to the absence of quasiequilibrium in the system of carriers participating
recombination.2 The integral intensity of theQ line in the delayed spectra is 10–20 tim
higher than the intensity of the (e, A) and (D, A) lines. TheQ line decays with time
according to a power law close toI (t);t21.5, and the (e, A) and (D, A) transitions
decay according to the lawI (t);t21 ~Fig. 1b!.

Under stationary excitation theQ line is weak. For comparison, the stationary P
spectra for the same sample are displayed in Fig. 2. Irrespective of the excitation
sity, the (e, A) and (D, A) transitions dominate in the spectra, while theQ line is present
in the form of a long-wavelength shoulder and is clearly distinguished only in the ca
low excitation intensities, when it shifts strongly in the long-wavelength direction. As
excitation intensity increases, a superlinear increase in the intensity of theQ line is
observed. The dependence of the position of its maximum on the excitation intensiI is
described by a function of the form\vm(I )5\v01g• ln(I/I0), whereg is a parameter
characterizing the displacement of the line accompanying a change in the pump inte
This same dependence describes the displacement of the line with time in the nons
ary PL spectra, whereI is the line intensity. The values of the parameterg for stationary
and nonstationary PL spectra agree well with one another, and for the experim
samples they equalg51.5–2.5 meV.

The above-described features of the decay kinetics and the spectra rema
changed as the measurement temperatureT increases up to 10–12 K. AsT increases
further, a temperature quenching of the (e, A), (D, A), andQ lines is observed togethe
with an acceleration of the decay of the nonstationary PL. Surprisingly, however, inc
ing the temperature from 4.2 to 8 K results in a large increase in the intensity of tran

FIG. 2. PL spectra with stationary excitation with power density~top to bottom! of 20, 3, 0.4, 6•1022, and
6•1023 W/cm2; T54.2 K.
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tions on shallow acceptors, accompanied by a drop of equal magnitude in the inten
theQ line in the delayed spectra~Fig. 3!. It is known that in the case of uniform dopin
of a material no increase with temperature is observed in the intensity of acc
transitions.1 The redistribution of the line intensities shows that in the process of trap
of nonequilibrium carriers the centers which are due to the appearance of theQ line
compete with shallow impurities and, therefore, are located at a distance from the
equal to less than the diffusion length. Hence it also follows that the potential we
which the carriers are captured is of the order of 1 meV deep, and in view o
substantially lower effective mass the formation of a shallow well is more likely
electrons than holes.

We observed theQ line in the spectra of a number of layers prepared by LPE
MBE, and we did not observe any correlation between the presence of a line an
density of residual impurities or the degree of compensation of the layers. Measur
of the charge carrier density profiles by the C–V method likewise did not reveal
macroscopic nonuniformities characteristic of these samples. The prolonged nonexp
tial decay of theQ line attests to the spatially indirect character of the carrier recom
nation. The energy position, line shape, and modification of the line shape with tim
well as the superlinear dependence of the line intensity on the pump intensity show
the line Q is due to transitions between the density-of-states tails in strongly do
material.2 Similar dependences were observed in samples of strongly compensated
and solid solutions of III–V compounds,5–7 on account of the formation of density-o
states tails with a depth of tens and hundreds of millielectron-volts. However, an est
of the depth of the density-of-states tails according to the electrophysical paramet
the layers gives a value of not greater than several millielectron volts, which mak
impossible to explain the large width and shift of theQ lines by recombination in the

FIG. 3. a! Evolution of the PL spectra as a function of the delay time at temperatureT516 K. The spectra were
recorded at times of 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 1, 2, 3.5, 6, 9, 18, 30, and 50ms after the excitation pulse~top to bottom!.
b! Temperature dependence of the integral intensity of transitionsA on shallow acceptors and the mobileQ line
and the total intensityS in the spectrum 50ms after the excitation pulse.
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density-of-states tails of uniform material. The transfer of line intensities in the spec
as the temperature changes~Fig. 3! suggests that the appearance of theQ line is due to
the existence of local regions in the epitaxial film which have a high doping level
deep density-of-states tails and which serve as effective sinks for nonequilibrium c
carriers but, because of their small volume, have very little effect on the electrophy
parameters of the samples. We conjecture that such locally nonuniform regions can
as a result of the penetration of impurities or defects from the substrates into the ep
layers.

We thank N. A. Yakusheva, N. S. Rudaya, Yu. B. Bolkhovityanov, D. I. Lubysh
N. T. Moshegov, and A. I. Toropov for providing the GaAs samples and V. A. Samo�lov
for performing the C–V measurements. This work was supported by the Russian
for Fundamental Research~Grant 95-02-04755-a!.
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Local surface segregations of implanted aluminum in an
iron crystal with a low density of defects

V. I. Lavrent’ev and A. D. Pogrebnyak
Sumy Institute of Surface Modification, 244030 Sumy, Ukrainea!

R. Sandrik
Oxford University, Nuclear Physics, Oxford OX 3RH, UK

~Submitted 3 December 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 86–89~10 January 1997!

The surface distribution of elements is studied by scanning a 3-MeV
proton beam along the surface of a bcc-Fe sample implanted with alu-
minum ions in the dose interval (1–50)•1016 cm22. Ring-shaped re-
gions, up to 30mm in diameter, with a high density of aluminum,
which appear at implantation doses (5–20)•1016 cm22, are observed.
These regions appear as a result of radiation-stimulated segregation
processes. A mechanism based on the existence of a low density of
dislocations in the initial crystal is proposed to explain the implanted
impurity segregation processes. ©1997 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~97!01601-0#

PACS numbers: 64.75.1g, 61.72.2y

1. One of the most consequential processes induced by intense charged-p
beams~electrons, ions! on the surface of a solid is radiation-stimulated segregation~RSS!
— the spatial separation of the constituent components of the subsurface layer
discovery of this phenomenon in the mid-1970s stimulated a series of theoretica
experimental works on the investigation of its nature.1,2 It is now known that RSS is
caused by the appearance of fluxes of radiation-induced nonequilibrium point de
toward sinks~clusters, dislocations, grain boundaries, free surface!. In previous works the
study of RSS in alloys was based on the assumption of a one-dimensional compo
gradient, when fluxes of defects from the volume of the irradiated sample produce a
of a new phase near the surface.3,4 The RSS phenomenon has been analyzed quan
tively by means of depth profiling with the aid of methods such as Rutherford back
tering ~RBS! and Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!. We know of no works reporting
the observation of RSS processes in two other mutually perpendicular directions~in a
plane parallel to the surface of the sample!.

The present letter reports experimental results on the observation of local su
segregations of an impurity in polycrystalline bcc-Fe samples as a result of implan
of high-energy aluminum ions. Such experiments are especially important for u
standing correctly phase-formation processes in implanted layers as well as for th
velopment of a theory of RSS.

2. Ten-keV Al ions were implanted in polycrystalline bcc-Fe samples in
Impul’s-4 accelerator~SIMP, Ukraine! with the following parameters: pulse duratio
91 910021-3640/97/010091-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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t520 ms, pulse repetition ratef550 s21, ion current density 0.5–5 mA/cm2, and
vacuum 1024 Pa. The implantation dose was varied in the range (1250)•1016 cm22.
The accelerating voltageUa , the ion current densityj i , the repetition ratef , and the
sample temperatureTs were controlled during the implantation process.

Samples of bcc-Fe, annealed at 950 °C for 2 h, with initial grain sizes of 1–2
were prepared for implantation. The initial dislocation density did not exc
107 cm22, and the total impurity content was less than 0.01 wt.%. The observatio
local surface segregations of the impurity was made possible by the use of a micro
of protons which were obtained from a megaelectron-volt accelerator~Oxford Univer-
sity!.

A quantitative analysis of the distribution of elements in different microregion
the surface of the implanted samples was performed with the aid of color maps of re
ranging in size from 10310mm up to 5003500mm, obtained by RBS and PIXE~proton
induced x-ray emission! as a result of scanning of a 3-MeV proton microbeam with
beam diameter of approximately 1mm. The beam current was equal to 100 pA. Qua
titative analysis of the elemental composition from certain points and regions on
surface was performed with the aid of RBS and PIXE energy spectra.

3. Our experiments showed that the character of the surface distribution o
elements along the surface of the Fe samples after Al implantation depends o
implantation dose. For example, at doses of~1–5)•1016 cm22 aluminum is distributed
uniformly over the surface of the sample with an average concentration of 7–12
The PIXE spectrum obtained after Al implantation with a dose of 5•1016 cm22 is dis-
played in Fig. 1. Besides peaks corresponding to aluminum and iron, a carbon p
clearly seen in this spectrum~near 13 keV!. Carbon penetrates into the subsurface lay
of the sample from residual vapors in the vacuum chamber of the accelerator und
action of the high-energy Al ions.

Increasing the implantation dose to 2•1017 cm22 results in the formation of charac
teristic surface nonuniformities in the Al distribution. While the Fe and C distributi
are comparatively uniform, ring-shaped formations with a high Al concentration with
outer radius of the ring equal to approximately 10mm are observed. The up to 5mm in
diameter interior region of these ring-shaped formations is characterized by a
(;10 at.%! Al concentration. The maximum Al concentration~up to 64 at.%! is observed

FIG. 1. PIXE energy spectrum for points on the surface of a bcc-Fe sample implanted with Al ions~dose
5•1016 cm22).
92 92JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Lavrent’ev et al.
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near the central radius of the ring. The PIXE energy spectra corresponding to tw
ferent points of the ring-shaped region~in the central part of the ring and at the center
the interior region! are displayed in Figs. 2a,b. Increasing the implantation dose
5•1017 cm22 causes the ring-shaped Al regions to vanish, and a uniform distributio
elements along the surface of the sample, with a surface Al concentration of up
at.%, is observed once again.

4. The observed surface redistribution of the implanted impurity attests to the
currence local RSS processes during ion implantation. The distances between ne
ing ring-shaped regions suggest that the Al segregation processes are due to dislo
present in the sample before implantation. As a result of elastic interaction, noneq
rium vacancies precipitate on the dislocations, which results in the formation
helicoid.5,6 As a result of the nonuniform depth distribution of point defects arising in
sample during ion implantation,7 the radii of the helicoid turns will also be different. A
the helicoid continues to wind during the ion implantation process, it emits an inde
dent dislocation loop as a result of the interaction of neighboring turns of maxim
radius. Absorbing nonequilibrium vacancies, the dislocation loop expands. Implant
atoms in bcc-Fe are predominantly bound with radiation vacancies into stable d
complexes1 which diffuse toward dislocations by means of additional vacancies
precipitate on them. As Al atoms ‘‘are collected,’’ the rate of expansion of the disloca
loop slows down. The head loop is supported by the subsequent dislocation loops w
atoms distributed on them, thereby increasing the impurity concentration in the
region.

FIG. 2. PIXE energy spectra obtained for a bcc-Fe sample implanted with Al ions~dose 2•1017 cm22) for
points in the central part of the ring zone~a! and at the center of the interior region of the ring zone~b!.
93 93JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Lavrent’ev et al.
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The absence of observed Al precipitates with implantation doses less than 5•1016

cm22 is due in this case to the fact that the density of nonequilibrium vacancies i
low to actuate emission of dislocation loops by the helicoid. At doses above 2•1017

cm22 the ring-shaped impurity zones dissolve as a result of the development of ther
activated diffusion under high-temperature~523 K and higher! conditions.8

5. The proposed model makes it possible to estimate the parameters charact
the segregation process. We take as a basis an expression determining the depen
the radiusl of a growing dislocation loop on the timet:6

l 25
2mb3D

kT
t, ~1!

wherem is the shear modulus,b is the Burgers vector, andD is the diffusion coefficient
of the defects governing the growth of the loop. For the valuesm58.4•1011 dynes/cm2

and b;1028 cm characteristic for bcc-Fe9 and l'1023 cm, t'300 s, andT'400 K
from experiment, we obtainD'1.1•10217 cm2/s, which gives for the activation energ
Hm51.35 eV. The value obtained forHm is almost identical to the migration energy o
vacancies in bcc-Fe~1.32 eV10!; this confirms the vacancy mechanism for the growth
the dislocation loops collecting Al impurity atoms.

In summary, in this letter the application of the proton microbeam method for l
study of radiation-stimulated segregation processes was demonstrated and it was
that dislocations play a role in the formation of microregions of the segregating impu
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Charge mobility anisotropy in hcp 4He crystals

O. A. Andreeva, K. O. Keshishev, and D. I. Kholin
P. L. Kapitsa Institute of Physics Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117334
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 9 December 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 1, 90–95~10 January 1997!

A strong anisotropy of the positive-charge mobility is observed in hcp
4He crystals. The mobility activation energies in the principal direc-
tions are determined. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01701-5#

PACS numbers: 67.80.2s

Charge carriers in crystalline helium possess a specific intrinsic structure and
unique test object for investigating the properties of quantum crystals. As in the ca
liquid helium, it is assumed that in the crystal a negatively charged complex is an ele
localized in a cavity1,2 and a positive complex is a helium ion located at the center
region compacted by electrostriction forces.3 A theoretical estimate of the sizes of com
plexes of both signs gives values of the order of several interatomic distances.
means that the properties of a charge complex depend strongly on its configur
which is dictated by the symmetry of the crystal lattice and by the effective size o
complex as a defect formed in a crystal as a result of the presence of a charge.
properties of charges we mean the characteristic features of their motion in a c
under the influence of an applied electric field.

According to Ref. 4, the symmetry of a charge complex should be manife
primarily as a dependence of the characteristic features of its motion on the direct
an applied electric field relative to the crystallographic axes of the crystal.

Up to now, all measurements of the velocity of charges in helium crystals have
performed on randomly oriented samples. The most complete review of works in
field up to 1985 has been given by Dahm.5 As a result of many experiments, it has be
established that the temperature dependence of the mobility of charges of both
attests to an activation mechanism of their motion, and the closeness of the va
activation energies and mobilities of positive charges and3He impurities serves as a
important argument in support of a common mechanism for the motion of imp
particles as a result of the motion of vacancies. In a quantum approach to this prob6,
the motion of the charges or impurity atoms is regarded as being the result of ine
scattering of delocalized vacancies by them. The temperature and field dependen
the drift velocity of the charges contains in this case the parameters of the energy
trum of the vacancies, such as the activation energy and width of the energy band

Therefore an experimental investigation of the motion of charges as a function o
magnitude and direction of an electric field as well as the temperature should
95 950021-3640/97/010095-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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information about the structure of the charge complexes and about the propert
vacancy excitations in helium crystals.

Direct measurements of the drift velocity of charges as a function of the electric
intensity as well as the pressure and temperature were performed by one of us w
aid of a three-electrode time-of-flight method.7 Later, Golov, Efimov, and
Mezhov-Deglin8 discovered, while determining the drift velocity of charges according
the current setting time in a diode, that the temperature and field intensity dependen
the velocity of positive charges are nonmonotonic.

The characteristic features of charge motion which were presented in Refs. 7
found an explanation in the quantum symmetry approach to charge motion, develop
Andreev and Savishchev.4 In the same work, a method was proposed, on the basis o
assertion about the relation between the symmetry of a charge complex and the
ropy of its motion in crystals, for reconstructing the structure of a charge com
according to the angular dependences of its velocity. This approach requires experi
data on the anisotropy of charge motion. Direct measurements of the anisotropy of c
motion in helium crystals were not performed. Indirect indications of the presence
sizable anisotropy were noted in Ref. 9. It is obvious that an experimental solution o
problem requires the ability to set in a controllable manner the direction of the ele
field relative to the crystallographic axes of the crystal.

This letter reports the first results of a direct measurement of the anisotrop
charge motion in hcp4He crystals. The results were obtained on an experimental a
ratus that makes it possible to change in a controllable manner the orientation
crystal relative to the electric field and to measure the velocity of charges with the a
a three-electrode time-of-flight method.

In this work, an optical cryostat equipped with a3He refrigerator was used. Th
helium crystals were grown in a metal chamber 25 mm long and with an inner diam
of 19 mm. Optical windows were mounted at the ends of the chamber with the aid
indium gasket. Arranged horizontally, the symmetry axis of the crystal is also the op
axis of the cryostat. The chamber itself is mounted in a mechanism that makes it po
to rotate the chamber around an axis by an angle of660°relative to the main position
This construction was used previously for studying the anisotropy of the properties
interphase boundary in helium10 and was described in detail in our preceding paper.11

The drift velocity of induced charges of both signs was determined with the aid
three-electrode time-of-flight method based on measurement of the rise time of th
lector current in a triode accompanying the passage of the charge front over the dri
The details of the triode construction and the characteristic features of the method
been discussed in Ref. 7. In the present case, a plane-parallel triode with the foll
parameters was employed: The electrode diameter (b2-active tritium source, grid, and
collector! was equal to 8 mm, the grid–collector drift distance was 0.26 mm, and
source–grid~gate! interval was 0.10 mm.

The triode is mounted on a hinged suspension inside the chamber. The cen
gravity of the triode is displaced so that the angle of inclination of the electrodes rel
to the horizontal direction equals 47°. The axis of the hinge is parallel to the rotation
96 96JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Andreeva et al.
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of the chamber so that the triode maintains its orientation in space, under the action
own weight, as the chamber rotates.

A sample, oriented in the required manner relative to the electrodes of the mea
system, was grown at a temperature of;1 K ~i.e., below the temperature of the firs
faceting phase transition! in the following sequence. First, a sample whoseC6 axis is
vertical to a high degree of accuracy~the deviation does not exceed 1022 rad! is grown
with the aid of the well-known ‘‘dropping of a seed crystal’’ method.12 In the process, the
crystal fills the bottom part of the chamber without touching the triode~Fig. 1a!. Next, the
chamber is turned together with the sample so that the visually monitored basal pla
the crystal makes the required angle with the electrode plane. The angles lying in a
perpendicular to the optical axis are measured to within 3•1023 rad with a telescopic
goniometer. In this position, the chamber together with the triode is overgrown with
solid phase~Fig. 1b,c!.

To change the orientation of the sample relative to the measuring system the c
is melted to dimensions for which the triode is freed from the solid phase. The cha
rotates into a new position and is once again overgrown with the crystal~Fig. 1d!. This
method makes it possible to obtain samples whoseC6 axis makes a prescribed angle wi
the direction of the electric field in the measuring triode.

The measurements were performed on the melting curve at temperatures not e
ing 1.1 K. Therefore the molar volume of the crystal remained constant, to a high d
of accuracy, and equal to 20.98 cm3/mole. The most complete experimental data we
obtained for positive charges. The field dependences of the velocities of the char
the two principal crystallographic directions — parallel and perpendicular toC6 at tem-
peratureT51.00 K — are displayed in Fig. 2. It should be noted that in the case of
perpendicular direction the orientation of the electric field relative to theC2 axis in the
basal plane remained random. The fact that the curvesv'

1(E) obtained for different
crystals are the same attests to the negligibly small anisotropy in this plane, w
exhibits a sixfold symmetry. As one can see from Fig. 2a and the inset in Fig. 2b, in
E<2•104 V/cm the velocity of the positive charges in both directions is proportiona
the field strength:v;mE, wherem is the charge mobility in a given direction. Th
mobilities of the positive charges in the two principal directions~straight lines in Fig. 2!
are:

FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the process used to grow oriented samples.
97 97JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Andreeva et al.
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152•1026 cm2/V•s— in a direction parallel to theC6 axis,

~1!
m'

151•1028 cm2/V•s— in a direction perpendicular to theC6 axis.

Such a large difference~a factor of 200! in the mobilities was an unexpected result. W
recall that the hexagonal close-packed structure of helium crystals corresponds
accurately, compared with all other substances, the model of close-packed sphere

To prove that there are no ancillary effects, we measured the mobility as a fun
of the angle between the direction of the electric field and theC6 axis. The general
relation between the velocity of charges and the intensity of the field on the linear se
of the curvev(E) has the form

v i5m ikEk . ~2!

It is easy to show that the dependence of the mobility on the anglew between theC6 axis
and the direction of the electric field in this case is described by the formula

m~w!5m icos
2w1m'sin

2w. ~3!

The mobilities of positive charges measured for three intermediate values of the
w ~25°, 60°, and 81°) demonstrated excellent agreement with the formula~3!. Therefore
the observed sizable mobility anisotropy is indeed a property of the positively cha
complexes in hcp4He crystals.

The field dependences of the velocity of positive charges presented in Fig. 2
not only by the values of the mobility but also by the behavior of the velocity in str
fields. The curvev i

1(E) demonstrates a clear maximum atE.3.5•104 V/cm, whereas in
the investigated range of fieldsv'

1(E) is a monotonically increasing function, corre
sponding to an exponential or a power-law function with a large exponent (>9).

FIG. 2. Velocities of positive charges versus the field strength in the two principal directions: a — Parallel to
theC6 axis, b — perpendicular to theC6 axis. T51.0 K. The different symbols represent data obtained
different samples.
98 98JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Andreeva et al.
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As noted previously in Ref. 8, the observed nonmonotonic field dependence o
velocity of the charges is explained in Ref. 4 as being the result of phonon-free scat
of vacancies by a charge complex. The threshold electric field intensity correspon
this case to a situation when in a single scattering event the energy difference betwe
final and initial positions of the charge complex in an electric field equals the width o
energy band of the vacancy. It is obvious that the phonon-free mechanism bec
impossible in fields above the threshold value. Assuming that the conditioneEu5D,
wheree is the electron charge andu is the distance over which the center of the cha
complex is displaced in the direction of the electric field as a result of a single scatt
event, andD is the width of the energy band of the vacancy, holds near the maximu
the curvev(E) and assuming thatu<a, wherea is the interatomic distance, we ca
obtain an upper estimate of the width of the vacancy band:

D<12 K. ~4!

We were not able to measure the drift velocity on the linear section of the curv
the velocity versus the field for negative charges. Superlinear growth of the velocity
increasing field is observed in the entire range of fields investigated. About the aniso
of the motion of negative charges we can only conclude that for the same field inte
their velocity in a direction parallel to theC6 axis is approximately an order of magnitud
higher than in a perpendicular direction. Therefore the ‘‘faster’’ direction for nega
charges is the same direction as for positive charges.

Besides the results presented above, we also obtained the temperature depe
of the mobility of positive charges in the two principal directions~Fig. 3!. For each
temperature the value of the mobility was determined according to the slope of the
part of the curve of the velocity versus the field. The data obtained confirm the the
activation character of the charge mobility, satisfying in both directions the relation

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the mobilities of positive charges in the two principal directions:s —
parallel to theC6 axis ~right-hand ordinate!, d — perpendicular to theC6 axis ~left-hand ordinate!.
99 99JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 1, 10 Jan. 1997 Andreeva et al.
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Here the values of the energy« are different in the principal directions:

« i
155.3 K — in adirection parallel to theC6 axis,

~6!
«'

1511 K— in a direction perpendicular to theC6 axis.

The observed sizable difference in the values of the activation energy has a n
explanation in the Andreev–Savishchev theory.4 In Ref. 4 it was shown that, dependin
on the direction of the electric field, the energy« in Eq. ~5! can assume different value
in the energy band of the vacancies. Higher mobilities should correspond to lower v
of the activation energy; this agrees with the experimental results. We note that the
of « i

1 from Eq. ~6! agrees well with previously obtained data7 on the dependence of th
activation energy on the molar volume, confirming its tendency to decrease with inc
ing molar volume. The value of«'

1 is found to be higher than the previously observ
values of the activation energy obtained on randomly oriented crystals. As a result
smallness of the mobility in a direction perpendicular to theC6 axis, its contribution to
the mobility in a given direction~Eq. ~3!! is appreciable only for anglesw close to 90°.
The probability of obtaining such a sample randomly is quite low. The difference
tween« i

1 and«'
1 can be regarded as a lower estimate of the width of the energy ba

the vacancies:

D>5.7 K. ~7!

We note that the relation~7! together with Eq.~4! comprise an interval of possible value
of D which agrees qualitatively with the theoretical estimates.5 Additional data on the
structure of a charge complex are required in order to determineD more accurately.

In summary, the main result of the present work is the discovery of a strong an
ropy of the mobility of positive charges in4He crystals and a determination of th
activation energies of their mobility in the principal crystallographic directions. It sho
be noted that the experimental samples were grown under completely different cond
and by a different method13 than in all previous works~Refs. 7–9; see also Ref. 5!.
Nonetheless, the absolute values ofm i

1 and« i
1 agree well with the previously obtaine

data. This fact, together with the data on the diffusion of impurity atoms, in our opi
serves as another argument in favor the vacancy mechanism of charge mobilit
makes it possible to rule out the presence of nonequilibrium oriented defects~disloca-
tions, twinning boundaries, and so on! in the crystal as a cause of the observed anis
ropy. In this case, such a sizable anisotropy can be explained only at the micros
level taking account of the structure of the charge complexes, to determine whic
charge velocity anisotropy must be investigated in strong electric fields.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grants
93-02-2551 and 96-02-16348a! and the French Ministry of Higher Education and R
search~Grant 94 R 0043!.
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